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Light Snow,
Colder Tonight;
Colder Friday

Heroism, Pan ic
On Stri cken Ship

By LAWRENCE MALKIN
i for the full 5-week voyage, payLONDON (AP) — England |ing up to $1,055. The rest were
bundled up against a cold snap |going to the islands.
as 'he 20,314-ton Greek liner j La-; It was to be a lazy, sunny
konia. slipped out of Southamp- Christmas. Breakfast in bed, tea
ton , beaded for Madeira , the , in a tapestry-hung lounge. In
Canaiy Islands—and sunshine— j the evening, they dressed for
on a Christmas cruise.
! dinner.
An atmosphere of calm genOn Friday, Dec. 20, the flrst
tility and folksy cheer pervaded the ship as the €58 passen- i day out, there was a boat drill.
gers—most of them British— ' No one seems to remember exand 369 crew , set out Dec. 18. I actly how it -was conducted. The
Half the passengers had signed I crew had been through a boat

UP ON FASHIONS, TOO . . . President Lyndon B. Johnson turns his daughter Lynda Bird, 19, so that visiting
newsmen at the LBJ Ranch at Johnson City, Tex., can get
a good look at the dress she is wearing. The President
proved he's up on college fashions as well as world affairs
when he bought the red Marimekko dress for Lynda when
he was in Finland recently. The casual frock , like a loose
shift type, is popular on American campuses. Lynda Bird
Is a sophomore at the University of Texas. (AP Photofax)

Johnson Sett les
Dortn at Ranch

newsmen , Johnson said:
By FRANK CORMIER
1 "We haw a situation developAssociated Press Writer
I ing there and we are watching
JOHNSON CITY , Tex. (AP>- 1 it very carefully ."
President Johnson was up be- | Aides reported that Johnson
fore dawn today and with for- 1 strongly supported efforts by
mer Gov. Buford Ellington of ! the British , Greek and Turkish
1
Tennessee went deer hunting , governments to stabilize the situation .
j
planning also to get in some
In ordering a cut in the fedtalk on national problems.
eral pay roll , Johnson told agenJohnson and Ell ington , a j cy heads:
guest at the LB,*J Ranch , had
"Even though nothing like
an earl y breakfast in the ranch ; this has happened in the last
kitchen , read the morning j decade , I am still unconvinced
newspapers , then boarded a |that we are getting the maximum possible output per emhelicopter and flew to the home ploy*. I believe we can do betof a longtime Johnson friend, it-1.
Atty. A. W. Moursund.
He said every department and
The three men went out In agency would get personnel
Search of deer , which abound ! ceilings which "are not to be
In the area of the Moursund exceeded without my explicit
ranch. It was on that property approval. "
that Johnson saw scores of deer
Pay rolls are (o be cut , if only
Tuesday but decided against
slightly,
in two stages—hy next
shooting any, because he could
June
30
and by June 30, 191*5.
|
does,
only draw a bond on
¦
told
newsmen
Johnson
Wednesday he hoped he and Is- i Fairmont
Drive r
lington would be iiblo to discuss
the
problems
"over
national
[ Gets Two Deer
carcass of a deer. " There was
speculation Ellingt on might he FAIRMONT, Minn. ( AP ) —
i Robert fi . Cox of Fairmont has
in line for n federal post.
! neve r shot a doer , but he got
Ellington wa s John son 's floor two today — with his car.
manager at 'he l ftfiO Democrat- i
Cox , 41 , said he slowed his
ic- convention when Johnson
RoughL his party ' s presidenti al | car about 5 a.m. when he saw
nomination but wound up as ! a doe on the left shoulder of the
candidate for vice pre sident. j road. Thinking it would slay put ,
The President said he want- he speeded up again but the
ran into the side of his car.
ed lo get. Ellington 's "couns-el ! deer
At
the same time , a halfnn a number of national pro bgrow n fawn standing unnoticed
.
specified
"
that
wore
not
lems
on (he left side of the rood aiso
Johnson also iins keep ing in ran into the car.
touch with the exp losive .situa- ,i The doe was killed , the fawn
badly injured it had to be
lion in Cyprus, where fighting |so
1
h;is ei-upled between Turk s and destroyed.
G reeks. Development s on the ! Co.1; estimated damage to the
island prompted two or three i car at around $40.
telephone con 'emices Wednes- I
day with Secretary of .State
Dean ftu.sk.
Carrier Price
The pressure of official business during the hol iday slay <it
Bcciiuse of no pubIhe LB.) ranch wus twidenverl ,
lic-it ion on Christmas
loo, by a new din-dive in which ,
Day t h e short -week
.Inlinsiwi ordered a cut buck in
c;i nior <l el ivory price
federal jobs within the next ill
months.
will ho <> l 'forti vr.
In .«|lMiihsliig Cyprus w i t h ,
i

drill before sailing. Capt Daniel Jones of the British Sea
Transport Department was told
by his inspectors that it was
"very satisfactory." They did
not conduct a formal inspection
of the ship. It carried a Greek
certificate of seaworthiness.
Sunday, in one lounge the
ship's social director had organized a party for young peole — they came d r e s s e d as
Eobos. There was carol singing
in another lounge, a movie in
the third. Most older passengers had retired; Monday was
to be a big day of sightseeing in
Madeira.

President Has
Gay and Busy
Christmas Day

By FRANCES LEWINE
JOHNSON CITY, Tex..I* —
President Johnson's T e x a s
Christmas was a gay and busyday that included inspecting his
cattle, delivering poinsettias to
his neighbors, entertaining kinfolk, eating a big turkey dinner
and taking a speedboat spin on
a nearby lake.
He did it all in relaxed fashion, dressed in sporty khaki
range pants , green and brown
checked sports jacket and orange cowboy boots.
He even had time to lease
another 40 acres "more stomping ground" to add to the JohnJust before 11 p.m. a steward son holdings of 400 acres adspotted smoke seeping under joining the placid Pedernales
the doors of the ship's barber River.
shop. He flung open the doors Johnson kept the family s turand fell back before flames.
key dinner waiting while he
Th? fire raced through pas- hobnobbed with the p r e s s ,
sageways t o w a r d the state- whom he invited to take holiday
rooms.
Capt. Mathios Zarbis. a veter- pictures oi the family. .And he
an of 15 years with the Greek conducted the crowd of some 50
Line, was sitting in the main reporters and photographers on
saloon . He raced toward the a tour of the 12-room stone and
frame ranch house where the
door.
Ivor S. Buchanan , an Ameri- Johnsons' Christmas presents
can , and his wife Dorothy had waited under ah eight-foot ceretired early. He pulled a suit dar tree in his comfortable
over his pajamas. She put his ground-floor office.
The weather was in the
coat over her slip. "What a hell
balmy
70s, but a heated outof a time to have a fire drill ,"
door
swimming
pool , covered
he thought.
with blue plastic "to keep the
In the radio room, operator leaves out ," was not used.
Alexis Kalogridis switched to
Twenty-seven Johnson kinfolk
the automatic emergency transmitter and began tapping out : gathered for Christmas dinner ,
"Fire spreading up. Prepare with more of Mrs. Johnson's
evacuation on ship." It was relatives due in time for New
Year 's. An added guest was 1911:30 p.m.
At 22 minutes after midnight year-old Lynda Bird Johnson's
Kalogridis sent out the final , fiance , Bernard Rosenbach of
anguished call : "SOS from La- nearby Comfort , Tex., newly
konia last time. I cannot stay elevated to the rank of Navy
any more in the wireless station. lieutenant, junior grade. He's
We are leaving the ship. Please soon to be sent to Guantanamo
immediate assistance. Please Bay, Cuba , Johnson revealed.
The President introduced all
help."
Then he dashed to the life- of his family as they gathered
boat deck , already crowded to be photographed .
It was late afternoon before
with passengers and crew milling about in pajamas and any- the Johnsons got to their presthing they had thrown on. Some ents and then sat down to the
table to feast on roast turkey
(Continued on Page 13, Col. 2) with corn bread stuffing and
HEKOES
giblet gravy, sweet potato pie
with rnarshmallow t o p p i n g ,
string beans, salad and hot
rolls. The dessert was fruit
cake, "traditional in my country ," Mrs . Johnson said, plus
a family favorite, ambrosia —
oranges and pineapple topped
with finely grated coconut.

Johnson Asks
Nation fo Send
Gifts to Needy

By J. W. DAVIS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Johnson , a dog lover but
still a man of prudence, has
done the sensible thing again.
He has asked that Americans
not flood the White House with
gifts of dogs and other animals.
Specifically , the President accepted the gift of a white collie
from a 9-year-old Illinois girl ,
but asked at the same t ime that
others who want to send animal gifts to give them instead
to childre n or institutions in
their own communities.
The first family already had
two Beagles and -two Beagles
just by themselves are a lot of
dogs.
Every first family has been
deluged with gifts , some of
them probably to the point of
embarrassment. No one likes to
return a gift , or to refuse o n e
that is well-meant , even i/ it is
not particularly wanted and has
to be fed.
The John F. Kennedys , having
two small children , were particularly showered with pets, but
they always seemed to have
room for one more.
In addition to three ponies ,
the Kennedys were honored with
dogs galore , the most famous
being Pushinka , the offspring of
a Soviet space dog. She was a
gift from Premier Khrushchev.
Other Kennedy dogs Included
Charlie , a Welsh terrier; an
Irish wolfhound , various cockers , a German shepherd and
some pups born to Pushinka and
Charlie.
Dogs have nlways been the
most popular presidential pels ,
beginning with George Washington, An exception to the dogloving line was President Harry
S. Truman , but his friends were
nlways quick to point out that he
had nothing against dogs .
A White House dog that figured in politics was Fala , n lively tieotlie belonging to President Franklin D. Hoosevcll. In
Ihe 1044 presidential campaign ,
some critics of FDR charged
that a destroyer was sent to the
Aleutian Islands at heavy expense lo the taxpayers after
Fain allegedly had heen left hehind in one of Ihe President' s
trips .

NAT O Cyprus

Session Asked

U.S. Has
1,700 Citizens
On Island

IN TROUBLED CYPRUS . . . Members
of staff cf British High Commissioner 's office
in iVicosia spread British flags for identification on roof of mission building in the Cyprus

The Turkish government ordered two jet fighters to make
warning flights over Cyprus
Christmas Day after accusing
Greek Cypriots of m assacring
Turkish Cypriots in communal
fighting that has been raging
since last Saturday.
Then as the fighting died
down to sporadic firing, the office of President Makarios,
tween the West Berlin city gov- leader of the Greek Cypriot
ernment and East Germany's community, asserted six TurkRed regime.
ish navy vessels had taken up
"But now you see their real positions off Cyprus.
face," a young Red Cross workPresident Cemal Gursel of
er on duty at a crossing point
sairj . "Here they smile and there Turkey also expressed grave
concern, accused the Greek
they shoot."
Less than a mile from the Cypriots of a massacre, and apOberbaum Bridge control point pealed to President Johnson
an East German guard shot and other world leaders to inPaul Schulz, 18, in the back tervene.
Wednesday as he sat entangled The situation was being
in barbed -wire atop the con- ¦watched closely in both London
and Washington. Greece and
crete wall.
Turkey, long at odds over CypAs loudspeakers b l a r e d rus, guard the Far Eastern
Christmas music from the East flank of the Atlantic Alliance.
German radio, the wounded
Johnson was watching deyouth toppled from the 9-foot velopments from his Texas
wall into the arms of a West ranch. Prime Minister Sir Alec
Berlin policeman. A compan- Douglas-Home of Britain interion , also 18, made it safely to rupted a Christmas vacation to
the West, but Schulz died six return to London .
hours later in a West Berlin hospital.
What prompted Makarios to
In allowing visits by West send a complaint to the U. N.
Berliners to their relatives in Security Council was the flight
the East , the Communists made of the Turkish jets and the
no relaxation in their ban on movement of seme of Turkey 's
East Berliners going the other 650-man garrison on Cyprus
way .
into the Turkish Cypriot quarChristmas Day- t r a f f i c ter of this capital .
The Greeks promptly moved
through the wall Wednesday
was a record . Officials estimat- part of their 850 soldiers staed more than 65,000 West Berliners crossed over.

East German Slain
In Break for Freedom

By JOHN O. KOEHLER
Associated Press Writer
B E R L I N »l- More thousands of West Berliners crossed
into East Berlin today despite
the Christmas Day killing of a
young East G-erman who tried
to escape over the Berlin wall.
In the first hour after the five
crossing points opened for oneday visits by the West Berlin-

ers, nearly 13,00(1 had crossed
by foot, car or elevated railroad
to see relatives in the Communist sector of the city.

There was no charge In the
friendly attitude of East German guards , reported under orders to "keep smiling" when
the 16-day visiting period began
last week by agreement be-

Frost in Some
Florida Areas

The President, his wife and
daughters have been dieting,
but they forgot about it for the
holiday and added eggnog to By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
the evening gaiety.
Cold air nipped areas in the
Among the Christmas gifts Southeast today but generally
were dresses Johnson bought s e a s o n a 1 temper atures and
for his wife and his eldest
daughter , Lynda Bird .
After the family dinner ended at 4:30 p.m., the President
called for his helicopter and
took a 17-minute ride to visit
Haywood Ranch , the 4 ,561-acre
spread he owns in partnership
with his friend and attorney,
A. W. Moursund . Then he
ST. PAUL t/n— Gaily-wrapped
switched to a speedboat to ride
around one of the highland j Christmas gifts lay unopened
lakes along the Pedernales Wednesday as a prettty blonde
high school student—the victim
River .
of an auto accident — fought
for her life in
a hospital.
Dianne Sorrells, 37, homecoming queer
at St. Paul Park
High
a few
NEW YORK (AP ) — Jacob weeks ago, has
J. Shubert , a,"!, theatrical en- been hospitaliztrepeneur known as the man ed since she
thousand was hit by a
who produced a
,.,„„„.
,„
Oianne
shows, died in his Manhattan car „
Dec. ]<)
apartment today of a cerebral while walking home from her
hemorrhage.
parttime job as a supermarket
He was a brother and busi- clerk.
ness partner of I^ee Shubert ,
The girl suffered a fractured
also a theatrical business fig, pelvis and right leg . seskull
ure , who died on Christmas
vere
brain damage and a brok Day, ins:* .
en
nose.
.She is paralyzed on
The federa l government only
her
right
side
and doctors call
two days ago hud brought suit
for $15,705,3117 in estat e t axes her condition very grave, She
against the estate of Lee Shu- lapses into unconsciousness at
bert . The government placed times,
Her mother. Mis. Thomas
the value of the estate at $25
million , the bulk of il a half in- Kemp, feels the outcome Is "intha Lo rd 's hands. "
terest in the partnership.

Student Hurt
Walking Home

Jacob Shubert
Dead at 83

Pris oner 31 Years
Will Be Free Friday

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Josep h
Schaeffer who spent 31 years in
Stillwater prison will become a
fr<-e man nt 10 a.m. Friday.
Schaeffer i\rtd George Young,
hired killers of .Abe Loeh in St,
Paul July 2S, 1IW2. were convicted of first degreo murder
and given life terms.
Both men were paroled Nov,
4 and Schneffer will be the first
to leave, Ile will onlcr a hospil.nl
in Philadelphia for .surgery.
Y OUIIR luis not heen cleared
yet /or release. Doth men will

capital today. Flags were stretched out on
the roof after two Turkish Air Force jets
circled loiv over troubled Nicosia. (AP Photofax via cable from Nicosia)

By ALEX EFTY
Associated Press Writer
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP T —
Britain ordered more troops to
Cyprus today as a conflict between the Greek Cypriot and
Turkish minority threatened to
embroil NATO allies Greece
and Turkey fn open conflict.
Greece asked for an extraordinary session in Paris of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization 's permanent council to
discuss the crisis. Informed
sources in Paris said the council met secretly Wednesday.
The Cyprus government already has sent a complaint to
the "United Nations.

be under supervision under the
Interstate Compact and will report to corrections officials In
Philadelphia ,
When lie entered prison Nov .
11, l»;t2 , Schaeffer was u strong
young mnn with black hair. Today he is white haired nnd
physical condit ion is not good.
Young also is in poor health .
Correction officials said that
neither mnn now is considered
dangerous to society and Hint
t hey are subject to return to
prison if their conduct is unsatisfactory.

mostly fair weather prevailed
in the major part of the nation.
Freezing weather was reported in sections of Florida , southern Georgia and southeast Alabama. In Florida , the mercury
dropped to 25 above in Cross
City , with a reading of 28 in
Tallahassee, 30 in Gainesville
and 36 in Daytona Beach. Miami' s low was 46.

But Weather Bureau officials
forecast warmer weather in the
Southeast and a little cooler in
the North-Central region. Little
change was indicated in other
areas.
Temperatures dropped to near
zero in parts of Maine and Idaho but no severe cold or heavy
snow was reported across the
country. Light snow or flurries
fell across the Northern tier of
states while li ght rain dampened areas in Oregon and western Washington .

U.S. Traffic
Death Toll
Over 300

A warming trend in the Central and Southern P l a i n s
Wednesday gent temperature s By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
far above normal in many The nation 's heavy Christmas
areas. The 63 mark in Norfolk , holiday traffic killed more than
Neb., was a record high for 31)0 persons .
Dec. 25.
The toll was 301 for the 48 hour period from midnight Monday to midnight Christmas Day
Spellman Says
(local time ) .
Fatalities were "heaviest durMass at Pole
ing the actual holiday, WednesCHRISTCIJURCII . New Zea- day. Tuesday 's toll at midnight ,
land (AP ) — Francis Cardinal EST , had reached 83, and by
Spellman said Christmas Mass midnight on the West Coast it
at the South Pole and two other was 100. More than two-thirds
American bases in the Antarc- of ttie deat hs were counted on
tic.
Christmas Day.
The cardinal , arch bishop of
Adverse driving conditions in
New Y ork , was flown to the many localities apparently conbases in a ski-equipped Navy tributed to the high number of
plane.
deaths.
The n u m b e r of fatalities
Christmas Day was far above
the average of traffic deaths
during the first 10 months this
FKIW'KAL FORECAST
year and during last year 's recWINONA AN D VICINITY — ord toll of 40,900. The 10-month
Variable cloudiness with occas- total was 35,170, n n average of
ional light, snow and colder to- about 115 deaths daily comnight . Partly cloudy and colder pared to last year 's daily averwith a few snow flurries Fri- age of 112.
day. Low toni ght 4-10 above , The holiday deaths compared
with a total of 170 highway fahigh Friday 8-12.
talities counted by The AssociLOCAL WKATI IF.lt
ated
Press during a 48-hour
Official observations (or the non-holiday period from 12:01
ending
at
24 hours
12 m. Wed- a.m. Tuesday,
Dec. 10, to 12:01
nesday :
a.m. Thursday, Dec. 12.
Maximum , 43; minimum , 23;
Tho last time Christmas ocnoon. 33; precipitation , none.
curred on a Wednesday, in 1957,
Official observations for the there were 225 traffic deaths in
24 hours ending at 12 m, today ; <i HO-hour period , from 6 p.m.
Maximum , 4ft; minimum , iii» ; Christmas Eve to midnight
noon . 20, precipitation , (race.
Christmas.

WEATHER

Where Troub le is Brewing
tioned on Cyprus into the Greek
Cypriot section , thus setting the
stage for a possible confrontation.
In an attempt to head off
trouble, the diplomats of Britain, Greece nnd Turkey met
with Makarios and decided to
put British , Greek and Turkish
forces in Cyprus under a unified command headed by a
Briton , a communique announced.
There are about 10,000 B ritish
servicemen on Cyprus , stationed here as i n the case of the
Greek and Turkish garrisons
under the treaty ot 1060 making
Cyprus an independent member
of the British Commonwealth.
Johnson told newsmen nt his
Texas ranch h« had conferred
by telep hone with Secretary of
Stale Dean Husk two or threa
times on the si tuation.
"We have n situation developing there and we are watching
it very carefully, " Johnson said.
' 'We have 1.700 citizens on that
island."
State Department sources
said In Washington no evacuation orders have been issued to
U.S. citizens , but Americans in
outlying areas have been advised to move to more centerally located points in case evacuation is deemed mlvisablc.
Tho fighting arose from Turkish opposition to Makarios ' proposals to umend the Cyprus
constitution. The Tur.k s claim
tho amendments vrould weaken their rights .
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5 Dead in Area Traffic Accidents
At Beginning of Holiday Period
Jackson Co,
Records
3 Deaths

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special) — A father a_nd son
from Eau Claire and an Eleva,
Wis., man became Jackson
County's fourth , fifth and sixth
traffic fatalities of 1963 when
they died following a Christmas Eve accident near here.
The accident occurred at 6:30
Christmas Eve, one mile south
of Black River Falls on U.S.
Highway 12, in front of Castle
Mound State Park entrance.
The Dodge Dart driven by
K e n n e t h Sever son, 46, Eau
Claire, Rt. 3, was going north
on the highway when it skidded on icy pavement, went off
the side of the road , then back
onto the highway and was crosswise in the road . It was hit
broadside by a Chevrolet traveling south driven by Griffin Baker , Minneapolis.
BAKER, HIS wife and two
daughters , Diane , 15, and Cynthia , II , were en route to Chicago for a Christmas visit.
Wednesday Mrs. Baker was
transferred
to
Minneapolis
Methodist Hospital for treatment of severe back injuries .
Donald Ayres, state highway
patrolman, New Lisbon, was a
witness. He said he had been
following the Severson auto and
had clocked it at 64 miles an
hour . When the accident occurred , Ayres was forced off the
highway but his patrol car was
not damaged and he was not
injured: He radioed the sheriffs office at Black Rive r Falls
at 6:50 p.m., immediately after
the crash.
Kenneth Severson was pinned
in the car by the impact and
died at the scene. His son, Elroy, 23, Eau Claire Rt. 3, was
rushed by the Langlois ambulance to the Krohn Hospital ,
Black River Falls, whei'e Dr.
Gene Krohn performed emergency surgery on his throat. He
died about 9 p.m.
The Severson car was owned
by the son. Kenneth Severson
was born Feb. 12,. 1917. His son
was born May 30, 1940 .
A PASSENGER In the Severson car , Louis O. Nichols, 61,
received fatal head injuries. He
was transferred from the Black
River Falls to St. Mary 's Hospital , Wausau, where brain surgery was to be performed. He
died at 4:30 p.m. Christmas
Day.
Mr. Nichols was born Dec.
SI. 1901, in the Town of Drammen. Eau Claire County, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Nichols.
He had lived in Cleghorn 35
years, where he was self-employed as a blacksmith and recently had been cutting logs for
Andrew Amdahl , Cleghorn. He
was a member of Zion Lutheran Church , Cleghorn.
He was married Sept. 18,
1926 . to Anna Thalacker at
Plum Gitv.
Survivors are : His wile ; six
sons, Gordon, Baldwin Park ,
Calif.; Richard and Alfred , Eleva : Gustavc , Kenosha; Loren ,
w i t h the U.S. Army in Germany, and Ilogcr al home; seven daughters , Mrs. George (Josephine ) Wendt. Eau Claire , Rt.
3; Mrs. Ole (Elvera ) Myhre.
Chascburf;, Wis. ; Mrs. LaVerne
( Elizabeth ) Franson. Rt. 4 . Eau
Claire, and Lcona , Bettina ,
Maxine arid Marjoric at home;
15 grandchildren ; his mother.
Mrs. Moltic Nichols , Mondovi;
Harry
and
four
brothers.
George , Mondovi : William , Gilmanton, and Raymond , Eau
Claire , and five sisters , Mrs.
Paul (Ilatlic ) Thalacker , Mrs .
August i Marion) Thalacker and
Mrs. .Julius (Agnes ) Johnson ,
all of Eau Claire; Grace , Wauwato.sa, Wis ., and Mrs. Marvin
(Mabel ) IJaslian , Richfield. Wis.
The fun era) wi ll be Tuesday
nt 2 p.m. nt 7ion Lutheran
Rev.
Church , Cleghorn , the
Jerome Newton officiat ing . Burial will be in Oak Park Ccme l r r v , Mondovi.
P'ricnd.s may call M onday afternoon and evening aiu l until
II a.m. Tuesday al K jen tvet
& Son Funeral Home. Eleva , anil
nt the church from noon .
These I hrce deaths brought
Jackson County ' s traffic loll to
five this venr , There were 10
t r a f f i c fat alities in 1!H> 2 and
none until Sept. 12 this year.

Two Women
Victims in
One Crash

FIRE VICTIMS . , . Mrs. Lillie Moore
Burleson , in her bed at Community Memorial Hospital , is reunited with the children
who escaped _ with her from her burning
apartment above Reinarts Art Glass Studios two days before Christmas. Mrs. Helen

Response Generous

Winonan Hurt
When Auto
Hits Boxcar

A 57-year-old Winonan , injured early Christmas morning
when his car was struck by a
boxcar , was released from Community Memorial Hospital later
¦
that morning. : ' .
Henry L. Pietsch , 515 W. 5th
St.., was admitted to the hospital for injuries after his car
was pushed 97 feet by the boxcar , which was involved in
switching operations, at the Chicago & North Western Railroad's JoJmson Street crossing.
Police said that accident occurred at 12:08 a.m. when
Pietsch drove north across the
tracks. His car was struck by
the eastbound boxcar , they said.
Engineer of the switch engine
was Richard Beranek , 529 Lafayette St. The boxcar was being pushed across the crossing.
Police said tha t Pietsch's 1953
model car Was demolished.
MARCEL S. Herrick , 269
Chatfield St., forfeited $50 bail
in munici pal court this morning on a charge of leaving the
scene of an accident.
Police said that charge stemmed from a traffic accident at
East 3rd and Lafayette streets
at 6 p.m. Christmas Day. The
accident was not investigated
at the scene.
Rita Frisch . 22 , Minneiska ,
Minn., was the driver of the
other car involved in the accident . She told police that she
was making a right turn onto
Lafayette Street from 3rd Street
when her car was struck by
Herrick' s. He left the scene ,
she said.
Damage was more than $50
to each vehicle.
CHIEF OF Police Gcor«p .S;ivord this mornin g said that police allege that Fred Pagcnkopf.
:*G1 Laird St., was the driver
of a car which struck a parked
truck nea r East Broadway and
Laird Street at fi:47 p.m. Tuesday.
A possible charge of leaving
the scene of an accident is pending against Pagcnkop f , Savord
said.
Police said thai a parked
truck owned by Julius YV. (' ernes, 473 E. Broadway, was
was struck by Pagenkopf' s car.

Wroblewski , a nurse at the hospital, holds
Timmy Morris , 360 Pelzer St., who was staying with Mrs. Burleson when the fire broke
out. Next to her are Mrs. Burleson 's twin .
sons , Johnny, left , and Tommy.

Renew Appeal
For Fire Victims

Winonans have been respond- ment at 150V4 High Forest St.
ing generously to appeals to The donations were taken to the
help the victi ms of Monday 's home of her daughter, Mrs.
fire at Reinarts Art Glass Stu- Robert Gavin , 750 E. 3rd St.
dios, Art Steffes, coordinator
MRS. BURLESON , her 13of the aid drive, said this mornyear-old twin sons, Johnny and
ing.
I Tommy, and 2%-year-old TimSteffes reported that he made
i m y Morris escaped fro m the
several trips Christmas morning
burning apartment when fire
to deliver cash and merch andise J
broke out around 3 a.m. Mon[
donated by business firms, ori day. Mrs. Burleson , however,
idividuals
in
ganizations and
( was injured when she re-enterthe city to Mrs. Lillie Moore
ed the burning building to save
Burleson , who lived in the apart- |
Timmy, whom she thought to
be still inside.
Johnny, unknown to her , already had brought the boy out
of the building. The Morris boy,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tim Morris , 360 Pelzer St. , was staying with the Burleson family
Monday night.

Salvage
Continues
At Studios

Salvage operations at Reinarts
Art Glass Studios, 150-152 High
Forest St., are continuing today, according to William Reinarts, owner.
This morning Reinarts said
that some of the patterns, designs and records of the business have been found and are
in fairl y good condition.
The operations 'are not completed so Reinarts declined to
say how much had been found.
He did say that he is certain
many patterns were burned.
Reinarts said that some files ,
which were located in the art
department on the second floor ,
were found in the basement.
Fire destroyed the building
housing: the art glass business
early Monday morning. Damage has been estimated in excess of $50,000.
Damage was more than $200
to each vehicle , they said.
The truck was parked al the
east curt of Laird Street and
was struck in the ri ght front ,
j said police. They claim that
Pagenkopf was driving south
on Laird Street and crossed
Broadway on the wrong side of
the street, then hit the truck.
The accident scene was about
25 feet south of Broadway on
i Laird Street.

STEFFES SAID this morning
that about $250 in cash has
been collected thus far , and
merchandise including food,
clothing and Christmas games
for the twins has been donated.
More is needed to help the
family get started again , Steffes pointed out. He said that
contributions still are being accepted at KWNO and at Westgate stores .
¦

Man Sentenced
On Check Charges
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
— A Tomah man pleaded guilty
to bogus check writing in Trempealeau County Court before
Judge A. L. Twcsme Monday
morning.
Michael W. Keller , 22, was
sentenced to serve 30 days in
the county jail on each count ,
the sentences to run concurrently. He also was ordered to pay
the court costs. He will be in
jail under t h e Huber Law.
Keller was arrested Friday
night and was in the custody of
Sheriff Orris Klundby until his
arraignment. He used the name
A. li. Johnson w hen issuing
checks Dec. IB to three Blair
business places — Herried Hardware for $15 . Gamble Store for
$25, and Coast-to-Coast store , $5.

ley Drizzle , Colder

Pleasant Weather Over

An icy drizzle , some rain ,
changing to occasional light
snow ami much colder weather
is mov ing on Winona and v icinity tonight.
A low of 4 to 10 i.s forecast for
t h e area after one of the most
pleasant Ghrislmascs , weatherwise , in years. Variable cloudiness is tlie outlook for tonight
and partly cloudy weather with
a few snow flurries is in store
lor Friday. The high then i.s exMajor Injured for
pected to be II to 12, Continued
5th Straight Christinas cold with no significant precipKLGIN , Scotland (AP) -For itation i.s Ihe out look for Saturthe fifth
straight Christmas , day.
Maj. Ilcgirmld B'rislow l a y un Till ', TK.MI 'KIt. X 'I'CItF over
conscious on a hosp ital bed I lie holid ay rose lo a pleasant
Wednesday. Mr was injured i n ' •13 Tuesday afternoon and 45 on
a road accident on March 20 . ' Christmas Day. The low Wedl!(5!l. His wife and two child ren nesday morning was 23 and this
visited hiiii this <. 'hristni n 'i Day. morning 12!) . At noon today the
readin g st ill was 2i» ,
This was far d ifferent from n
GOODFELLOWS
ycur ago today when the high
was 20 and the low
1. , The
Previously lislr-il S."i , li-IK .7R
( '(Hidviev |larli<>r
alltime high for Dec. 2(i was 51
2,
in liKIti and the low 24 in 1!I14,
Shop
S,*i , 2r.«,7R
The mean for tin * past 24 hours
Total tit dale
was 37, n far cry from the norHumlH'iu'k' s — Clothing.
mal figure of 111 .
iYicnoV Skates ,
**

Temperatures In Minnesota
general ly got above the freezing tnui k Wednesday but this
mornin g there was an ind ication
the temperatures were on t h e
skids att ain , especially in northern Minnesota , where Bernidji
reported a morning readin g of
11. It was 17 nt Int ernational
Falls and 20 nt Duluth.
Rochester had a mornin g low
of 2!i after n Christmas high of
3(1 and La Crosse posted figures of i;i and 40 for Ihe same
times. A drizzle was reported at
Ln Crosse.

There w a s light snow this
morning at Rhinelander , Ashland and the Hurloy-Iromvood
area , freezing dr izzle at Clintnnville , Man itowoc , W a u s a u.
Grcort Bay , Ln (' rosso and Madison , and n mixing of freezing
drizzle and snow at Eau Claire.
Sk ies were cloudy over the entire slate.
In mid-morning, Ihe State
Highway Department reported
slippery roads due to freezing
mist north of a line from Prairie du Chien to Port Washington.
TIIK MINNE SOTA nnd Wis- ! Hut there could he few comconsin
highway departments plaints about Ihe Christmas
urged holiday drivers to use weather. The temperatures were
extra caution because of th o ! abnormally mild , ranging from
freezing drizzle and fresh snow a remarkable 41 degrees nt
in most parts of the two slates. |j Whitehall Park , southwest of
All m a i n highways were open , Ji Milwaukee , lo 27 degrees at SuI hey said , but - extremely .slip- pcrior-Duluth in the norj liwest
corner of the state.
pery in spots.
Cars were cover ed with Ihe
Ov ernight temperatures rangicy rniii during Ihe forenoon and ed from lti degrees in the Milstreets and sidewalks were waukee area lo 2!) at Racine.
.Ju nction , Tex., had 7<" degrees
made extremely slippery .
! The weather was almost per- for the warmest temp erature in
fect in Wiscon.-sin on Christinas j i b e nation
Wednesday. The
|Day but showed some signs of |1 coldest during the night was 6
(deteriorating today.
below at Newport , Vt.

STRUM , Wis. — A rur al
Strum resident and a La Crosse
woman died as the result of a
head-on collision of two cars
on slippery- Highway 53 about
two blocks north of Foster , in
Eau Claire County, at 5:48 p.m.
Christmas Eve.
Mrs. Edmend J. Drost , 38,
2110 Mississippi SL, La Crosse,
died at the scene and Miss
Helen J. Scheuermann, 31, who
lived with her parents on >a
farm between Brackett and Allen , Eau Claire County, died
early Christmas morning at Luther Hospital , Eau Claire , of
head and chest injuries.
Non e of the occupants was
thrown from the car.
MR. DROST, 40, who was
driving, and his daughters, Dianne L., 16, and Theresa A., 11,
were taken to Sacred Heart
Hospital , Eau Claire , where,
according to the Eau Claire
County sheriff' s department ,
they were reported in good
condition this morning.
Miss Scheuermann, driving a
1957 Chevrolet , was proceeding
south alone in her car. She was
delivering a Christmas present.
In rounding a right hand curve
she lost control on the icy concrete and slid across the highway into the left lane , into the
path of the northbound Drost
1958 Chevrolet.
Miss Scheuermann was born
Aug. 30, 1932, in the Town of
Clear Creek . She attended Osseo High School and was employed at Peters Meat Products,
Eau Claire. She was a member of the Catholic Order of
Foresters.
Survivors are: Her parents ;
four brothers , Melvin , Larry
and Dale , Eau Claire , and Philip, Chippewa Falls ; four sisters, Mrs. Grace Olia , Eau
Claire, and Jane , Janet and
Karen at home, and both grandmothers, "Mrs. Anna Scheuermann, Strum, Rt. 1, and Mrs.
Laura Otto, Osseo.
The funeral will be Friday at
10 a.m. at Holy Guardian Angel
Catholic Church , Brackett , the
Rev. John Rossiter officiating.
Burial vyill be in the church
cemetery.
Golden Funeral Home, Eau
Claire , is in charge of arrangements.
Christmas holiday c r a s h e s
claimed 13 lives in Wisconsin ,
raising the state traffic toll for
the year to 883, compared with
945 on this date a year ago.
Mrs. Evelyn Cable , 53, of rural Sheboygan Falls was killed
and her husband was injured
Wednesday night when their car
was involved in a collision with
a milk tank truck on Sheboygan
County trunk O about three
miles northeast of Plymouth.
Beverly Grosskruetz . 19, of
rural Schofield was killed Wednesday when the pickup truck
she was driving clipped off a
utility pole after skidding off
the road a t a slippery rura l intersection just outside of Schofield. The crash cut off electrical service in the area for a
short period.
Beverly Willis , -43, of Racine
died Tuesday when she was
struck by a car while crossing
a street on Racine 's- North Side.
A 4fi-year-old Milwaukeean.
Jesse R. Jefferson , was killed
Tuesday night when struck by
a car while walking across a
street on the near North Side.
Another
Milwaukee man,
Frank Noteis , 5fi , died Wednesday of injuries received earlier
in the day in a collision on n
bridge in downtown Milwaukee.
Cyril McGuire , 20, of Waukesha was injured fatally early
Wednesday in a two-car colli sion on Highway 59 about three
miles west of Waukesha.
Mrs. Mary Relich, 52 , of rural Waukesha was killed Tuesday when her car left I-fl4
about two miles northwest of
Waukesha and plunged down n
:iO-foot embankment.
John Maleyka , 21 , Oshkosh ,
was killed Tuesd ay when his
motor scooter was struck by a
car in Racine County.

LONG DISTANCE . . . Mrs. Harry Kukowski talks with her son , who is stationed
at San Pablo Air For ce Base near Seville,

Gift of Local Union

Spain . The call was arranged and paid for by
the Winona local of the Communications
Workers of A.merica. Mr. Kukowski looks on.

-

]

Mother Gets to Talk Girl Injured
With Son in Sp ain
In Collision

A Winona mother talked with
her Air Force son this morning, thanks to a Christmas gift
from the Winon a local of the
Communications W o r k e r s of
America.
Mrs. Harry Kukowski , 173
North Baker St., heard for the
first time in
a year the
voice of her son, S. Sgt. John
P. Kukowski , who is stationed
at San Pablo Air Force Base
near Seville, Spain.
Her call was the gift of the
communication workers here ,
who sponsored it as part of a
nationwide program put on by
the CWA . The project was arranged by Harold Schuppenhauer , vice president of the Winona
local, Mrs. Kukowski was selected through the Red Cross.

MRS. KUKOWSKI was notified of the gift before Christmas. Norman Nelson , president
of the local , explained. She

C&NW to Drop
Service fo 3
Area Towns

MADISON. Wis . - Among 70
of the 92 agency stations the
Public Service Commission of
Wisconsin says the Chicago &
North Western Railroad may
abandon are all services at Eleva , Strum and Galesville in
this area. All are on branch
lines.
The commission ordered the
road to maintain full-time resident agency assignments at
Lac du Flambeau , Lake Tomahawk and Three Lakes between
May 15 and Sept . 15 each year.
Passenger service has been
eliminated from all stations except at Lac du Flambeau, Lake
Tomahawk , Three Lakes , Cedar
Grove , Manitowish, Maribel ,
Pelican Lake, Summit Lake ,
Eden , Green Lake and Neshkoro.
The commission ordered discontinuance of less than carload
freight service to> all agency stations except Ridgeway.
The road was authorized to
remove depot buildings at Cedar
Grove. Lac du Flambeau , Lake
Tomahawk , Manitowish , Pelican Lake, Ridgeway, Summit
Lake and Three Lakes. It also
was told to install passenger
shelters in Cedar Grove , Manitowish , Pelican Lake and Summit Lake.
All service was ordered abandoned in Bangor , Ellsworth , Fall
Creek , Ilumbircl , Knapp , Livingston , Midway , and 71 other
Wisconsin towns.

wrote to her son and arranged
the time and date for placing
the call , then the communications workers scheduled the call
so that it would go through with
the least possible delay,
She called her son at 9 a.m.
from her home.
'We're all thrilled by it , " she
told the Daily News.
A daytime call from Winon a
to Spain costs $12 for the first
three minutes and $4 for each
additional minute, according to
Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co. spokesmen here. .

SGT. KUKOWSKI has been In
Spain almost a year , and last
saw his family here before he
left this country. His wife and
children—two boys and two girls
—are with him , his mother
said.
Durin g his 18 years in service , he has seen duty with
three branches of the armed
forces . He enlisted in the Navy
and served with, it for two years
during World War II, He next
spent two years on occupation
duty in Germany with the
Army.
While still with the Army , he
fought in Korea. He was injured
there, his mother said , and was
hospitalized in Japan. Following
his release from the Army, he
returned home and enlisted in
the Air Force in 1952.
Since joining that branch of
service, he has been stationed
in England , Turkey and now
Spain. He has two more years
to serve there , Mrs. Kukowski
said.

2 Sentenced
In Court Here

Two men , arrested hy police
early this morning, appeared
before Judge John D. McGill
in municipal court today.
Police arrested LaVern e L.
Rothering, 28. and Edgar K.
Dutch, 25, at West Sarnia Street
and Gilmore Avenue at 1:44
a.m. Neither of the two lists a
permanent address.
Rothering pleaded guilty to a
charge of non-support and is
being held in jail five days.
Dutch pleaded guilty to two
traffic violations.

'Satisfactory'

Darlene Habeck , 18, Winona
Rt. 1, was in satisfactory condition at Community Memorial
Hospital this morning with injuries she suffered in a near
headon crash . Tuesday afternoon.
Sheriff George Fort said that
her car and a . car driven by
Anton Patzner , Lewiston Rt. 1,
crashed at Highway 43 and
Township Road 17 at 3:25 p.m.
Tuesday.
Miss Habeck suffered multiple
injuries in the accident , according to her Winona physician.
The worst of the injuries was
a compound fracture of the
right arm . Other injuries were
bruises and abrasions.
Patzner also was injured in
the accident. He was. t ak en to
the hospital , treated and released. His injuries were not serious. :
Sheriff Fort said that the accident scene is loc ated about
eight miles south of Winona.
MISS HABECK was traveling
southwest on Highway 43 and
Patzner in the opposite direction when Miss Habeck started
to make a left turn onto the
township road.
Damage was about $1,000 to
Miss Habeck's car and about
$1,500 to Patzner 's.
Sheriff Fort said that another expensive accident occurred
Christmas morning.
In this accident a milk truck
skidded off Haase Township
Road , about two miles east ol
Wilson , at 10:30 a.m.
Damage to the truck, owned
by Don Valentine , Minnesota
City, was about $5,000. It was
driven by Russell W. Nowlan,
24, Minnesota City.
DEPUTIES SAID that Nowlan was traveling east on Haas*
Road , came to a curve, skidded on the slippery road and
went off the north shoulder.
The truck turned over once
and came to rest on its side
in the north ditch , deputies said.
Nowlan was not injured.
Raymond E . Erickson , 25,
429% Huff St ,, reported $100
damage to his car after it was
involved in an accident at Dakota at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday,
The accident was not investigated by deputies or the sheriff. It occurred at the south
edge of Dakota or Highway
14-61.
Erickson said that he was
rounding a slight curve , hit an
icy spot and lost control of his
car. The car then struck guard
rail posts.

THE ARREST of Rothering
was made on a complaint by
his wife, Patricia , 607V2 W. 4th
St, She claimed that he hasn 't
paid support for their seven
minor children since Dec. 1.
Judge McGill gave Rothering
a five-day jail term and said
that an attempt would be made
to straighten out Rothering 's
problems during that time.
Fishing Contest Set
Rothering, after entering the
guilty plea , said that he has By Trempealeau Club
been having financial difficulties
St. Charles Jaycee
TREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Speand had left the state to seek
cial)—The annual fishing conBanquet Set Jan. 23 employment.
He said he last
test will be held at Third Lake ,
ST. CHARLES , Minn. - The was in Raton Rouge , La.
Trempealeau , Feb . is, Tho anthird annual St. Charles Area
DUTCH pleaded guilty to nouncement was made b y *Nic
.1 a y c o c s community awards charges of driving after sus- Jensen , Arcadi a , president of
banquet will be held Jan. 2.'!. pension of his driver 's license the
Associated Conservation
The outstanding citizen and out- and failure to stop for a stop Clubs of Trempealeau County.
st anding young farmer will be sign.
Prizes of . $50, $15 and $10 will
recognized and a distinguished
Police had Issued a warrant be awarded in three classes —
service award will be presentfor Dutch after he failed to ap- bass , northern and wnlleya
ed.
pear in court late last month. pike; crappies and bullheads ,
Fa rm Management
He was arrested by police orig- and perch , sunfish and blwegills.
inally at East 3rd and Lafayette There will be other gifts,
Unit Names Krings
Butcher Hogs at
The contest will be held from
streets at 11:15 p.m. Nov. 2ft.
D U R A N D , Wis. (Special) - Two-Month High
Dutch was sentenced to pay a 1:30 to 3:30 p.m,
Officers were elected at the
fine of $35 or to serve 12 days
CHICAGO (AP ) The butcher
annual meeting of the Pepin
on the first eh arg c nnd a fine of Sen tence Suspended
County Farm Management Club hog market reached its highest $10 or to serve three days on the
recently at the courthouse , fol- peak in more t h a n two months second. He was making arrange- On Assault Charge
today with prices steady to 50
low ing a noon luncheon.
ments to pay the fines.
Kermlt E. Richmond , 38, 557
¦lames Krings , president , re- cents higher.
Slaughter stee rs were stead y
E. Sanborn St., received a susported on projects of the last
to 25 cents higher.
pended sentence in municipal
y e a r , including the nnmml winThe supply of wooled slaugh court, today after he pleaded
demonstration
plots
ter schools ,
guilty to a charge of thir d deand recognition banquet, Other- ter lambs was meager nnd no
sales were reported.
greo assault.
officers arc: Giles Milllren , vice
ST. PAUL (* - Motor
Judge John 1) . McGill senpresident ; .lack Komro , secrevehicle owners have two
tenced him to pay a fine of $35
tary; John VVeinzirl , Jr., treas- ' ADDRESS COKFU'CTKn
weeks in which lo get their
or to serve 12 days. Tho senurer; Pat Achenbach , reporter , ! An incorrect address was glv1
UHM automobile license plnte
nnd Alfred Weiss , Jr., Glee Pet - en Monday for Joseph I' rabbit ,
tence was suspended on coners and Dan Forstor , directors , Still Mankato Ave ,, whose enr
tabs without penalty.
dition that Richmond Is not
Garfield Stock , Pepin County I was found abandoned Sunday
Secretary of Stnto Joseph
guilty to a similar offense duragent and adviser to tho club , by deputies on the Witoka hill.
Donovan reminded motorists
ing the next six months.
talked on analyzi ng the farm Sum Kohal , not Brabbit , lives
that Friday. Jan. 10 , is tho
Ho was arrested by police at
and home for greater returns at 520 "Mankato Ave., the adlast (lay. Penalty will be
5:'ir> p.m. Tuesday «t his home,
and discussed the forthcoming dress erroneousl y listed in the
$1 on Jan. I I ; $2 on Jan. 22 ,
Ills wife claimed that he struck
winter schools.
story.
and $2.50 on Feb . 1.
her .

Only Two Weeks
To Get Licenses

d . VUghL
St f t a p p s w&i^
Americans Called
Humorless , Pompous

By EARL \WLSO*N
NEW "YORK — Adrierme Corr i, wife of Raymon d Massev ' s
son Dan , has given us Americans a nice Christmas present — she
says we've lost our sense of humor and have become as pompous
as the Briti sh used to be.
"You 're a very worried people, " Miss Corri , who 's English,
went swiftly on. "You 're worried about our love lives. A man
cahn 't say he'd say he 'd like to have a love affair with a certain
girl. He 's got to worry about it
and say , 'Why do I want to have
a love affair with her?'
"Perhaps the British are getting to *be nice and bawdy, and
the Americans are getting respectable. Perhaps the American image will be the rolled-up
umbrella and the pin-striped
suit. "
And. she says, this serious^
ness is making us a nation of
hypocrites, whereas the British
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS are more honest about their
• Fire killed 12 children in the lack of morals .
"Another thing. " she said,
Walter Johnson • f a m i 1 y in
Charleston. S.C.—the worst of "you Americans don 't 'talk' any
more. " .
the nation ' s Christmas fires.
"Don ' t talk! ' :' I said .
A family of six died in a
"No,
you 'articulate. ' Or you
house fire in Spring Lake , Mich.
'communicate. ' You have all
A Christmas tree caught fire these long psychological disin a Muncie , Ind., home, killing courses about everything but
two sisters, Michelle Johnson. you don 't talk. And if you don 't
5 , and Joretta , 3.
like somebody you start worryAn exploding oil heater was ing about that . You start sayblamed for the deaths of the !2 ing. 'Something is wrong with
in Charleston , eight boys and me and I" don 't like So-and So. '
four girls , aged 8 months to 20 Maybe it' s just that So-and-So
is an impossible person '"
ye ars and all Negroes.
The victims were all in one MISS CORRI. the star of
bedroom at the top of the stairs. "The Rehearsal. " says the BriJohnson, 51, was critically tish sense of humor is sharpe r
burned trying to save them. today. She asked Albert Finney
Mrs . Johnson , 47 , and a son. what he thought of "Tom
Jones. "
Nathaniel , 16, escaped.
He- said. "Well. I ,thought I
"Nine of the victims were her
children , three her grandchil- was good in it. "
Ask an American and righ t
dren.
away you get a psychological
Authorities said Johnson and discourse, she claims.
a friend were brightening the
One trouble, she admits, is
frame house for the holiday that the British actors here —
with a new linoleum floor and about 70 are appearing in curapparently spilled oil from the rent shows find it hard to meet
neater by accidentally tipping non-British peop le. She and her
it. The explosion followed.
husband have moved to the
Wes t Side. They formerly lived
on the East Side, where, she
says, "it was about a $2 taxi
ride to see a blade of grass. "
The British still have trouble
u n d e r s t a n d i n g American
speech. One actress . Coral
Browne, had ordered some
2:15-7:00-9:15
flowers delivered to her apartPRICES:
ment. On the phone she gave
Matifiet : J5tf-50t-7S*
the address.
Evening: 35C-65J-85
"Are you a walkup?" asked
*
the florist.
"Listen here ." she snapped .
"I* didn 't come here all the way
from England to be insulted. "
T O D A Y ' S BEST LAUGH :
Dec. 26 is an important day, too
— that ' s when the kids start
telling you what they want for
next Christmas.
WISH I'D SAID THAT : Did
you
ever wonder why doctors
When Mag ic,
f f iS
write prescriptions so illegibly
Mirth and
— but tvpe their bills so neatly?
(ik
REMEM BERED Q U O T E :
"The human mind should be
like a good hotel , open the year
Jtrr ?\ 9et together ,
" — William Lyon Phelps .
round.
'
anything
can
;W f'
EARL'S PEARLS : A local
coup le had an international
yjj&%. . happen , and
Christmas — he 's got an Eneven/thing
glish smoking jacket , she got a
^J ^JY does)
Mexican divorce.
j S b r yr
*
Have you notic ed , asks Bob
Orben , how the bus companies
are encouraging physical fitness? E ach year they ' re stopping the buses further and furt hur from the curb . . . . That 's
earl, brother.

They'll Do It Every Time
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SAIGON , Viet Nam (AP) _
The foreign ministers of Cambodia and South Viet Nam have
opened talks in Saigon aimed
at restoring diplomatic rel ations
between the neighboring countries.
'
Neutralist Cambodia brok e
By ABIGAIL VAN' BURET*
relations
with South Viet Nam
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of an emp loye who last August after President Ngo
first
but
spends
the
arrives at her job promptly at 9 a.m.,
Dihn Diem 's government raided
half hour of her working day fixing herself coffee? ( She sends Buddhist pagodas throughout
out for donuts or rolls becsuse she hasn 't as yet had her Vi«t Nam. Cambodia 's ruler ,
breakfast . ') There is a coffee-break at ten in which she par- Prince Norodom Sihanouk , is a
ticipates. No one has the nerve to report her to the office Buddhist.
manager because she is a nice person otherwise and we don 't j
CO-WORKERS j| Cambodian Foreign Minister
want to start trouble.
i Huot Sambath arrived Tuesday
heading a diplomatic team. The
DEAR CO-WORKERS : If she 's so naive that she
Vietnamese foreign minister ,
doesn 't know she is chiseling the company, and incurPham Dang Lam , is expected
ring the resentment of her co-workers to boot , somebody
lo go to Cambodia later.
should tell her. If she knows and doesn't care , it's only
¦
a matter of time before the office manager finds out. All
j

The Truth
Will 'Out '

12 Children
Of One Family
Dead in Fire

NOW SHOWING

**£ ^d.
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• SEE IT NOW IN COLOR ?

¦Voic e of the
Outdoors

1964 Duck Stamp
A watercblor drawing showing a pair of Nene geese on the
volcanic slopes of Hawaii will
be the design for the J9S4-65
migratory bird hunting stamp,
the Department of the Interior
has announced.
Stanley Stearns of Stevensville , Md. , drew the winning design which was
selected from among 158 entries. Stearns also drew the
design for the 1955-56 stamp.
A 'total ' of 8" artists entered this 15th annual Federal
"Duck Stamp " contest which
is conducted in Washington ,
D. C. by the Fish and Wildlife Service.
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"Members of the judging committee were Reuben K. Barrick ,
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Treasury Department; Daniel A. Poole of the Wildlife Management Institute ; Thomas L.
Kimball , executive director of
the National Wildlife Federation ; and Carl Scheele, curator
of the Smithsonian Institut ion's
Division of Philately and Postal History, all of Washington.

Whitehall
I Hospital Gels
in Mew Equipment

Second and third places
the contest went to Leslie C. WHITEHALL . Wis. — The
Kouba o( Minneapolis. His two latest equipment for use in
drawings featured old squaw cardiac resuscitation has
been
ducks and emperor geese.
I acquired by the Tri-Count.y Memorial Hospital here , anounces
The Nene goose (pronouncWayne Allernang, administrator.
ed "nay-nay ") , one of the
Demonstrated by Dr. Larry
rarest species of waterfowl
Hanley here to various interestin the world , is seriously
ed groups, it consists of two
threatened with extinction.
The birds are native only j units , a Pacemaker Monitor and
to the Hawaiian Islands and 1 a "Defibrillator.
in 1965 became Hawaii ' s of- ! TTIROl T,H
-TIIF monitor,
ficial bird. The Nene i.s a
heart
action
can
be observed
.
protected species and though
by watching an electro cardioit will appear on the duck
stamp, it may nowhere be gram on a TV-like screen , a
light flash and an audible tone
hunted. A specialized cousin !¦that
Occurs with each heart
,
of the Canada goose the
beat ,
Nene in the wild lives only
If the heart stops , an alarm
nt an elevation of between
5,000 and S.O0O feet. It has , buzzer , sounds .and the instalbeen away from the wateT l ment immediately stimulates
so long that its feet are only I the stopped heart to beat.
partly webbed.
The defibrillator is used to
correct ventricular fibrillation
This year artists were urged by app lying an electric al countlo submit designs showing var- crslioek to the heart. This is a
ious species of waterfowl t hat condition in which Ihe heart
have not appeared on the 30 pre- quivers ineffective ly rather than
vious issues of stamps.
contractin p; regularly to pump
blood.
There are recent reContest entries this year
ports that the defibrillator may
came from 32 states , the
he used in treating other heart
Dist rict of Columbia , and
irre gularit ies.
Canada. Pennsylvania led
with 9 artists submitting 17 I TUF EQI'ITMKNT I* useful
entries. Virginia was second
in treatin g; heart attacks , elecwith 15 and .Minnesota third
trical
shock ,
strangulation ,
with 13.
drowning , suffocation , during
A new $3 duck stamp is issued anesthesia , etc.
The equ ipment is bein g paid
eac h year by the Post Office
Department. The l!M>Mi *> stamp for by contributions , including
will go on sale .Inly i , I'.'li-I . the proccods of a basketball
and exp ires June 'iO . I 'lfi, , Each game sponsored bv the Lions
migratory water fowl hunter 10 Club
years or older is required lo
purchase a stamp, in addit ion
Damage in
to a regular state hunting li- $20,000
cense.
Minnea polis Fire
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occasional.

Rev enue from tho sale of
Ihe stamps is used in development of migratory bird
refuges and habitat. Nor^^^WmWtW^WWa^
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lion stamps ar.c sold annualIv .
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Cambodia , Viet Nam '
Ministers Confer

DEAR ABBY

I
J

H,w\MINNK.-M'dl.lS i AIM
a«o was estimated at WO .OflO in
a fire lli;)t swept Mike 's Bar
and apart incuts upstairs Wednesday,
One fireman.
Mel
Anderson , was t rented for a
minor injury

Don't Forget —

FRIDAY SEAFOOD BUFFET

$352 Average
Cost of One
Year In School

By G. K. HODENFIELD
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
average cost of educating a
child in the public schools this
School year is $:*52. an increase
of $17 or 5" per cent over last
year , the magazine School Management reported today.
The magazine said only $7 of
the increase will be spent for
better education , with the other
$10 being used simply to offset
the effects of inflation.
The magazine 's annual survey is directed by Dr. Orlando
F. Furno. director of research
for Baltimore city schools.
Furno estimates that public
schools across the country will
spend $20.3 bill ion this school
year , including the costs of
school transportation , building
and equipp ing new schools, and
paying off old school debts.
The average cost per student
for bus transportation is $16 .
and Furno said the school districts will spend S47 per student
for new school construction this
school year , These costs are in
addition to the $352 per-pupil expenditure.
Schoo l debts, mostly longterm bonds for school construction , totaled $388 per student in
the average school district as of
last Sept. I. Almost 10 per cent
of the country 's school districts
were in debt $1,000 for each pupil enrolled.
The magazine said New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania
are spending the top per-pupil
figure , S482. This is about 42 per
cent above the national average.
The magazine said only 10 per
cent of the nation ' s school districts have salary scales which
make it possible for classroom
teachers to earn
more than
¦
$9,500 a year.
The average teacher will earn
$r>.f':!7 this school year , school
management said. The average
starting salary was listed i.s
$4 , fiO0 and the average maximum salary , $.'7,307.

,
Inonu Back in
Power in Turkey
ANKARA. Turkey (AP i-Premier Israel Inonu i.s hack , in
irowei' in Turkey , heading a
minority Cabinet composed of
19 members of his Republican
People ' s party and four independent s.
[norm ' s a n n <i a n c e m e n t
Wednesday ni fiht that he had
succeeded in forming a minority government ended a 2;)-tlay
political crisis dining which the
opposition Justice party failed
in an attempt to come up with
a Cabinet.
Inonu
month.

resigned

earlier

this

FREDDY & BILL'S
PLACE

DEAR ABBY: Do you think It Is right
for ray mother-in-law to walk into our
bedroom when we are in bed ? She has
done this several times. We live in a house
trailer in our in-law's yard , and she does
my washing . for me..I don 't have a place
to wash so I offered to take my things
to her place and do it myself , but my
mother-in-law insists on doing it herself.
It is really a big help to me because 1
have a pa ir of twins two years old who

Abby

tnltF» n lnt nf mv timo Wi»ll she walks into

our bedroom to get the clothes and I want to know if 1
should tell her not to, or should my husband tell her , since
WALKED IN ON
it's his mother?
DEAR WALKED: It isn 't necessary for anyone to
tell her. Gather the clothes together the night before
wash day and take them to your mother-in-law 's house.

¦

i

DEAR ABBY: I am ft divorced man of 44. I have been
practically married for the past two years ( all but the legal
formalities ) to a very wonderful woman who is 29, and is
also a divorcee. Neither of us has children. Abby, I love
this woman and have been begging her to marry me for almost as long as I have known her , but she insists that she
does not want the responsibilities of marriage. She says she
loves me , and wishes to continue our relationship as it is,
free of legal commitments. I want a conventional life , complete with wife and family . ' She does not. How can I get her
"
WANTS A WIFE
to change her mind?
DEAR WANTS: I doubt if you can. Start looking for
a conventional woman -- this t ime in a more conventional
¦

way.

"NORTH POLE (AP) — The
noted North Pole airman , Srfhta
Claus, completed his a n n u a l
world tour , once again making
the trip in one day despite his
obsolete aircraft .
Santa ' had special permission
from American officials to violate numerous regulations (flying at roof-top level , etc.). He
also got clearance from the
North American Air Defense
Command. Otherwise , a missile
might have made a mess of
things.
Santa wouldn ' t talk about the
flight , but he did say he 'd try
it . again next year.
FUN and FOOD
DANCING TO

LOUIS SCHUTH
ORCHESTRA

,
¦
I

NEW YEAR'S
EVE
and Every
Saturday

j
j

¦ '.

'¦ . ' ¦'
.

•

\
.
j

Santa Comp letes
Tour on Schedule

. '

What ' s on your mind? For a personal reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365 , Beverl y
Hills. Calif.

cleaned in some time. He said
neighbors were unaware of the
situation because all the animals
were inside.
Mood quoted Hall as saying
his wife had worked for a humane society several years ago
and had been trying to save
stray animals independently recently.
BLOOMINGTON , Minn. (AP)
Mood said Hall asked officers
— Three 6-year-old adopted chil- to come to the home while his
dren were moved out of their wife was away.
home here for Christmas after
a health officer said some 00
animals were being kept inside
the dwelling and it was too dirty
to live in.
¦
There 'll Be Fun
Juvenile Judge Stanley D. . T^r - '
Kane ordered Mark and Cherigeno. Hall taken lo the Hennepin County Receiving Center for
Children in nearby Minneapolis.
Michael , discovered to have — h: W ¦/' "'"'***• •
ot the
chicken pox , was taken to a hospital.

Three Adopted j
Children Moved
Out of Home

THE
OAKS

ja,V: FRIDAY Nite

i'£

\ I/

'J|"
^S

L'COVE Bar 1

Sanitarian Robert A. Mood
said the parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Merle K. Hall , were keeping 22 ^V*wp5*'
dogs, more than 20 rabbits, an
assortment of parakeets , myna
J
birds and love birds , and n
I
great horned owl.
He said that , when officers
|
visited the home, they found
food for the animals hut only
|
dry cereal , bread and peanut
butter for Ihe children.
Mood said there was no evidence that the house had boon

Highway

61 at

Minnesota City
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MOW OWNED AND OPERATED BY
JOE BUSH
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DONT MISS THE MUSIC OF
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YODELING EV IE and RUSTY!
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F\ien Our Telstar
Will Be In Orbit
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Because Wall y's Is

FUN HEADQUARTERS
( *j ?

Expect the Usual . . . Expect the
Unusual . . , Our New Yea r 's Eve

Stockton , Minn.
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Parties Are the Greatest!

Entertainment by
JR. FERGUSON
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HATS! NOISEMAKERS! FAVORS!
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WILl BEGIN AGAIN AFTER JA NUARY 1.
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At tlin Sign of the Tolifar In Fountain City,
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Humphrey or' [
McCarthy Urged
For V, President

-j
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Most Minnesota Democratic Farmer - Labor county chairmen believe one of the state's
two senators should be the
Democratic nominee for vice
president next year.
Twenty-one of the 47 county
leaders who sent replies in an
As sociated Press survey said
they believed Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey, senior senator from
Minnesota and assistant majority leader , should be the nominee.
Nine others named Sen. Eugene McCarthy, 47-year-old former teacher , as their top
choice. McCarthy is finishing
his first term in the Senate after serving five terms in the
House fro m the 4th (St. Paul)
District.
Teh others said Humphrey or
McCarthy, refusing to choose
between them. Another listed
McCarthy as his second choice,
after Humphrey, and a third
named his choices as "Robert
or Ted Kennedy or either Minnesota senator. "
Atty . Gen. Robert Kennedy
was named as top choice by
three county chairmen and Sargent Shriver, head of the Peace
Corps, got the vote of a single
leader.
One of those who backed McCarthy said he did so because
"I think Sen. Humphrey can do
better where he is."
Walter Fuller , Crow Wing
County chairman, said he doubted either Minnesota senator
could make it.
' 'I would like to see one of
our senators become vice president ," he said , "but it doesn 't
lock as if either has more than
a slim outside chance.
' Sen. Humphrey has been
much too outspoken and though
he has considerable influence in
Congress, he wouldn 't stand a
chance with the ticket balancing
South , West and East , McCarthy has a better chance. "
Sen. Hubert
|'"''3'' —^s'^^

Humphrey

of
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the Minnesota Poll for the MinMinnesota Poll
neapolis Star and Tribune , died
Directo r Dead
) Wednesday after suffering a
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Sid- heart attack at his home. He
ney S. Goldish , 52, director of was a native of Duluth , Minn .
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Improved Formula!

J

&^t PLUS:30 CREAM |
. "My, it's been a wonderful Christmas! I got just the
things I need to exchange for the
things I want to get."
Minnesota is the top choice for
the Democratic vice presidential nomination among Wisconsin Democratic county chairmen.
Ten of 23 chairmen who answered questions in an Associated Press survey came out for
Humphrey as the man to run
with President Lyndon Johnson.

I
Now, a new light night cream!
Improved formula if non-greasy, absorbs
|
quickly. Youth giving estrogens penetr ate deeply,
I
: _
quickly into starved and thirsty skin. Moistur|
¦I
izing hormones nourish mature skin to help
|
1 .|
nature hring a younger, smoother look.

j
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Scottish Rite Cites
i
Plainview Member in !
Minneapolis Ceremony

. PLAINVIEW , Minn -A Plainview area farmer and member ,
of the local board of education has received a special honor in the Scottish Rite organization.
Humphrey carried 37 of WisMiles Cagley was elected
consin 's 71 counties in the 1960
knight
commander of the court
primary battle with the late
of honor of the Ancient and AcPresident Kennedy.
cepted Scottish Rite of FreeFive county leaders listed masonry of the southern jurisAtty . Gen. Robert F. Kennedy diction of the U.S.
as their choice for vice presi- Investiture ceremonies were
dent, three said either Humph- > conducted. at the Scottish Rite
rey or the late president's temple at Minneapolis. Cagley¦:
younger brother , Sen. Edward is on« of 3ft members of the
Kennedy.
organization in Minnesota in- !
... Others receiving vot es were vested with the rank and desigAmbassador Adlai Stevenson, nation of knight commander.
Peace Corps Director Sargent Among others from this area :
Shriver, Mayor Robert Wagner and the Winona Scottish Rite ;
of New York , Gov. Pat Brown temple are Arthur Walz and :
of California and Sen. Eugene William Green, Winona , and
Merrill Holland , Minnesota City .
McCarthy of Minnesota .

¦
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Entire Stock Winter Coats — Fur Trimmed
and Untrirnmed
20% OFF
Special -Group — Fall and Winter Suits

20% OFF
Spec ial Group
Better Dresses
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Special Group — Fall and Winter Hats
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GIRLS' WEAR — 7 to 14
Enti re Stock Wi nter Coats and Jackets . . 20% OFF
Special Group — Dresses
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Special Group Winter Skirts
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Infants
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A'Lt' REt BRA . . . beautifully lary . whit* and dainty. Spanrlox
rompletfly surrounds Ihe cup* , st retches in back to fil your contours prrcisrly.
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Schoo l Emblem Sweat Shirts
reg. value 2.98

2,44

WOMEN 'S SHOES
Dress Shoes , Fall patterns ,

Naturalizers and Accents

roc 14.99

9.90

reg . 12 99

7.90

Galaxies and Accents
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Sandler—Flats and Loafers
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Judd Bandwagon
Getting Riders
THE MORATORIUM on politics during
the period of mourning for President Kennedy is over and many Republicans in
M i n n esota , realizing that the Republicans
nationally are in quite a mess, are jump ing on the Dr. Walter Judd "-favorite son"
bandwagon.
A Minneapolis public relations firm ,
which is working in the interests of the
Judd candidacy, has this to say:
The ramifications of President Kennedy 's assassination will be hard to measure
and interpret on either side of the political
fence for some time. But one fact is certain , and that is that President Johnson
need only worry about who is going to be
his running mate. The situation becomes
a bit more complex on the Republican side
of the' ledger.
DR. JUDD , we feel, could provide that
"vital link" in the position of power the
Minnesota delegation could -wield at the
Republican National Convention in the ultimate selection of the Republican ticket in
1964.
Most important, however, is the fact
that the Minnesota delegation must, go to
the convention united on at least the first
ballot . Then , and only then , will they be
able to effectively show their hand on succeeding ballots.
Judd has proved his popularity across
the land and abroad. It has often been
stated that — had Kennedy had him around
for his foreign aid bill — he would have
fared far better than he did. A. recent "Minnesota poll also poin ted up the esteemed
respect Minnesota Republicans have for
Judd when it revealed that 72 percent of
them responded "yes " to the question,
"Would you like to have Judd be the "Minnesota Republicans' favorite son candidate in 1964 , or not? "
.
IN OUR book, Judd is more than worthy
of thoughtful consideration by all Minnesota
Republicans, and Republicans across the
land , as an excellent candidate for the
hi ghest office in the land.

It Was Too Good
To Be True
IT SEEMED too good to ba trve , soma
months ago , when we learned that Washington 's new cultural center, once it had
accepted a site owned by the government,
would be financed entirely by voluntary
contributions. And it was — too good to
be true. . .
Now the Congress is being asked to
authorize $15.5 million in federal grants to
the project.
Originall y, the Idea was t h a t anyone
who wanted to f oster culture in Washington could contribute to the center. Now,
as tax money will be used , it means that
everyone will be required to contribute,
whether he has the slightest interest in
culture or Washington.
There isn 't any question that Washington could use an opera house, a symphony hall and another theater. Opera used
to play at the Capitol Theater , a gaud y
movie palace , b u t the wreckers got it. The
local symphony orchestra now plays in
enormous Constitution Hall , which was not
d esigned for the purpose. All legitimate
theaters but one have vanished.
THERE ISN'T even any question that
the people who go to the new cultural center will need parking space , for which $11,000 ,000 is to be spent — a figure that works
out to ' a bout t h r e e times the worth of the
average car parked in each space.
The question is, should all taxpayers
ev e i y w h c r e be taxed for entertainment
facilities for Washingtonians? Residents of
New York , Philadel phia , Boston , Detroit
and other cities support theaters , opera
houses and s y m p h o n y halls t h r ou g h ticket
purchases and philanthropy. Washington ,
our wealthiest city in terms of personal income , c e r t a i n l y could do the same.
The r e s i d e n t s probabl y w o u l d be happ ier , in the long run , if they did. If t h e
p o v e r nm e n l is a major sponsor , th ey m a y
expect congressmen to be the most voci ferous c r i t i c s and fill the pa ges of t h e
C<m t !rc> sional Record w i t h t h e i r personal
icioas as to c u l t u r a l or n o n - c u l t u r a l values
ot t h e p e r f o r m e r s .
HE WHO pays the piper calls the tune.
' ¦
A now m a c h i n e a u t o ma t i c a l l y ' dials
p hon e n u m b e r s and delivers commercial
IIM ' S . wip es — which m a n y an irat e reci p i e n t
will m a k e a point of ignoring.
¦
When (lie fulness of time was come. God
te nt Iwth his son . . . to redeem . . . that ve
mt 'M receive Ihe adoption of sons, <' alalia ns
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By SEN. B ARRY GOLDWATER

The House of Representatives , in its action
on the administration 's foreign aid appropriation , accurately reflected the American people 's deep-rooted disgust with the way the government has been squandering public money
overseas.
No matter what the Senate may do to restore the cuts made in the executive requests,
the performance of the House of Representatives on Dec. 16 will stand as a genuine monument to truly representative government.
Sometimes we don 't give enough thought to
the fact that members of the House are much
closer to the people than almost any other
elected officials. The reason for this is that
everv House member must
seek re - election every two
years. This requirement keeps
the members acutely sensitive
to the thinking and the desires
| of the people back home. C«nj sequently , House action on a
j question of national importance
i always mirrors the desires of
a majority of the members '
constituents.
The House action const!tu-.
am
;¦
leu me ui^est luieign
cui
Goldwater
to be voted in Congress for
more than 10 years. And it came in the face
of a warning from President Johnson that the
cut would weaken America 's free world leadership and put U.S. foreign . policy in a straitjacket. It carried by a vote of 249 to 135_
So strong was the sentiment for heavy economy in foreign aid spending that Democratic
leaders in the House gave up hope of increasing the amount even before deb ate began .
What finally emerged after the series of House
votes . was . a bill appropriating $2.8 billion for
economic and military assistance in 100 nations.
THE A3IOUNT covers expenditures for tire
fiscal year which began last July 1 and was
$1.7 billion less th at what the late President
John F. Kennedy claimed was urgently needed
to bolster the free world against international
communism. It also was far less than the
amount authorized for foreign aid appropriation in earlier con gressional action.
Not only did the House rebel against administration foreign aid demands, but it also
went against the government's expressed desires for underwriting part of the proposed
American wheat sale to Russia.
The House tacked a rider on the forei gn
aid bill which would prohibit loan guarantees
by the Export-Import Bank in the current
wheat sales to Russia. The vote on this important amendment carried by a rote of 218
to 169, despite administration warnings that
this could wreck the entire wheat sale to the
Communist bloc.
PERHAPS THE most significant fact pertaining to the House action was apparent
widespread belief among the congressmen that
foreign aid is not the vital adjunct to American foreign policy that the administration insists. To hear some State Department officials
explain it , foreign aid is almost the onl y important factor involved in this nation 's foreign
policy. The argument is used by White House
spokesmen every time the Congress has the
temerity to reduce amounts demanded by the
executive branch.
I suggest that it is a weak foreign policy
instrument that is used at one and the same
time to strengthen nations against the inroads
of international communism and to strengthen
nations already dominated by communism.
How . for example, can we fin d foreign policy value in spending billions of dollars to aid
Yugoslavia and Poland? We know beyond any
question of doubt that in a showdown between
East and West these nation s would throw in
their lot with the Communist bloc. Merely betcause Tito doesn ' t subscribe to everything the
Kremlin puts out is no reason for 'us to believe that he is sbrnething less than a dedicated Communist.
IF WE FOLLOW this line of reasoning far
enough , we might someday fi nd ourselves heaping foreign aid on Red China simply because
Mao Tse Tung disagrees with Nikita Khrushchev.
How do you stand , sir?

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago . . . 1953

Members of the Cotfernma Club and Cotter
Carollers of Cotter High School presented
"When the Little Angel Sang " at an all-school
assembly. Leading roles were played by William Haack , John Tomashek , Mary. J. Czaplewski , Raymond Grulkowski and Grace Rogalla.
The Winona FFA Chapter star f a r m e r award
has been presented lo Henry Jacobs Jr., son
of Mr. and Airs. Henry Jacobs Sr., Minnesota
City.

Twenty-Five Year Ago . . . 1938

J. L Christopher was installed as worshipful master of Winon a lodge No. 10, A.F. and
A.M.
Miss Juliette Weaver , student at Villa Maria
Academy. Krontenac , is spending Ihe Christmas holidays with her parents , Mr . and Mrs.
Bert Weaver.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1913

During Ihe past few mont hs . a total of 705,000 young fish of the differ ent species which
t h r i v e irr th» > waters of Wisconsin and Minnesota near here were p laced iir m a n y small
¦
and largo r i v e r s by Hie Unit ed Stales Hureau
of Fisheries after being hatched at Ihe Homer
station oast of (he city.
A generally prosperous condition exists over
the whole Northwest , and Christmas seldom ha*
found Ihe peop le nf t h i s section of the country
better off, a ccording to bankers and businessmen.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1888

MKMIIKIt
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GonnoN Horn
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Tho Associated Press Is ent itled exclusively
to the use for republicat ion of nil (he lorn I
news printed in this newspaper as -well us nil
A. P. news dispatches.
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One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1863
The rema rkably pleasant weather ,- ind good
roads give mir former friends a fine chance to
bring their produce forward lo market nnd they
nppo.ir to improve it to good (idvant.igc. Potatoes arc selling at 4"0-4Ii cents per bushel ;
hirlter Is steady at IS cents and Iff cents for
a fresh roll; eggs are '.'.() cents a dozen; wheat
has declined and sales are being made al 112
cents for No. 1; and hay is in demand at $ilfill u ton,

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Opposition Will
Brin g Opponents

House Reflects
Peop le s Fears

Fire caught in some cotton h a t t i n g In tho
show window at Messrs. Church and Augustine 's store , damagin g goods t'> the amount of
W .1 Coi.r. AixM.ru BR K M K R H . G . H YMF. S
$20(1
.
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'GUESS WHAT I GOT FOR CHRISTMAS?'

HOW DO YOU STAND, S!R>

THE WASHINGTON MERRY --GO-ROUND

Tact ics Used Against
Another Johnson Back

"By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON — Most
people don 't know it ,. ' arid
Charlie Halleck doesn 't list
it in his own who's who
bio graphy, but his middle
inarne is "Abraham,*' for
his father , Abraham Hallec-k, who in turn was named for the patron saint of
the Republican party, Lincoln.
The fact that Charlie .Halleck wants to forget his
middle name may have
some Freudian connection
,„ ; tv ,
ro i uj

„
tillv, c

•

fact that as
R e p u blican leader . of the
House, h e
is now engaging i n
t h e tactics
whi ch sent
this nation
into a tailWmaamnmwmmmm ^l^m
spin
after
the assassiPearson
nati on
o f
Abr aham Lincoln.
death ,
After
Lincoln 's
the Congress, already backbiting and sniping at Lincoln, proceeded to hammer
at his successor , Vice President Andrew Johnson , with
such savage ferocity that
the progress of the nation
was set back by a generation. ¦ . "
Today Halleck is trying
to do the same thing to
another Johnson
in the
White House.
This is essentially w h a t
the in-fight ing and doublecrossing were about in the
House of Representatives
during the hectic days when
Congress was supposed to
adjo urn but didn 't.
To understand it, you
have to understand Charlie
Halleck. You have to go
baok to the bitter battle inside Republican ranks when
the Nixon forces on Capito l
Hill pulled wires to replace
GOP Leader Joe Martin of
Mas sachusetts
with
the
shrewd and ruthless Charles Abraham Halleck of Indiana.
CHARMK HAD come to
Washington an ambitious
but unaffluont young attorney from northern Indiana
in ' lfU "). If Charlie had much
more money in his pocket
than enough to pay his c a r fare
to
Washington
ho
didn 't show il. Hut ten
years later , right niter th < >
war when cars wore almost impossible to b u y ,
Charlie showed up w i t h two
Cadi lines , while his son ,
who attended Ihe not inexpens ive SI. Albans school ,
used to drive a Cadillar
conv ertible.
OPINION-WISE

As a congressman, Halleck has battled against
about everything that would
help the consumer, including some measures which
would help his own district.
When Halleck managed
to kick out Joe Martin as
Republican leader in 1959
observers figured the warm
cooperation Sen. Lyndon
Johnson and Speaker Rayburn had been giving Eisenhower would end.
Johnson in the Senate and
Rayburn in the House had
gone down the line for Eisenhower on every major
foreign policy — the French
Indo-China crisis, near war
in the Formosan Straits ,
the Suez crisis, the landing
of V. S. Marines in Lebanon. Each time Johnson
and Rayburn had placed
foreign policy ahead of partisan politics and supported the Republican administration.

AMONG OTHER things
they supported Ike 's policy
of lending — not selling —
wheat and other products
to Yugoslavia and Poland ,
the same principle against
which Halleck made such
bitter speeches when
it
comes to selling grain to
Russia.
Even after Halleck ousted Joe Martin , Johnson and
Rayburn continued to support the Republican president. And when Ike came
ha ck from his summit conference fiasco in Paris after one of the worst bloopers of modern diplomacy —
then U-2 incident — Lyndon
.Johnson ,
now
president ,
w i t h his friend Sam Raybu rn , were down at Ihe airport to meet Ike as a si gn
of American political solida rity.
In contrast, immediately
after Johnson became President one month ago , Halleck decided that the shoe
would not be on the other
font. First Ire began to plug
for" adjournment . He knew
tlurt the longer he could
shove
legislative
action
away from Ihe emotional period following Kennedy ' s death , Ihe easier it
would be lo upset , harass ,
and (>mharass Johnson.
Halleck ' s ladies began ,
v e r y quiet ly, two weeks ago
when he got the (JOP policy committee to oppose t hei
vocational (milling bill. It
had heen deadlocked
in
joi nt House and Senule
committee for weeks , but
the new President , using
his
persuasive
telep hone
technique , persuaded A d a m
ClH .v ton Powell Wi unblock
it
The bill , Johnson told
Powell , in o. a n t jobs for

thousands of "Negro youths.

BUT SUDDENLY . President Johnson found himself up against Charlie Halleck and his delaying tactics. A letter was written
to every Republican . congressman, a motion was
made to recommit and
Charles Goodell of New
York, hitherto an ardent
civil rights advocate suddenly reversed himself , and
for the purpose of political
tactics, became a segregationist . He whispered to
southern congressmen that
the bill would desegregate
southern work schools.
Adam Powell denied this.
Nevertheless, the Halleck
strategy was so shrewd and
so ruthless that a bill which
had previously passed the
House ,300 to 30, was almost
defeated on a motion to recommit. The vote was 193
to 180 for the bill.
This was the signal to insiders that Halleck was out
to adopt gutter in-fighting
against President Johnson
behind the scenes, no matter how much he might
appear to support him in
front of the footlights .
This was also the prelude to Halleck' s moves
and countermoves to embarrass the new President ,
whom he professes to admire, by foot - dragging,
doublecrossing and undercutting the foreign aid bill
with its wheat sale provision , just as Congress was
trying to go home for
Christmas.
¦
EMPLOYES TO SCHOOL
HONOLULU w-Dole Corporation , which produces
much of Hawaii' s pineapp le
and has overseas pineapple
interests besides , is guarding against "Ugly Americans" in its ranks.
The company was the first
to enroll employes in a University of Hawaii "Peace
Corps " — type program for
private businessmen , their
wives and families.
The course lasts two
weeks nnd emphasizes "dns
and don 'ls " for Americans
abroad in Asian countries.
¦
I' - .MLIU ' lNC IN SPOUTS
LAGOS , Nigeria i/n — An
I n d i a n spur Is equi pment
firm has donated hookey
gear to Nigeria "for distribution lo the 12 best players
of your country. "
Wasan nnd Company of
Jullundur , India, made tha
gift in response to an appeal hy President Nn amdi
Ay iklwe for aid lo the Nigerian national hockey t e a m
to enable it In play in international matches,

By DAVID LAWTU?NCE
WASHINGTON — Overnight a whole government changes
its leadership, but sometimes it takes several weeks or
months for the political consequences to be fully appraised.
Based on past experience , the mood after the inauguration of a President is usually one of virtual unanimity, and
it taies a few months - sometimes a year or two - before
the so-called "honeymoon" is over . This doesn't mean that
a President himself then
suddenly loses popularity.
President Johnson is to
It merely means that, when
stand, there is sure to be
a President has had to make,
merely
opposition . This
decisions, he finds that those
means that when a deciwho don't agree with him
sion is made, division nabecome voluble opponents.
turally arises.
Back in 1923, when Vice
It has been suggested tnat
President Coolidge had sucPresident Johnson, who is
ceeded to the presidency,
skillful in handling delicate
the country hailed the new
situations in legislative stPresident as entirely differfairs, may develop P coment from his predecessor —
promise that will seem to
V/arren Harding. Mr. Coodelay a painful decision
lidge was elected President
while not really changing
in his own right in 1924: This
fundamentals. Adroit politi ¦
correspondent recalls sitcal strategy sometimes can
ting alone one day in 1927
make it appear to both sides
with Presiden t Coolidge, and
that each is gaining some
the conversation turned to
points . Opposing politicians ,
the number of subjects on
including ine next Republiwhich he was encountering
can presidential nominee,
opposition. He said somewill, however, emphasize in
what ruefuUy :
their speeches the insuffi"When a man is a succiency of compromise processful candidate and has
grams.
as yet had no responsibility
Then there s the economy
for the making of decisions
dilemma. President Johnson
on public policy , he is
has made a good approach.
strongest with voters . When
He has approved the closing
h e comes
of some military installainto office, j
tions that appear to have
however, he outlived their usefulness.
has to deNaturally , senators and repcide things.
resentatives from areas afThere
are \
fected shout loudly against
alwa ys two
the creation of more unemsides —
ployment. They feel compels o metimes
led to do so to placate their
three. But
own constituents. But the
the rn-ment
amount of saving involved
you make a
so far is relatively small.
u e u i aiuu,
The big items, like the $30
Lawrenea
you f i n d
billion to be spent in trying
yourself with opposition.
to get to the moon in the
these
of
The sum total
nest few years, are not yet
grievances has its effect by
slashed. Token economy,
the time you run for ' office
like
token integration ,
again."
doesn 't solve fundamental
The foregoing line of
issues.
thought may have been inSO, IN A few months, If
fluential in Mr. Coolidge's.
announcement not long afthe American people find it
terwards that he didn 't
looks like big deficits in the
"choose to run " for retreasury for the next few
years as their dollars buy
election in 1928.
less and less, they will diTODAY. President Johnvide again at the polls and
son „ enjoys a popularity
give strong support to candequal to that which is often
idates who are courageous
bestowed on a new Presienough to do whatever is
dent. He has not yet made
necessary to restore the govany fundamental decisions
ernment to a sound fiscal
that could develop opposition
position.
of the sort t h : t plagued his
Will the American people
predecessor. Mr. Johnson is
know definitely by next
cautious and will not inspring on which side of the
vite unnecessary controvertwo big issues — "civil
sy nor cross any bridges
rights " and economy, rejust yet that he doesn 't have
spectively — the President
to cross. But there inevithas really taken his stand?
ably will come a time when
Will they know before the
decisions on major issues
democratic national convenwill have to be made.
tion in August? Lots of
The "civil rights " probthings can happen in the
lef is a case in point. There
months between now and the
has been a lot of surmise
November election of 1964.
lately • with respect to the
To date , few real decihitherto anti-administration
cis ions on the major conattitude of the South. Some
troversies in the political
reports have said that the
arena have been made by
South has already changed
the Johnson administration .
its view because a "southThere hasn 't been time.
erner " is in the White
House. Some political writALEICHEM TO MUSIC
ers have gone so far as to
say that Sen. Goldwater ' s
ahead a season , producers
expectation of carrying the
Harold Prince and Fred
South, if nominated , has
Coe have lined up .Jerome
been wiped out altogether
Robbins to stage and choreby the change in the White
eograpl a musical based
House.
on
Sholem Aleicheni 's storThis is to oversimplify
ies . "Tevye ' s Daughter "
American
politics.
Tho
and "The Old Country. "
Southern citizen knows that
The show will be the first
integration isn 't an easy
Prince - Coe collaboration
problem to solve, but he has
but will mark reunion of
been taught for generations
Prince and Robbins , who
that community life i.s a
worked together in "West
matter within state and loSide Story. " The new muscal jurisdiction. Forced inteical is being composed by
gration is a relatively new
Jerry Bock and Sheldon
exner ience. Some of the
Harnick , with libretto by
people in the South are preJoe Stein. Rehearsals are
pared to accept certain
scheduled to start in June ,
changes , but the vast majorand Broadway premiere is
ity ret ain deep-seated obpenciled in for September.
jections .
SKW.KAL PLAYS LINK!) UI
WH AT WILL President
N I ^ W YU ' tN I / P — A new
Johnson do about it all? Will
off - Broadway producing
he retreat from President
group called tho Aldana
Kennedy 's position and thus
Theater is launching a longalienate many people in
term project at the One
northern dist ricts where tho
Sheridan Square play house .
Negro vote and the "liberAklo Brnzzichelli , formeral" vote could perhaps he
ly associated wilh 'I-e Theamobil ized against him in the
tre Noiiveau in Paris , is
presidential election just a
directing nnd has lined up
few months away? If he
n schedule of works by Jean
adopt s the Kennedy policies ,
Genet , KiiReno Ionesco and
will t be South abruptly forIsaac Babel.
get its feelings and suppor t
him a nyway ? Human nature
t
doesn 't change so rapidly.
II sometimes requires a
longer period of evolution.
Once it is known where
By Sakren
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CHRISTMAS REMINDER

Russ Bomb
Universal Peace Contaminated
An Elusive Goal Big Carrier

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Christians observed their 19th
Christmas since World War II
with prayers and rejoicing despite fresh signs that universal
peace remains an elusive goal.
Communist border guards
shot and killed an East German
youth trying to escape over the
Berlin wall while Red loudspeakers played Christmas music for more than 65,000 West
Berliners pouring through the
barrier into East Berlin.
Less than 20O miles from the
land of Christ' s birth , Greeks
and Turks threatened to renew
their civil war on the Mediterranean island of Cyprus. Two
Turkish jet fighters buzzed the
island providing additional fuel
for what appeared to be an internati onal crisis in the making.

ship in the Judean hillside town
where Christ vras bora.
Along the icy truce line dividing North and South Korea,
U.S. soldiers hoisted a huge
electric sign toward the Communists saying "Merry Christmas.'* The Reds replied with
Christmas carols and propaganda over their loudspeakers.
With much of the U n i t e d
States c o v e r e d with snow,
Americans at home enjoyed a
w h i t e Christmas. But near
Johnson City, Tex., where President Johnson spent Christmas
with his family at the LBJ
Ranch, the temperatures was
in the 70s.
The President inspected his
cattle, took flowers to neighbors, entertained relatives, led
50 newsmen and photographers
In Cairo, the Egyptian .press on a tour of his 12-room house,
rode in a speedboat
and radio, reported the Arab big turkey dinner. and ate a
world had warmly received
President Gamal Abdel NasIn another Texas city, thouser's plans for _ an Arab summit sands of spectators passed in
meeting to consider -ways of silence at the Dallas intersecpreventing Israel from divert- tion where an assassin's bullets
ing waters of the Jordan River. s t r u c k President Kennedy,
In South Viet Nam, fighting hardly more than a month ago.
continued despite Communist Some 15,000 persons filed past
proclamation of a 24 - hour the President's grave in. Washington's A r l i n g t o n NationChristmas cease-fire.
Yet Christians still dreamed al Cemetery.
of peace as they marked the In Palm Beach, Fla., Mrs.
Kennedy attended a private
"birth of the Prince of Peace.
In an act symbolic of Christ's Mass at the home of her fatherconcern for the humble, Pope in-law , Joseph P. Kennedy. Her
Paul VI of the Roman Catholic children, Caroline, 6, and John
Church celebrated Mass in a Jr., 3, remained at home, but
poor workers' section of Rome, later exchanged gifts at their
heavily populated by Commu- grandfather^ home .nists, and prayed at the bedside of a paralyzed woman. Woman Killed in
Thousands cheered when he accepted the gift of a lamb , itself Fall Down Stairs
an offering of peace.
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. W — Mrs.
More th an 10,000 pilgrims Myrtle Colombe, 62, of rural .
flocked to Bethlehem to wor- i Friendship in Adams Count j

BENSON'S
removes the risk
in buying
a hearing aid!
Why wonder, fret or worry if you need
a hearing aid?
Benson's enables you to purchase a
hearing aid with Ml confidence, with
convenience and at an honest price!
You can rely on our 50-year reputation,
for Quality Service ...
• QUALIFIED LOCAL CONSULTANTS-dignifled,
private office consultation or at your home.
• CHOICE OF 14 ADVAWCED MODELS-for different
hearing needs. You must hear better or you don 't pay.
• EACH AID GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS
— unlimited free service and replacement or
repair of defective parti.
I % * HONESTLY PRICED-beginn fnj at *79.50
with choice of payment terms.
• SERVICED IN THE U.S. & 57 OTHER COUNTRIES

See or call a Benson 's hearing
aid consultant soon—
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Man, 101, Dies
'With Boots On'

100 EXCHANGE BLDG.

| CIGARETTES i

¦
¦
ioacti ve fallout from Russia 's
I homage to President Kennedy •j Dean was one of 12 Worrell
1961 nuclear tests in the atmosWednesday Christmas Day in ¦' children.
; Texas.
phere contaminated the giant 'Merry Christmas '
U.S. aircraft carrier Enterprise,
To Ex-Presidents
Ii Two traffic policemen stood at j Albert Lea Youth
it was disclosed today.
the corner of Houston and Elm
The radiation persisted ior JOHNSON CITY , Tex. (AP ) ] streets guigind three and four i Shot Accidentally
about a month but did not en- —From a ranch in Texas, tele- j lanes of traffic past the site
danger the health of those on phone calls -went out Christmas } where the President was assas- i ALBERT LEA. Minn. (AP) —
the .86,000-ton nuclear-powered Day to three ex-presidents of ' sinated Nov. 22.
Steven Hengesteg, 17, rural
carrier.
The disclosure was made in a
current publication of the
Navy 's Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery.

WINONA , MINN.

FOR LESSI

i

[

Reg. 24.9
Ethyl 21.9
HOME OIL CO.

<

9 Corrver 2nd & Washington

ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY •

•

Great

This, he said, set in motion
concerted efforts to prevent the
fallout from entering the ship
through the ventilation system
or on the feet of the men. He
added :
"There was no real danger to
health, as levels of contamination were still within tolerable
levels, averaged over a period
of time."
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Tax Collections
Up in Minnesota

<
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ST. PAUL—George O. Lethert.
$4
\ district director of Internal
M
X
*
Revenue, St. Paul District , an- ¦ ¦
f *
\
(
nounced today that total federa l
4
tax collections for the fiscal
I
/
period July 1, 1963, throu gh
|\
/
Nov. 30, 1963, show an increase
/
over collections^, for the same /
\
\
period last year. Total taxes
collected thus far this year
amount to $682,292,439 compared to $643,055,123 collected in
the same period last year—an
increase of $39,237,306.
Individual income tax collections during the period July
1, 1953, through Nov . 30, 1963,
amounted to $514,882,160 while
during the like period a year
ago $473,338,659 was collected—
an increase of $41,543,501.
Corporation income taxes
showed an increase of $11,638,762. Comparative figures are as
follows: Collected July 1, 1963,
through Nov. 30, 1963—$95,433,197; collected July 1, 1962,
through Nov. 30, 1962—$83,794,435.
Gasoline tax showed an increase of $956,796 during the
first six months of fiscal year
1964 over a comparable period
last fi scal year ; during the first
six months of fiscal year 1963,
$17,741,242 was collected in gasoline taxes , while during the
first six months of fiscal year «
1964 a total of $18 ,698,038 was
collected.
Beer tax collections for the
first six months of fiscal year
MARVELOUS BUYS FOR DRESS-UP
1964 reveal an increase of $462.OR SCHOOL
138. Last year 's collections for
^* '^>:;W?-^^:'::< :>, : :^
this period were $15,204 ,937 as
compared to $15,667,075 from the
beginning of fiscal year 1964 to
the end of the second quarter.
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Every coat in stock! All styles ,
all fabrics , all trims , . . priced
law , low to clear! Hurry ! The
buys are terrificl

Distinctive styling, fabric 'n
low , low price tells you it
could only be Penney 's own !
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AKM Mahkato Ave.
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Durabl e 100«""¦ cotton widewale corduroy is ready
to take on 'he . ' worst of. weather! Warmer 40"
styling features plus KXFc Orion® acrylic pile
lining with bulky knit collar , side vents 'n plaid
kicker
! In most wanted colors! Shop and save.
¦¦
. now!

Size*
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longer wear , more luxurious
good looks. With all wool
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Written by Lt. Comdr. Lewis
H. Seaton, the article deals
with radiation control aboard
the Enterprise.
Seaton , a medical officer formerly stationed on the Enterprise, did not say just where or
when the contamination occurred.
The Navy did not say immediately whether other ships were
affected similarly.
As Seaton told it, rainstorms
washed fallout from the sky to
contaminate the carrier 's outside areas "on the order of 10
to 20 times that allowable for
the nuclear plant area. "

was killed Wednesday when she
($J
fell down the basement staixs
^
^
»«
*. ^
| while visiting at the home of
rhomas Colombe.

PHONE 2554

Northwood , Iowa, was listed in brother Wednesday. Authorities

President Johnson said he
said the younger brother had
DENVER (AP)-Al Bobbitt, just wanted to wish "Merry ABERDEEN, S.D. (AP) — good condition after being shot been target shooting with the
in
the
chest
accidentally
by
a
who rode horses until he "was Christmas" to his predecessors. Dean Worrell, 12, was shot to
rifle, a Christmas present.
¦
98, died with is boots on Christdeath "Wednesday as he and .22 caliber rifle held by his
mas Day as he Bat rocking on a
some friends played with a 12NEW AND USED
porch. He was 101.
gauge shotgun found in the back
Thousands Honor
seat of an old car.
Bobbitt served as a deputy
U.S. marshal in the Cherokee Kennedy in Dallas
The auto was parked in the
I
Strip of Oklahoma before the
yard of one of the youngsters. r
C9 711 ** er Carton
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
J>L*IV All Brand!
}
land rush. He later was a rodeo DALLAS, Tex. (AP) - Thou- Officers said the gun went off L
Exchange H| M i
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rad- performer.
sands of spectators paid silent j as another child handled it. [
BETTER GAS
I

c
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the United States — Herbert i Boy Playing With
| Hoover,
Harry S. Truman and i
!¦ Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Shotgun Killed

Colo r ful, reversible
4 A OO
ski types '
JLUiOO
Tiny price !

B 'I K savinRs now !
Warm pile lined
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CLEARANCE!
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Girls' Jacket Clearance!
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GIRLS' JACKET BUYS!
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Rockefeller
BUSINESS MIRROR
Won't Attack
New Year Starting
Goldwater

With Confidence

about the basic health of the
business upswing.

By SAM DAWSON
AP Bnslnc;» News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP ) - The
strong fiber of confidence is the
hallmark of this year 's Christmas-New Year's observance.
Rising above national tragedy
the nation is showing confidence
in its political institutions, in
the strength of its economy, in
the prospects for continuing
prosperity.
This fundamentally unshaken
confidence shows up in many
ways.
Following a drop immediately after the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy, the
stock market rose to record
highs, as expressed in the popular-stock averages. Its current
movements are the normal ones
of switching stocks for yearend
income tax purposes, for piofittaking, for establishing losses.

Only one out of five recently
questioned now look for a recession in the next two years.
"The findings on the reaction
to the assassination of President Kennedy, " the Center concludes, "are particularly reassuring
because
unfavorable
events often are generalized
and thus may cast a shadow
over quite unrelated expectations. Furthermore, uncertainty
about the future may induce
consumers to postpone some of
their plans. It appears that the
recent tragic news has not
shaken people 's confidence in
the favorable trend of economic
developments."

5 Milwaukee Firemen
Injured in Collision
MILWAUKEE, *Wis.'Wi -Five
firemen, including a battalion
chief , were injured Wednesday
night as a fire truck and the
chief's car collided while , responding to what turned out to
be a false alarm .
The collision occurred at an
intersection on the Northwest
Side. The alarm had been sounded from a street corner call
box not far from the scene of
the crash .
Eighth Battalion Chief George
J. Stippick suffered cuts and a
fractured leg. Injuries received by the others apparently
were not too F°rious.
¦

Many leading ba sinets firmi
have predicted that 1964 will see
thern scaling new heights in
sales and profits. More to the
point , perhaps, many have announced plans for extensive
spending for expanded activities—a dollar and cents translation of their faith in economic
strength.
Consumer confidence, after
only momentary hesitancy at
the time of the tragedy, has
shown up in freer spending in
the stores for holiday goods ,
and in the continued impressive
spending lor big ticket items
like autos. Home builders insist
that prospects for 1964 are undimmed.
Surveys of consumer attitudes
also show most Americans still
convinced that good times will
continue for awhile at least.
And one survey m progress at
the time reports the President's
assassination made a few of
those questioned uncertain of
the future but left the majority
unshaken in the belief that economic development would be
favorable.
The Survey Research Center
of the University of Michigan
reports its latest testing of consumer opinion shows a trend toward greater confidence a-id
optimism than last spring when
many
expressed
uneas 'ness

President Up on
College Fashions
JOHNSON :Cny, Tex. (AP)President Johnson proved he 's
well up on college fashions.
He bought his daughter , Lynda Bird , 19, University of Texas
sophomore, a red Marimekko
dress from Finland for Christmas. The style is popular on
American campuses.
A casual dress, it is like a
loose shift type with a high
yoke.
The President told reporters
he had been foresighted enough
to buy it while on his recent visit to the Scandinavian countries

Japan 's Population
Up to -96,160,
000

I Anti-Israeli
!

Meeting Set

TOKYO , (AP)-Japan 's popuCAIRO (AP> — An Arab
lation stood at 96,160,000 as of
League
spokesman says nine ot
Oct. 1, making Japan
the
seventh most populated nation the league's 13 members have
in the world, the government's accepted President Gamal Abstatistics
office
reported del Nasser's call for an anti-IsWednesday. This was an in- raeli summit meeting in Cairo.
crease of 978,000 persons oyer ' Nasser called for the meeting
to consider the possibility of
the previous year .
By JACK BELL
¦
military action if Israel carries
AP Political Writer
out its long-pending plan to diWASHINGTON (AP I -Gov . '', Former Dean at
vert waters of the Jordan RivNelson A. Rockefeller is aban- j
er to irrigate the Negev Desert.
doning attacks on Sen. Barry i Ya le Dead at 84
Nasser suggested the meeting
Goldwater , R-Ariz., in his GOP , HAMDEN , Conn , (ffi —
be held Jan. 6, but a spokesSampresidential nomination drive- I1 uel William Dudley. 84
man said the date had not been
. former
The New York governor , only i dean of the Yale school of en- decided.
j
•
announced candidate for the ! gineering, died Tuesday at his
nomination, resumes campaign- ;.' home. Survivors are a daiigh- Home Returns to
ing with a Jan. 3 Portsmouth ,j j ter, Mrs. Martha D. Gilbert of '
London on Business
N.H., speech after a month's!j La Crosse, Wis.
political moratorium following !
LONDON (AP ) — Prime Minthe assassination of President this point. That can come later , ister Sir Alec Douglas-Home inJohn F. Kennedy.
after the new President has be- terrupted his Christmas vacaThe sweeping political chang- gun to make his own record . But tion to return to London today
es brought about by the prob- there would be little to peg because of the Cyprus situaability that President Johnson - such attacks on in the "New tion. He had been spending the
will head the 1954 Democratic ! Hampshire campaigning.
holiday at his Scottish estate.
ticket are expected to be re- i
fleeted in altered campaign tactics by Rockefeller.

In the period preceding Kennedy's death , Rockefeller gave
about equal time to attacking ;
Goldwater for his conservative:
views and to lambasting Ken- ;
nedy for what the governor said
was the President's' failure to
live up to his I960 promises on
civil rights, action to end unemployment and to get the countrymoving faster economically.
Rockefeller was said by associates to be planning in the
Portsmouth speech to lay down
in broad terms the reasons he
is running for the nomination ;
;
and what he would hope to <lo
if he were elected president. :
The decision to , abandon at- ;
tacks on. Goldwater apparently ;
stems from the belief in the j
Rockefeller camp that the Ari-j
zona senator has become a less i
attractive candidate
against!
Johnson than he would have
been against, Kennedy.

Khrushchev Wishes
Mao 'Good Health'

MOSCOW (AP ) - N ' i k i t ' a
Khrushchev has wished Mao
Tze-tung "good
health
and
many years of life and success, " saying he 's confident the
Soviet Union and Communist
China will settle their ideological quarrel,'
The Soviet premier sent birthday greetings to Mao, 70, chairman of the Chinese Communist party.

NEW YORK (AP)-Mischa Elman is in a New York hospital
with a broken ankle but he 's in
great spirits, says his wife.
Elman , 72-year-old concert violinist , broke his right ankle
Monday -when he fell down some
steps at a Manhattan garage.
Mrs. Elman said he would be
in the hospital for quite a while:
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popular support among Repuh-j
licans. But they think the field
is now • wide open and there j
would not be much profit in:
Only at King can you get the complete glasses that you ivant and need at one Single Low
continuing to single out one :¦
Price. 100 styles, shapes and colors to choose from all at the one low price of $11.98. Need
man as a target among many i
an extra pair? Need sunglasses? They are all the. same to us at the one price. No
who may be contenders for the
hidden charges for difficult prescriptions , astigmatic corrections , etc. Bifocals ' Kryptoks ,
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Ultex , Flat-lops I if desired , $5.98 additional.
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Men's Suits
15% to 25% Off
Save $7 to $10
Entire Stock Included
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One only—Reg. $298.00—
Flexsteel Contemporary
SOKA AM) CHAI RS
,
,. .. $2o0.00—
,-«- „„„
One onlv— lieg.
Diamond EARLV AMKR1CAN
SOFA , brown tweed

One only—Refi . $250.00—
WALNUT BKDHOOM SITIT. w i t h
double- dresser , plate glass mirror ,
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Boys' and Girls'
Coats and Jackets
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Five onl y-l'rfi. $100.00—
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Two onlv

ItcR . :$79,00—
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Two onlv-- KcR. $79.00—
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Winona Furniture Co.

Phone 3145

WINONA , MINN., DAILY NEWS
ORDER COUPON
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3 WAYS TO BUY : Cash — 3B-<0-M> Day Charga — T«rm« at Low «¦ JS Mon'lil y

166 Main St.

Not All Sizes

$
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Includes Jackets — To p Coats — All-Weother C oats
Most All Sizos

25% Off

One only HCR . SOT.00—
Cor.il Nylon MATCHING DANISH
CHAWS , fonm cushions

Flexst eel SWIVEL ROCKERS

10% to 25% Off
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One only—Ro n . $:i2fl.0O—
Fi iturinn QUII/IT -'I) SOFA , blue and C*>A0j .. .
.. .
Si- ay floral , custom filled cushions. 4>t.'W King koil HOLLYWOO D BKI 'S .
c o HI p 1 « I e with mattress, box
i n o
SiamoS Earfv AmSican SOFA ,
foam ruhber cushions

Men's Outer Wear
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Boys' Sport Shirts
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1.69 to 1.98
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1.00

Assortments of Flannels and Cottons

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Or Your Money Refunded

I NO MONEY DOWN ON ANY CREDIT PURCHASE AT WARDS. JUST SAY "CHARGE IT" 1
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• Favorite wool chinchilla

* Good-looking wool tweeds
• Vinyl suedes in soft colors

• Colorful pure wool tweeds

• Handsome,colorful tweeds

• Lovely fur-trimmed styles

• Dressy black

• Waw n acrylic pile linings

• Acrylic pile linings

• Polished wool zibelines

• Go-vnth-everything neutrals

• Handsome casual styles

• Fur-trimmed styles

t Dressy styles in black

• Versatile car coats

• Zip-out Alpaca wool linings
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• Dressy pure wool zibeTine

_ Beth natural and dyed fur trims. Fur products labeled to show country of origin of imported furs.
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REG. 34.98-39.98

• Casual fur-trimmed st yles
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FUR-TRIMMED AMD UNTRIMMED STYLES
EVERY COAT IN THE GROUP A FASHION FAVORITES
MISSES', JUNIOR, CUSTOM PETITE, WOMEN'S SIXES
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QUALITY MUSLIN IN FLAT AND FITTED STY LES
Laboratory tested ond sharply sale-priced to assure the finest
quality at a lower cost ! Quality muslin is woven evenly with
133 threads per sq. in. for long wear , smooth sleeping comfort .,
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Neat hems top and bottom,strong selvages at sides. Fitted bottorn sheets are Sanforized,have elasticized ends , for perfect fit.
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RoRuhir 1.98 full si/.p, flat or i*iU od style
Rr^ular 2 for Ofic pillowcasos , now just
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1.64

Twin .1*0, flat or fltttd

2 for 74c
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MATTRESS PAD $1 OFF

MATTRESS COVER
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SAVE ON TOWELS!
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AT MONTGOMERY WARDS¦ WE PROMISE YOU "SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY BACK "
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ant,
full easy-care too ! Choose from sheaths and
skirts
in stri pes , prints , plaids! Fresh spring
colors ! 2.98 each when bought singly.
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brings
fashions for your brand
s arrived I Fresh new
ev/ yea r I
you a big, exciting
"
cut
for
co,led'o« ^ sty les smart as 1he day is long.
Well
easy-going comfort. Trimly tailored
in
fine washable fabrics-many wrinkle-resist-
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STOP* Y OU V. m luck ! This selection's tops !
All Wards own exclusive Carol Brents I
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* L00K ! See s Prin 9- fresh shapes , patterns,
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Tri pl e Compa ny
Yule Party Held

MR. AND MRS. ALBERT C. PATTERSON, Westfield , N. J., announce the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Terry Elizabeth Patterson , to Second
Lt. Douglas Burr Robinson Jr., Lawton , Okla.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas B. Robinson , Pleasant
Valley. The wedding will be Saturday at Westfield.
The bride-elect is a 1963 graduate of Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Her fiance attended
Shattuck School and is a 1962 gradu ate of Yale
University. He is serving \vitli the Army, stationed at
Fort Sill. Okla.
was held for Miss Erna Mathys
at her home Tuesday afternoon. Miss Mathys , librarian at
i the Public Library , is a charter
BLAIR , Wis. (Special - The member of the Arcadia Flower
announcement of the engage- Club and has been a loyal memment of Sp.4 Raymond P. Back , ber some 27 years.
¦
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Back , rural Blair , was made
recently at the home of his Shirley Fransco
bride - elect, Miss Gerlinda
Droege, at "Nieder-Weisal, West \To Wed V. J, Meyer
Germany. The Blair man is a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Charles
driver in Headquarters Co., Sec- Fransco,
Ivanhoe , Minn., anond Battalion , Third Armored i'
nounce
the
engagement of their
32nd Armor , in Germany.
; daughter , Miss Shirley Marie
¦
Fransco , to Virgil Joseph MeyArcadia Flower Club er , son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
i Charles Meyer , 677 Olmstead

Blair Serviceman
Picks German Brid e

Celebrates Christmas 1st.
I

¦

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) The Arcadia Flower Club held iI 25TH ANNIVERSARY
its annual Christmas party at
.fcij fc'VA. wis. ( special)—upen
the home of Mrs. Irvin Scharlau. house in honor of the 25th wedA potluck luncheon was served ding anniversary of Mr. and
and the story of Christmas Mrs. Alvin Tollefson , former
legends was given by Mrs . Clif- residents of Eleva , now living
ford Throndsen. Instead of a at Aitkin, Minn., will be held at
gift exchange among members , the Morris Tollefson home , 704
each member brought four Vine Street , Eau Claire , Sunday
gifts for shut-ins.
afternoon. No cards are being
A surprise Christmas party sent.

INDEPENDENCE , Wis . (Special ) — The employes and their
families of the Northern Investment Company, Independence; Midwest Bottle Gas Company, La Crosse ; and Senty
Distributors, Eau Claire, were
entertained by Mr. and Mrs .
Lester Senty at the annual
Christmas party, held at the
Northern Investment Company
here Sunday.
A large white tree trimmed
with colored birds and icicle
lights was set up in the main
office as guests arrived at 2:30
p.m.
The basement , where the
party was held , has been extended into three sections , one
section under the Investment
Company and the other two
under the new post office. Half
of the area has been remodeled
into kitchen facilities and the
other half was used for entertainment of the 10-year-olds and
older group of children. This
section was decorated with Santa Claus faces , colored lights
and tinsel.
Adults were entertained with
music furnished by Ernie Reck
and His Playboys. There was
also group singing of Christmas
Carols.
The little children , 10 years
and younger played games and
were entertained by Howard
Tricky of WEAU TV. Studios of
Eau Claire who drew cartoons.
A dinner was served to the
assembled guests after which
Santa arrived to distribute gifts
to the 147 children.
Two hundred and 60 persons
from as far as Richland Center ,
Granton. Minneapolis , and Mondovi were entertained.

James Karnath Weds
Miss Nancy Steede

Mondov/ Star
Has Yule Event

MONDOVI , Wis. (Special ) The annual Christmas party of
the Order of Eastern Star was
held at the Masonic Temple on
Thursday night. About 60 adults
and children attended. A program of readings, recitations,
music , both instrumental and
vocal , was presented , with Mrs.
Ronald Johnston in charge, and
Mrs. Dorwin Molitor at the piano. Games were played by the
children, under the supervision
of Mmes. Dudee Miles and
Charles Accola.
There was a visit from Santa
Claus, with treats for the children. Gifts for everyone present piled under the beautifully
decorated Christmas tree, were
MR. AND MRS. ROSCOE
distributed by Santa Claus. The
H. Moyer , Lake City , Minn., officers of Lebanon'
chapter preannounce the engagement of
sented a joint gift to Mr. and Churches Have Real
their daughter . Miss Diane
Mrs. Paul Borgwardt , worthy
Marie Moyer, "Rochester, to patron and matron. They pre- Candleli q hted OldGary Gene Bremer, son of
sented gifts to all the Officers. Time Christrnases
Following the program, reEdwin Bremer , Lake City,
BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—Two
freshments
were served in the Blair
and the late Mrs. Bremer.
churches almost enjoyed
dining
room
at
tables
decorated
The bride-elect is a graduate
a real old fashioned Christmas
in a Christmas theme.
of .Lake City High School
program with lighted c andles
Sunday night.
and is employed as a medi- TOWNSEND CLUB
It was about 7:35 p.m , and
cal secretary at the Mayo . Townsend Club 1 will enterfolks ' were driving Up to both
Clinic. Her fiance gra duated
tain at a public card party at the Zion and First Lutheran
from Lake City High School
8 p.m. Friday at the West Rec- churches for the programs to
reation Center . Prizes will be be presented by the pupils of
and is engaged in farming
awarded and lunch will be the Sunday schools. Suddenly
near Lake City. A Septemserved.
ber Wedding is planned.
the lights went out in the south¦
west corner of the city.
FIREMEN'S
DANCE
DUANE S OPEN HOUSE
Candles were lighted and prepARCADIA , Wis. — The annual arations for the programs conOpen house will be held Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. in honor Arcadia firemen's dance will be tinued. Twice the power was
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward held at the Old Armory Jan , 7. restored and twice it blinked
Duane 's 25th wedding anniver- Tickets are available from ac- out again. The floors grew coldsary at their home, 467 Main tive firemen and some retired er and ushers tried to hurry
St. No invitations are being firemen.
people through the doors quicksent.
ly in order to conserve heat.
SANDENS ' ANNIVERSARY
Finally at 8:10 p.m. the powBENSON'S 40TH
i HOUSTON , Minn. (Special ) - er company crewmen restored
HOUSTON , Minn. (Special) - : Mr. and Mrs . Sommon Sanden the current for good.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Benson ! will observe their 50th wedding
The trouble was said to be
will be honored by .their chil- I anniversary Sunday at the Fel- caused by the blowing out of
dren , at an open house in observ- lowship Hall of the Cross of a fuse on a feeder line serving
ance of their 4Cth wedding an- Christ Lutheran Church, from 2 that section of the city.
niversary Sunday at the Com- to 5 p.m. No invitations have
munity Kitchen. The hours are been sent.
Catholic Soc ieties
from 2 to 5 p.m . No ini-vitations
HALLS' ANNIVERSARY
have been sent.
FOUNTAIN , Minn. — In ob- Enterta in Children
servance
of their 25th wedding
St. Joseph and St. Elizabeth's
PARKERS' ANNIVERSARY
MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) — anniversary, Mr. and Mrs . Cy- Catholic Aid Societies held their
Open House in "honor of the sil- rus O. Hall , Fountain , will be a n, n u a 1 children's Christmas
ver wedding anniversary of Mr. honored at an open house Sun- party Sunday afternoon in the
and Mrs. Willis Parker , Mon- day iran 2 to 5 p.m. at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart
dovi , will be held at the Mon- Root Prairie Lutheran Church. basement.
Raymond Ruppert , chairman ,
dovi Methodist Church Sunday No cards or invitations have
reported that Santa Claus dis
from 2 to 5 p.m. A short pro- been sent.
gram will be presented at 3
p.m. No cards are being sent.

Marriage vows were exchanged by Miss Nancy Karen Steede
and James Walter Karnath Nov.
30 in Flomation , Ala. The Rev.
John Parker officiated.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Robert J. Shashek ,
Edwardsville, 111. The bridegroom is the son of Capt. and
Mrs. Walter H. Karnath , "776
Terrace Lane.
Attending the bride as matron
©f honor was Mrs. Sandra Kimmoos, Pensacola. Fla.
PRIES ANNIVERSARY "
Serving as best man was Otis
EYOTA , Minn . (Special)-Mr.
Kimmons.
I and Mrs. Albert Pries, Eyota ,
The couple is residing at 2105 j will observe their 50th weddin g
N. Magnolia Ave., Pensacola , I anniversary Sunday. Their chilFla., where the bridegroom is | dren will be hosts at an open
stationed in the "United States house from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
iNavy at Ellyson Field with Hel- j Evangelical United Brethren
icopter
Training
Squadron I Church , Eyota. No cards have
Eight.
I been sent.

CHECK THESE WONDERFUL BUYS AT OUR

Would Retail at $14.95
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Ladies' Fur Blend

ffQKII CARDIGANS
ladies '

Men 'i Elbow Patch

Ladle* '

M«n 'i

Jacquard Sweaters $5.00

Cardigans

----

$6.50

Cadet Cardigans - $8.50

Flat Knit or Jacquard

Now Low Prictil

Children's Sweaters $2.50

WINONA KNITTING MILLS

?02 East Secon d

OUTSTANDING VALUES
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LUXURIOUS MINK TRIMS
ON HANDSOME FABRICS

$

68>88 118
$

Vol. lo $89.99

VaI. to $125

VaI. to $159.50

ALL COA TS DRASTICA LLY REDUCED

DRESSES

$7

$14

VaI. to $24,99

VaI. to $29.99

SKIRTS

HATS
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3L4 PRICE

VaI. to $8.95
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j l Friday at 9 a.m.||
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OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK
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Upholstered Furniture - Dinettes
Dining Hoorn Furniture

|
|
I
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l
l

Accessories - Lamps

l
l
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11
11

SLACKS - - - - $6.75
DRESSES - - - $10.00

TREMENDOUS SELECTION!
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GOAT SALE
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SWEATER SALES Every Monday
and Friday 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Men's 100% All Wool Worsted

tributed presents to 250 chil- MEETING TODAY
dren. Movies were shown by BLAIR, Wis. (Special)—Mem"Marvin A. Meier and juven ile bers of the Masonic Lodge and
members, Mary Ann WardWell Order of the Eastern Star wi]I
a joint meeting Monday
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) — The and Diane G r a n d l , were in hold
at 8 p.m.
charge
of
the
popcorn
.
Sunnyside Community C l u b
will meet today at 8:15 p.m. at
the Sunnyside school. Th« program will be furnished by the
children in the Community.
Special numbers will include
a Norwegian echo song by Ruby
Herness and a discussion on
Finnish Christmas customs and
singing of carols by foreign exchange student Vuokko Pykalinen , Whitehall, Wis., and Christmas carols by Tommy Solberg,
Arcadia , Wis.
There will be free treats for
everyone. Lunch will be served
CAR COATS
TERRIFIC SAVINGS
by Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ever"Melby
and
the
Victor
son Sr.,
VaI t0 $29W
DRASTIC REDUCTIOHS!
and Dahl-Toraasor families.
¦

Sunnyside Club
Giv ing Program
Tonight at Schoof
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Bedroom Furniture
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Occasional Furniture
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FI NE FURNITU RE
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Farm Interest
Still High in
Brannan Plan

By OVID A. MARTIN
Associated Press Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
American Farm Bureau Federation says congressional interest
in the so-called Brannan plan
payments to farmers as a device for boosting farm income
and controlling production is
perhaps higher now than ever.
The plan was advanced nearly 15 years ago by Charles V.
Brannan , secretary of agriculture under President Truman.
It was not accepted at the time.
In its magazine, The Nation's
Agriculture, the Farm Bureau
savs of the present situation :
"Rejection of Secretary of Agriculture Orville L. Freeman 's
compulsory supply - management scheme by farmers in last
Nay 's wheat referendum has
caused advocates of governmental intervention in agriculture to
look around for a more politically expedient means of accomplishing their goal.
"The congressional controllers
took a good look at the "voluntary , emergency ' feed grain program now in operation and decided , with a few changes, it
. would serve their needs."
The feed grain program employs payments to encourage reduction in feed grain acreages.
Payments are being proposed
for wheat , dairy products and
cotton as well.
The Farm Bureau has opposed
farm payments since they first
were proposed by Brannan.
The magazine says most
farmers regard direct payments
as a "trap. "
"They don't want to be dependent on congressional appropriations for a substantial part
of their income. *' it states.
A number of other farm organizations favor use of payments. They include the National Farmers' Union , the National
Grange. ; the National Farmers
Organization and a number of
specialty farm organizations
representing wheat and cotton.
Secretary Freeman also favors
their use.

Collection Case
Set for Hearing

WHITEHALL , Wis. ( Special)
— The Circuit Court jury panel
has been called for Jan. 6 at
9:30 a.m. to hear the case
brought by St. Francis Hospital , La Crosse, against Christine
and Leonard Ritter, Trempealeau. Dr. John J. Sevenants.
La Crosse, is impleaded defendant. Judge Merrill Farr , Eau
Claire, -will preside.
Plaintiff are asking $2,600.18
lor services allegedly rendered
the R' tters between November
1960, and March 1961.

Funds Sought
Mondovi Boy, Girl Winners in Mondovi 300 Blair Children
22 Mondovi
Home Decorating
Greet Santa Claus
Scout Fund Drive Contest
Families Receive For Hokah Famil y
Announced
HOKAH. Minn. (Special) - A
BLAJR. Wis. ( Special)-Nearfund raising project was start- Receipts Reported
Christmas Parcels ed
MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) — ly 300 children shook hands with
here Monday by the Hokah
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HOME MADE BULK
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HERRING - - ' 59c
^^
CHICKENS - ' 49c
^0
iULK PICKLED

8-LB. AVERAGE ROASTING

YOU Made Our
Bologna Famous!

-

GRADE »A -

AltUM ReX TURKEY S

NOW IN | DRESSES!
PROGRESS
Huge j SWEATERS
Savings
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BOYS' and GIRLS'

Snow Suits
Boys' Parkas

SPECIAL FOR
/

Custom Dr«s»ing,
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!»nd Smokb !t
ALL TIMES.
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Everyone at Warden's wishes you a HAPPY NEW YEAR!

WARKK EK 'S

HOME MADE SAUSAGES—G ROCERIES—LOCKER PLANT

Phon» 3151

1

Your choice of Cardigans and Slipover styles. Values to
' 12. 93 . . . si/.c-s % to 40 . . . be sure to check this grouping
for sensational savings during the next 4 days . . . WOW!
NOW REDUCED AS LOW AS
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Pre-Teens
Wool Coats
Car Coats
25% OFF
Sizes 8 to U

Togs 'n Toys

f or Girls and Boys
FOURTH ond MAIN
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Girls' Coats

BOYS' WOOL

JELL-0
4 Z: 43c
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All Sizei

TOMATOES
2 'ZZ 35c
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Car Coats
HUNT'S SOLID PACK
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I STYLES TO DELIGHT YOU!
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PORK SAUSAGE
I

477 W , 5'h St., Winona , Minn.

c2a

$129.95-$U9.95-$159.95 ***
^

Togs 'n Toys

Wt

4—»

OIL
Burmeister Co.

BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE STORE

W "Come and Get This

} ^k

4J§pFURNACE
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Butcher Don Says:

j

Sea and the Mediterranean
area. Mr. Goss was principal
at Blair Hi gh School from 192 J
to 1932,

MONDOVI, Wis. ( Special) - Winners in the outdoor home Santa Claus Saturday afternoon
MONDOVI , Wis. (Special ) - American Legion Post 498 for
A
total of $952.56 was collected decorating contest here are : when he put in his appearance
A. total of 22 families, including the Melvin Nunemacher famin the combined Boy and Girl First place, Randall Morey ; sec- at the Blair City Hall and
98 children, received Christmas iiy.
Scout
fund drive held in Mon- ond, Galen Sather; third , Merlin around town . Santa's visit was
baskets of food and gifts, disMr. "Nunemacher has been dovi recently,
according to How- Mikelson, and fourth , Herman sponsored by the Commercial
tributed by the American Legion seriously ill several months, was
ard
Peck
and
Herbert Meshun, Gunderson.
Post 154 and Auxiliary. This is a patient in the Veterans hosA total of $50 in prizes were Club.
chairmen.
an annual project of the organi- pital in Minneapolis, and now
awarded—$20,
$15, $10 and $5. The number was slightly less
zations.
is confined at the Grandview . Peck reported contributions Nine homes entered the contest. than in previous yeaTS , possibto the Girl Scouts were $450.60
Among the giits were chil- Hospital, La Crosse.
This annual event is sponsor- ly because of no free movies,
JOBBI B
and Meshun reported Boy Scout
dren's gifts donated by the MonMonday evening $285 had been receipts were $502.96.
ed by the Mondovi Agriculture , as formerly sponsored by the
club
.
dovi Educational Association. collected and more is expected.
There are 188 girls enrolled Professional and Businessmen ' s Each child was given an apFifty teachers of the Mondovi Many , containers have been in the Girl Scouts in the Mon- Association.
¦
ple and a popcorn ball , providPublic School faculty and mem- placed in the business places dovi area this season. There are
352 West Second Stre»f
ed by the American Legion ,
P HONE J344
bers of the Mondovi Educational for those wishing to contribute. two Brownie troops , sponsored
j
Lions, Club, Commercial Club
Association each gave a gift to They also may b« mailed to the by Central Lutheran and Meth- Blair Awa rds Yule
and
the
volunteer
fire
departbe distributed with the Legion Legion treasurer , Burl Kellogg, odist c h u r c h e s; two junior
Decorating Winners
baskets. Teachers decided to or any member.
troops, sponsored by Sacred
contribute gifts to needy chilBLAIR , Wis. CSpecia l) —
Heart and Zion L u t h e r a n
dren, instead ef exchanging
Judging in the Christmas home
churches, and a Cadet troop.
Chimney
Rock
Church
gifts, which has been an annual
The Boy Scouts have three decorat ing contest was done
event for faculty members in the Scene of Weddina
troops — Explorer 's sponsored Dec. 19 in subzero weather by
past .
by the Mondov i volunteer fire a three-man Commercial Club
Mrs. George Johnson was
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Spe- department; Troop 65 sponsor- committee comprised of Howchairman of the Christmas com- cial )—Lutheran marriage vows
by Dillon-Johnson American ard Turk , Ray Steuernagel and
mittee and Mrs. Willis Parker , spoken Nov . 30 at the Chim- ed
Legion Post, and Cub Pack 65 Roger "Herrick .
was co-chairman. Officers of the ney Rock Lutheran Church sponsored by the Methodist
Dr. O. M . Schneider in the
MEA are : Robert Bauer , presi- | united Miss Mae Berg, White- Men's Club.
religious category and E. B .
Prices Slashed) Big Discounts Throughout The Entire Storel Four Days Onl y. Ends
; Gunderson were awarded check s
dent; Maynard Olson, vice pres- ; hall , Wis., and John F. SchaefTuesday Night.
ident; Mrs. Charles Accola , sec- er, The Rev. Donald Myhres
|of $5 each.
retary., and Gerald Ehrmeyer , performed the service for the
2-Pc. Living Room Suites , NySecond place award in the
Q-% #»r
treasurer.
Ion Frieze . Zippered Foam C>4 J -l HA Tahle Lam ps . . . ...............
daughter of Mrs. Harriette
religious theme went to W. E;.
3>.5» "j
Cushions. \w . . . . . : 2lt ^A-tI «UU chari nel Back
Mrs. Myrtle Wright is chair- ; Berg, a_nd the late Bennie Berg,
j Schroeder and third to James
*~\ A AC
¦¦
v 2iISt ¦5!S^™
cSiLit " 0 " TV Swhcl
man of tie child welfare com- Whitehall , and the son of Mr.
Frederixon.
B2SieiL^
?
dn*3h
-i£i?
^^
mittee for the Legion Auxiliary. and Mrs. V e r n o n Schaefer , Minnecnt-a
In the traditional category
QC
Other Mondovi b u s i n e s s : Whitehall.
second place prize went to HarCrlckeU ellalrs • ¦ ¦ ¦•
^tl.JJ
5-Pc. Dinette Suites,
C/1Q QC
places, organizations and indi- I Miss Lois Anderson was maid By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ld Utre and third to Gerald
f f 4 QQ
sH*J«IJ j Blon d and Walnut
reduced to
o
viduals who contributed were of honor. Bridesmaids were
Minnesot a recorded two traf- ; Sislo. Second place winners re^> *f««/ J
Cocktail
Tables
7-Pc. Dinette Suites ,
|
SUA QK
the Methodist-and Congregation- Miss Diane Berg, sister of the fic deaths , both on Christmas ceived a $3 check and third ,reduced to ..
. . . . : . . . . ^/ I BCIJ 3-Table Group. Consisting of 2
al churches ; Businessmen 's As- bride, and Miss Maryann Schae- Eve , as the nation 's holiday toll $2. .
9-Pc. Dinette Suites " Table and CX kA QC Step Tables and
CIO QC
sociation; Ede's drug store; Ben ! fer, sister of the groom.
Dr. Schneider has a nativity
mounted.
8 Matching Chairs
.' , ^>34»33 Cocktail Tabl e
K.D. 3> J%*»3D
Franklin: Coast-to-Coast, and
scene
with
life-sized
figures
$14.95
Pole
Lamps,
"-Drawn*
Perham,
Ray Rebuck. 41 ,
was
C*OQ QC
W QC
Mondovi Hardware. The City ! Best man was Lennis Helge- killed when a truck went into i lighted on the front lawn. The
reduced to ...
: ^DaDD Kneehole Desks
3>fc«l»«/J
son
.
'
Furniture, furnished a truck
the ditch near Detroit Lakes. I Gunderson home is decorated
Groomsmen
were
B
r
u
c
e
and Olbert Construction a sta- ¦
Valerian Sticzka , 55, Foley , died i almost exclusively with colored
tion wagon, Mrs. Ed Duncanson , Schaefer, brother of the groom. when his tractor overturned on ! lights.
. Ushering
Mrs. Palmer Rostad, MJS . Bud l and Lynn Norheim
Many others participated in
Insteness and Mi- a rural road.
JAKE 24 MONTHS TO PAY — FREE DELIVERY
Robert
j
were
Duncanson, Mrs. Dewey Dun- i
the
event , the first in the city
's
Minnesota
record
year-long
chael
Nelson
.
302
Mankato
Avenue
Open Evenings
canson, Mrs. Donald Russell
since 1956.
A reception followed the cere- highway toll stood at 774.
and Roy Morton and Edna mony in the church parlor
.
Ward also assisted.
After a brief wedding trip.
The committee in ch arge of Mr. and Mrs. Schaefer are now
packing and distributing baskets at home in rural Whitehall.
included Mrs. Russell Casey,
Mrs. Charles Giese, Mrs . Kenneth FDlkedahl , Mrs. Lawrence Divorce Granted
!J
Crawford , Mrs. Oliver Noll, Mrs.
|l
Douglas Ward and Mrs . Curt In Whitehall Court
Olbert.
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special) : ]
— In Circuit Court before Judge '
Merrill
Farr her* Monday morn- J
Lake City Masons
ing, Mrs. Lois Tompkins, 40. ]
Install Officers
Town of Garfield , Jackson Coun- i
LAKE CITY , Minn . ( Special ) ty, was granted a divorce from, ]i
40, Elk Creek
— New officers of Carne'ian Nyle Tompkins ,
Grounds |
County.
Trempealeau
Lodge No. 40. AF & AM, Lake
City, were installed at a special were cruel and inhuman treat- <
I
meeting Saturday night , James riient.
kins was granted j
Mrs.
Tomp
i Nordine was installing officer
l and Jerry Nihart , installing mar- custody of their eight minor ;,
children. $10 per month alimony ;
shal.
support monThe new officers are : Walter and $40 per month was ordered
kins also
;
ey.
Tomp
E. Rietman , worshipful master;
$150 attorney 's fees plus i
Carl Bremer, senior warden ; to pay
Douglas O'Hara. junior warden ; court costs. ¦
Otto Peterson , senior deacon ;
AT HOME
Robert Breuer, junior deacon: PROGRAM
Melvin Malles , chaplain; Roy
BLAIR , Wis. <Special ) - The
I
Wonderful bu vs in this group of casual and dressy styles!
f t}
' itj T^ ' i! /" 7 1 ir
McFarland , tyler : Jerry Nihart . Dorcas Circle of Faith Lutherjunior
sizes to 15 . . . misses sizes 3 to 16 . . .
| . • • •
*4 j » I
Qr
~ \* ) k \J
marshal; Robert Wallace, treas- an Church and 10 pupils prevalue5
to
29.08
.
|
program
SHOP
EARLY
FOR
BEST
devotional
.
SELECurer ; Clarence Crawford , trus- sented a
ll
J^ *
ll
T10.\S* 4 D.4VS O.YLY.
"> tee, and Arleig*h Schafer, sec- for residents at the Blair Rest
' ¦ '
/
^
\
T
The
afternoon.
Home Saturday
retary .
~
14.
99
4
99
/
r
\
f-r*
I*
Lunch and a social hour fol- visitors provided refreshments
patients.
and giits for the
lowed the meeting.
¦

{MRr

ment. Santa v»'as assisted in the
distribution by members of the
Auxiliary.
The balance of the apples and
popcorn was distributed to needy
families in the area. Mrs. Oscar
Lee, auxiliary president , said.
¦
WORLD TOl'R
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - Mr.
and Mrs. Victor V . Goss. former Blair residents, will make
a worldwide trip. Goss, principal of the Vernon County Teachers' College , Viroqua . has been
granted a three-month leave of
absence from the school . The
couple will visit the Philippines ,
Japan , China , Indonesia , Malaya, Ceylon . Egypt , the Red
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Your chance in buy fashion *
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se-nsatioanl low p-re -inventory
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BLOUSES
Sizes 30 lo 3fi in assorted styles and colors . . . all taken
direct from slock in drip-dry cottons and cotton and dacron
blends . . . va lues to 7.IHI NOW AS LOW AS
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Russ Family
Visiting Ohio
Going Home

HEROES

( Continued from Page 1)
women still wore their j ewels
and evening gowns.

Whether the confusion merited the name of panic—as some
passengers claimed — was a
matter of dispute. There were
contrasting reports of heroism
and hectic scrambling.
PORTSMOUTH , Ohio (AP)- The
swimming pool attendant
Mrs. Nina Pozdneev is spending tied a rope to his feet , had
her last full day in the United
States today, a little fearful ol
Friday's trip that will take her
home to Moscow.
But her fears have nothing to
do with politics or economics or
any of the "ics " or "isms" that
leparate two nations.
Mrs. Pozdneev gets airsick ,
and, as she says, Moscow is a
long way from Portsmouth.
Mrs. Ppzdnee-v , a shyly pleasant teacher , her husband, Victor , and their two children have
been spending the Christmas
holidays as guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James McKenzie and the
city of Portsmouth. Their trip
was sponsored by the Portsmouth Junior Chamber of Commerce ss a project they call
"Operation Peace on Earth. "

himself lowered head downward
and pulled s e v e r a l children
from smoke-filled cabins.
Buchanan and his wife got
into a boat; another was almost
lowered on top of it. Pressed
against the windward side of
the ship by swells, those aboard
pushed the boat aft and rowed
for the open sea.
Communication between passengers and the Greek and German crew broke down because
of language difficulties. To M.

side. ,Gerd Punkrope , a purser ,
was in ' this group. He said most
of those who p«rished probably
were in it, too.
Last to leave was the captain.
One passenger said she saw hirn
wandering around with tears
streaming down his face. The
master of a Belgian .freighter
saw the captain pacing alone on
the tilting deck and sent a boat
to pick him up.
j The flames that killed the Lai konia saved her passengers.

R.. Lovat of London the babbling was disgraceful — "the
crew screamed their heads off
for five solid hours. "
Smoke prevented the lowering of four boats. O t h e r s
swamped in the swells. When
the last boat was away, about
80 passengers and 40 crew
members were s t i l l aboard.
They huddled on the after deck
all night , but as flames spread
aft , they were ordered over the

Said Capt. Jose Barrer e of the
Argentine freighter Salta : "We
got the wrong position and was a drifting, burning ghost
could have missed the Lakonia. ship, a magnet for salvage tugs.
But the fire guided us in like a •"""¦he British aircraft carrier
lighthouse. "
Centaur put an engineer aboard
by helicopter. He found the
The Salta was the heroine of quarterdeck and two decks be*
the sea drama. ' First on the low burned away, and the suscene, she picked up 475 survi- perstructure caved in amidvors.
ship. But the hull seemed
As dawn broke Monday, the sound and the ship ready for a
Atlantic waters were crowded refit.
with rescue ships. The Lakonia The Lakonia 's owners an-

nounced today that 89G person*
were known to have been saved
from the disaster, 89 were
known dead and 42 still were
not accounted for. This added
to, 1,027, in-contrast to previous
reports that said 1,036 were
aboard the ship.
A spokesman for the line said
some crew member * had not
turned up for the sailing from
Southampton Dec. 19.
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Awaiting the Pozdnccvs at
their return home are days of
wrapping packages , setting up
and decorating a fir tree, visiting friends and celebrating a
time of good cheer .
It will be the celebration of
the new year, much in the same
way Americans carry out the
nonreligious aspects of Christmas.
But this year , the Pozdneev
children, especially Olga , 6,
also were paid a visit from
Santa Claus. Beneath the large
Christinas tree in the McKenzie 's laving room Christmas
morning, Olga f o u n d three
dolls, dell clothes and two pairs
of shoes.
For Anatoly, 36, there was an
American footb all and a miniature auto racing set. Pozdneev ,
an automotive engineer in
Moscow, received shirts and
ties. Presents for Mrs. Pozdneev included shoes , a coat and
sweater .
For the McKenzie family there
were records, caviar , books and
toys.
Expressing her joy for the
trip and how grateful she was
for the iriendliness of the people
of Portsmouth , Mrs. Pozdneev
also indicated a bit of homesickness.
"We Russians have a saying, " she said. " 'To be
guests, good; to go home, better. ' "
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Ba boon Kidneys
Working in.Man
DENVER (AP) - One week
after he received the kidneys of
a baboon in a transplant operation , a 40-year-old man.was listed in satisfactory condition today.
The man , whom hospital officials declined to identify , underwent the first such operation
in medical flistory.
A team of surgeons from the
U.S. Veterans Hospital here and
Colorado Medical Center performed the transplant.

Stamp Collection
Sold for Million
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-The
stamp collection of the late Philip H. Ward Jr., has been sold
to a Wew Orleans dealer for
?1 million.
Roger Weill , partner in the
"Raymond II. Weill Co., philatelists , said the collection ,
¦which had been appraised as
high as $l.fi million , would be
broken up and sold.
Ward , former president of
Ward E lectric Co., died last August at the ;iRe of 7C>. He left the
electrical business to pursue
stamp collecting full time in
]9:iO.

All Kinds of Weapons
Tried on Starlings

ATLANTA CAP ) - ( " eorfiia 's
Secretary of State Ben *W. Fortson , who has heen eondueling
an all-out war «m thousands of
starlings which infest I he State
•Capitol grounds , admits to a reluctant admiral ion for (he pesky
creatures,
In fac t , he said llio birds , impoi ted f rom England during the
last century lo chii.sc Ihe sparrows from Cent ral Park in New
"York Ci ty, remind him of Britain 's dauintless .spinl.
Eoi'l.son has heen Irving all
kinds of weapons bill the birds
still hold the fori .
¦

J'"X-PIAINVIKVV M AN
PIAIMVIKW , Minn. - A former Plainview man p articipated in a panel discussion at n
meeting nl the lnternn lionn l Association ol Amusement Parks
al ChicHg'o and now is in Taml>a , Kin. , preparin g equi pment
for the 1!)(> '! st ;ile lair season.
Uwayne Sleek discussed "What
Wc Can Expect in Future Hide
Design " at the •* r>t h annual
meeting . Ile repres ented the
carnival operators on future
riding devices for both park
and transient operation. Ilelore
leaving for (he south they visited his mother , Wis . Hazel
Stcck , and her parents , Mr.
and M rs, Clarence Kruger ,
"Plainvie w .
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Kennedy Assassination
Year s Top AP Story
By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures Writer
"President Kennedy died at
1 p.m." The flash on the Associated Press wire told *he incredible news.
The 35th President of the
United tates, John Fitzgerald
Kennedy, had been assassinated while riding through Dallas,
Tex., in a motorcade. He was
46 and had been President two
years, 10 months and two days.
Editors of AP member newspapers and radio and TV stations agreed that the swift tragedy of Friday, Nov. 22, and
its aftermath obviously was the
No. 1 story of 1M3.
Gov. John B. Connally Jr.,
of Texas, riding in the President's car, was shot , and injured by the assassin. Kennedy,
hit twice in the head, was pronounced dead at Parkland Hospital At 2:30 p.m. Lyndon
Baines Johnson was sworn in
as President , on the presidential jet at Love Field, Dallas.
The late President's body and
his -widow were aboard for the
trip back to Washington.
Stunned Americans , stricken
as at a death in their own families , wept, filled the churches,
read newspapers, mai'velled at
the composure of Jacqueline
Kennedy and watched TV as the
flag-draped , closed coffin solemnly was moved from the
East Room of the White House
to lie in state in the Capitol,
from there to St. Matthew's
Cathedral for Requiem Mass,
finally for burial to Arlington
National Cemetery.
Television watchers on Sunday also saw Lee Harvey Oswald, 24, accused killer of the
President and of a policeman
who had confronted him , fatally shot by a Dallas nightclub
owner, Jack Ruby.

Negro s t u d e n t s . Parochial
schools completed integration
throughout Georgia; 800 Negro children in Prince Edward
County, Va., without any schooling since 1959, began classes
in four p r i v a t e l y financed
schools; 120 southern school districts announced desegregation
this fall, compared with 46 in
1962.
No. 3 story of 1963 is « scandal
which rocked Britain and nearly toppled the government. War
Minister John Profumo, Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan by
his side, denied before the
House of Commons on March
22 ail rumors that he had had
an improper relationship with
22-year-old Christine Keeler.
However , on June 5, Profumo
resigned and admitted that he
had lied. Investigation revealed that Christine .also had been
sharing her favors with a Soviet spy, Evgeny Iv anov . In a
storm of public disapproval ,
Macmillan's opposition
and
some members of his own Conservative Party accused him of
negligence and insisted that he
resign at once. Macmillan resisted these pressures.
But the biggest scandal in the
party 's 11 years in power was
not over Society osteopath Dr.
Stephen Ward was tried in June
on charges '• ..' living on the immoral earnings of Christine
Keeler and Mandy Rice-Davies.
Dr. Ward swallowed an overdose of drugs on the last day
of the trial and died without
learning he had been convicted.
Christine Keeler received a
nine-month sentence in December for perjury in another court
case involving another of her
lovers.

Viet Nam claimed the editors'
votes for story No. 4. The United States, with a big troop and
money committment in South
Americans, joined by citizens Viet Nam , remained vitally inof man) other countries, ob- terested in the progress of the
served Monday, Nov. 25, as a war against the Communist
day of mourning for JFK.
Viet Cong. Vietnamese BuddThe editors voted the Civil hists demanded religious and
Rights crisis the second biggest social freedom from the counstory of the year.
try's Catholic president , Ngo
There was violence. Medgar Dihn Diem. Diem declared marEvers, Mississippi field secre- tial law and attempted to break
tary for the NAACP was shot Buddhist opposition , a move atin the back and killed outside tributed to his brother , Ngo
his home. Four Negro girls died Dinh Nhu. Some Buddhist
and 23 were injured when Bir- monks responded by publicly
mingham's 16th Street Baptist burning themselves to death
Church was dynamited on a
Sharp - tongued Mme. Nhu ,
Sunday morning. Before the day considered by many the power
was over, more violence erupt- behind the power behind the
ed and two more persons -were throne, was on a three-week
dead and three injured . Six speaking tour of the United
white persons were shot and States when the military coup
several white-operated stores took place which overthrew the
burned in nights of disorder in Diem regime and resulted in
Cambridge, Md.
the deaths of the president and
And nonviolence. IV e g r o e s his brother. Nguyen Ngoc Tho,
jtaged sit-ins, wade-ins and vice president under Diem , bepicket lines, North and South , came premier.
to dr amatize their demand for
The editors' other choices for
equal treatment. More than
200,000 Negro and white , joined top5. 10:
The a t o m i c submarine
the orderly Aug. 28 March on
Thresher, rated the world's fastWashington.
est and deepest diving sub , disAnd the schools. James Mer- appeared April 10 after a steep
edith was graduated from the test dive, with 129 men on
University of Mississippi; Ocve board. Search for the Thresher
McDowell became the first Ne- was abandoned Sept. 5, after
gro in the Ole Miss law school , ' the recovery of a single bit
without the federal marshals of copper tubing from the
who had accompanied Mere- Thresher's hull in the Atlantic
dith 's arrival a year before. 220 miles east of Boston.
Gov. George Wallace of Ala6. Pope Paul VI , the first carbama twice resisted school integration , then gave in vhen i dinal created by Pope John
President Kennedy nationalized XXIII and head of Italy 's largthe state National Guard , and est diocese , was elected Pope
the University of Alabama and I June 21. He announced he would
elementary schools in four Ala- 1 follow the policies of his liberal
barn a cities enrolled their first ! predecessor and work for peace
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9. Davi d Fellin , 58,and Henry Throne, 28, trapped in a
Hazleton, Pa., mine for 14 days,
were rescued Aug. 27 . First
contacted after they had been
trapped six days and given up
by many for dead , rescuers began drilling and finally pulled
the two men to the surfac t in
safety harnesses, through an
18-inch shaft more than 300 feet
deep. Rescuers were not able
to locate a third miner, Louis
Bova, who was separated from
Fellin and Throne by fallen debris. .
10. In a sharp exchange of
letters last spring, the Soviet
Union and Red China exposed
deep policy disagreement and
competition for leadership of
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world Communism. Mao Tzetung called for violence and Temperature Up to
subversive penetration of non- 98 in Australia
Communist countries w h i l e
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) —
Khrushchev favored peaceful
summer Down Tinder and
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coexistence and drew the line
at nuclear war. U. S. analysts Sydney recorded its hottest
consider that a de facto split Christmas Day since 1957—up
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Leave Arrested Check Student
At La Crosse Between Grades

therefore/ is "Where does my
[ Hopkins Pastor, |
child stand in the matter of;
skills-!"
later , a neighbor saw him
Tree Stolen From
13 Members of
Whenever the transition from :
leave.
printing to cursive writing is
Gone, apparently in his satchDenver
Apartment
Family Injured
called for in school, parents can
'
el, were the folded-up limbs and
make sure it actually takes GRANTSBURG , Wis. Mi-Two '
DENVER (AP). — While Mr. main stem of the AlbiS ' twoCEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa (AP ) £and Mrs. John Albi were out foot metal Christmas tree.
place. ( Most children who later
,
develop problems with their jI men identified by Burnett — The pastor of the Hopkins, i )Wednesday a man walked into The visitor also took 35
schoolwork have failed to make i County sheriff's officers as ! Minn., Baptist Church and three : ttheir first-floor ap artment car- Christmas tree ornaments and
this transition completely.)
Homer and Roger Schake of ; members of his family were ! 2rying a suitcase. A few minutes $185 in cash.
after a headon col- ' .
If additional practice is called Cokato. Minn., was arrested 1 hospitalized
lision
that
killed
three members <
for, parents can see that it is early today after an 80 mile of a Denver family.
done. Always working in coop- an hour chase and brought in Injured were the Rev. Albert \«
eration with the teacher , they
36, Hopkins; his wife, J
can insist upon their child prac- for questioning about a hard- Snyder,
Ann
May,
37, and their children <
ware
store
breakin
at
Falun,
a
:
ticing handwriting until he is
601 East Sanborn Street
S
Johnny,.
and Faith Ann, 8.
5,
¦
village
east
of
Grantsburg.
J \l
proficient.
:
Killed
were
Francis
Burl
AnJ
The skill of reading for infor - ¦ Gene Granlund, proprietor of drews, 38; his wife, Myrta Mae, *
,
the
Gamble
Store
at
Falun
J
mation develops rapidly when
awakened by the burglar alarm 38, and their son Jirn, 2. Injured J
an interested parent takes time j- in
the store, hurried there and were their daughters Shirley," J
to discuss meanings, paragraph I found
men ransacking it. ; 17, and Lani, 9.
J » Large ROASTING CHICKENS
..
.. lb. 37* {
j
by paragraph , as a child reads. ! He saidtwothey
taken a pis- The Highway Patrol said the J » HAM LOAF, Homemade, Fresh . .
The more difficulty a child has . tol from the had
7
. /fa. 900 j
and about Cars crashed early Wednesday '
with his reading skill the more $30 from thestock
»
frost-co-vered
,
on
foggy
U.S.
30
lb. 85* J
i SMOKED PORK CHOPS
register.
individual help he needs. Teach- : They fled after cash
ordering Gran- about 25 miles west of here , i J » Our Own HOME-RENDERED LARD . . .
lb. 25C j
...
ers can provide materials and lund to lie on the floor.
lb. 69c J
PORK
LINKS;
Lean,
Homemade
suggestions, sornone else must Deputy Sheriff Al Gill of Sire ,
(
provide the extra time and pa- east of Falun, - alerted by ra- Mrs. Kennedy Keeps j ! I RING LIVER & BLOOD SAUSAGE
. . . . . lb. 59C J
tience.
dio , chased the men as they Christmas for Children !
Don't be afrai d to insist. Your ; went through that area and folchild will thank you for it later ! I lowed the car south into adja- ' PALM BEACH , Fla. (AP )-|<
! cent Polk County , then back Mrs. John F. Kennedy kept \ j
' into Burnett County. When the Christmas for her children then ' j [ We carry a complete selection of quality HAMS at all
Gloria Vanderbilt
^
' car crashed into a ditch sovth- went by automobile to the home \
times.
[
<
of
her
father-in-law
for
private
Takes 4th Husband I east of Grantsburg, he arrested
]
,
by
the
,
said
Rev.
John
1
the
brothers
who
were
not
inMass
1
j
Sexton's MINCEMEAT J
l
Marge's Homemade
NEW YORK (AP) - Gloria • jured.
Cavanaugh , a close friend.
J
Full Pint — 650
I
Baked
BEANS
—
pt.
39*
Vanderbilt , the heiress, has
Caroline, 6, and John Jr. , 3, (
J
did not come out with their ]
married her fourth "husband.
mother when a small crowd and i [ We have U. S. CHOICE VEAL , all cuts,at all time*, j
He's Wj att Emory Cooper, a Adviser to Chiang
news photographers gathered at ]
movie writer.
Dearl in Fnrmnw
The private civil ceremony in
the Joseph P. Kennedy home, i
FREE DELIVERY — DIAL 285 1
J
Arlington , Va., Tuesday was an- .' TAIPEI , Formosa (AP)—Re- The children exchanged gifts J [
in
the
morning
and
again
in
the
i
nounced here by her attorney . ;¦tired Gen. Chu Shao-liang, 73. a
'
NEW YEAR TO ALL!
!
It is . Coopers first marriage. ' senior adviser to President Chi- 1 evening after a family gathering ] !. . A HAPPY , PROSPEROUS
amai*^^am^Aa»^Ja\^am
j L.^»^^^^^^^Aam^^am
Both he and Gloria are 39.
^am^ifcJfcaLla^ifcMJ>Jt^tJMfcJfci^
ang Kai-shek , died Wednesday. ! at their grandfather's home.

Two Arrested
After Breakin

LA CROSSE , "Wis. ith — Air
Force Sgt. Wayne Conley, 29, By LESLIE J . NASON. Ed. D. formation? Does he study as he
given Christmas leave even
<!' reads?
Professor of Education,
though facing a murder charge
California
U.
of
Southern
• Is he making the transition
at Fairbanks, Alaska, in the
from
to longhand or
death of his wife, was arrested
up or i cursivelettering
IS YOTJR ¦ child headed
¦
writing successfully? Is
|
for nonsupport of his five chil- down? . ' . ¦ ; . ( - • ¦ ¦ "
! he able to write legibly and, at
dren when he returned home
In the intermediate grades [ the same time, without strained
"Tuesday.
'
pupils who start off in the raid- ; and cramped hands?
Arraigned in La Crosse Coun- 1 die or upper part of their classty Court , Conley pleaded inno- i es gain steadily. Those who start I • Is he gaining enough selfcent. He told the court be need- : out below average sink lower I discipline to keep his attention
;d all his money to pay the • and lower, unless something is 'Ion a school task long enough to
complete it?
costs of his defense on the first done about it.
iegree murder charge . His Ger- • In the third grade, the • Does he understand the
man-born wife , Erika, 23, was : achievement gap is apt to be . work he is doing in arithmetic?
tilled by a shotgun blast last ) three years ; by the sixth grade ! Can he explain how and why he
February in the family apart- * it will be six years. Thus, the solved the problem as he did?
ment.
start of Jhe intermediate grades : Can he write out the stejps he
Conley's five children have ! is crucial in a child's school life. i took to solve it? Has he the
oeen living with his mo>ther on i At this time, parents and j memorized time tables, etc?
the outskirts of La Crosse. He! teachers should make an occa- i These are skills upon which
was released without bond and ! sional inventory of each child's his work will depend throughout
the intermediate grades.
ordered to trial on the non-sup- ' assets and handicaps.
port charge Jan . 2.
Children at this point are en- Time allotted in school for deConley is free under $20,000 tering a period of change,. a per- velopment and practice of these
oond in the murder charge. A iod that calls for the develop- j skills is necessarily about the
special court order cleared the ment of new skills. How well I same for all students. Conseway for his Christmas visit to ! they develop these skills deter- i quently, those who develop the
Wisconsin.
their success from here ' skills early have a tremendous
Conley's attorney said he mines
advantage — they learn faster
ought permission for the visit , on.
and faster.
because I knew he would be HERE ARE points (o check;
aving a rough go of it here ; • Is the child adjusting to the THOSE WHO lack these skills
nd I wanted him to be¦ -with his reading of materials in smaller , lose ground year after year.
. ' ,, j print? Is he able to read for in- ;; The key question for parents,
amity. "
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Assass ination Pictures Do

By The Associated Press

0 S WA L D ., W A S S H O T — Lee Harve y Oswald , alleged assassin of
President Kennedy, grimaces as a shot from the gun of club owner Jack Ruby hits him while
In custody of Dallas jai Jert in November. (Copyright , Dallas Times-Herald, by Bob Jackson.)

W H EN

A F T E R H A Z L E T O N R E S C U E- M rs. David
Fellin kisses her bearded husband after Ms rescue in August
from Hazleton,•*«-»mine where he'd been trapped two weeks.

_

A P P O I N T E D —Sir Alee
Douglas-Home, who renounced
his titl e to run for seat in Commons , was named in October
to succeed Harold Macmillan
as Britain's Prime M tnlster.

M O N K
D I E S
I N P R 0 T E S T — The Rev. Quan g Due, an aged Buddhist monk ,
burns to death in view of *ellow monks and others in the center of Saigon in June , in a telling protest agains -t alleged disc riminations against Buddhists by the Diem government.

B E R E AV E D
J U R > I ' O R — A v. (>m.<n ;, picad * her Arms n\ despair ami cries
dun ng a visit to the Qrave of a reliit ive in S kopje , Yu no. s lavi ,i , ccmr tery a f t e r J. inua ry 's ear thquake. Thousand! of residents were killed anil the town left in ruins by the t r e m o r s . ,
>uao»» MM» mi, I < IIn h *M tk» • >i.

P R O C E S S I O N — Cortege crosses Memorial Bridge
during Novembf r funeral for President Kennedy. Arlington
National Cemete ry It In foreground; Lincoln Memorial, rear.

Q U I N T U P L E T C O M E S H O M E - aj mes
Andrew, one of Fischer quintuplets born in September .sleeps
Inarms of hla mother on arrival at their Aberdeen,S.D.,home.

R E S I G N E D — John Profumo resigned as Br itish W a r
Secretary af t e r heing linked
with party gi rl Christi nc Keel er
in June's sex-security scandal
that rocked the (ovtrnrotnt.

A STRON AUT-Leroy
Gordon Cooper Jr. . became the
pride of United States in May,
orbiting earth 22 tunes in Faith
7 capsule as p a r t of our
manned spaco flight program,

PLEA
FOR
L I F E I N A F R I C A - A i i , r n Vr rhriifl ue , H Belgian, be(j s for life nfter gunfire riddled c,ir ,
killing his wife and another worn an in K ;>tanaa Province.

as President of
J O H N SO N T A K E 5 O A T H — Lyndon B. Johnson takes oath
assassination
of
Dallas
airport
after
at
plane
ceremony
in
United States in an improm ptu
M rs. Kennedy, riant.
Johnson
and
are
Mr*.
Flanking
him
November.
Kennedy
In
Pretident

C H A N C E L L 0 R - Lurfwig Erhard , former West German Economics Minister .in Novremberwaselected by Bundestag
to succeed Konrad Adenauer
as chancellor of the republic

M O T H E R F L E E S — Vietna mese mother , carry ing
child and leading another, flees from her burning hut during
government drive In August against Viet Cong guerrillas.

N E W P O N T I F F — Pope Paul VI , former Cardinal
Montinl , responds to cheers o-f crowds in St. Peter 's Square
after election In June as Pope of Roman Catholic Church*

O U S T E D — N go Dinh Diem ,
late President of South V i e t
Nam . lost his life in the d a y s
followi ng the November cou p
in which the! army took ove r
contro l of t h e g o v e r n m e n t .

in
u i M w i N u i n f lw ~ A |, u i u. r cl0(| , lin()PS ,, „
u t m v ro ^ M i i un
Neo ro diirinci May .1 racial demonstration in Birmingham , Al.-a. Another dog Is held on taut
leash. Racial demonstrations in many U.S. ci lies were climaxed by a marc h on Wash innton

At Rochester

Dry Weather
Holiday Snack
Area Dairy Farmers
Reduces Some
Ingredients
To Meet Jan. 9
Badger Crops
In Good Supply

awmHWrnm
100 Different
Spring Pig Over
T ypes of insects
Found on Apple Trees
Production
May Be Down
MADISON, Wis. — Farmers
in Wisconsin and the nation as
a whole expect to raise fewer
pigs this coming spring than
were raised in the spring of
1963, according to Federal-State
Crop Reporting Service for Wisconsin.
If present intentions of Wisconsin farmers are carried out,
the number of sows bred lor
spring farrowing will be the
smallest for any December
through May period since 1937.
Farmers in both Wisconsin
and the nation expect to breed
six percent fewer sows for farrowing during D e c e m b e r
through May than farrowed Ln
the same period a year ago. If
these intentions are carried out
there will be 253,000 sows farrowing on Wisconsin farms this
spring compared with 269,000
a year ago and the 1957-61 average of 292,000 . More than 6Mi
million sows will be bred to
farro w in the nation this spring.
Wisconsin 's 1963 pig crop is
estimated at 3,685,000 head,
which is -about the same number as reported for 1962, but
?otherwise the smallest since
1957. Of the total pigs raised
on Wisconsin farms , 1,981,000
head came from spring f arrowings and 1,704,000 from faJI
farrowings. The increase of one
percent over 1962 in the number
of spring pigs was offset by
a reduction of two percent in the
number of fall pigs.
The nation 's 1963 pig crop is
estimated at nearly 93 million
head or one percent below
1962. The December through
May 1963 pig crop was one percent larger than a year earlier
but this gain was more than offset by a decline of four percent in fall pigs. Total pig production on the : nation 's farms
was above the 1957-61 average.

MADISON, Wis. - Total production of "Wisconsin crops was
large again this year although
out-put of some crops was reduced by dry weather , according to the Federal-State Crop
Reporting Service , for Wisconsin.
The crop season was off with
a good start this spring when
farmers were able to begin
field work ahead of schedule.
Dry weather during much of the
crop season reduced hay yields
and pasture feed supplies. However, unusually warm and dry
days this fall were good for harvesting late crops but slowed
fall plowing.
Wisconsin's crop of corn for
grain this year is estimated at
105 million bushels. Yields per
acre averaged 70 bushels or the
same as last year. However,
with 2 percent less harvested
acreage the 1963 com crop was
two percent below last year. A
somewhat larger acreage of
corn harvested for silage this
year than in 1962 raised silage
production to one percent above
last year.
Both the yield and harvested
acreage of oats this year were
below 1962. Oat production Wisconsin farms is estimated at
120 million bushels or 6 percent
below the 1952 crop.
Tame hay production this year
is estimated at almost 9& million tons. This is about ' vk million tons below the record 1962
crop . The 1963 tame hay crop
was harvested from 2 percent
more . acres than in the previous year but yields per acre
averaged lower.
Wisconsin pot ato and tobacco
crops are smaller than a year
ago. The potato crop is now
estimated at S1,^ million hundredweight. Potato yields for
both the late summer and fall
crops were lower than last.year ,
and tobacco yields were down
for both Wisconsin type 54 and
Wisconsin type 55. Tobacco pro
duction in 19S3 includes 8 million pounds of type 54 and almost 9 million pounds of type

MADISON, Wis. - Orchardists may have been
underestimating the size of
their insect populations, according to University of
Wisconsin research.
Most insect control references have referred to
less than 25 different species of insects whic*h attack
apple trees in Wisconsin.
Earl Oatrnan's recent research shov/s that it's more
like 100 different types.
He has been keeping
track of insects and mites
in an abandoned orchard ,
parts of which got no insecticide sprays. His counts
show between 600 and 70O
different species of insects
are present on the fruit or
foliage of apples. In addition , there were over 30 species of mites.
The insects belonged to
160 families in 13 different
"orders," Oatman found.

Deadline Near
For Plainview
Farmer Award

PLAINVIEW , -Minn. - Next
Tuesday is the deadline for persons 'in the Plainview area to
n o m i n a t e the "Outstanding
Young Farmer" of the year.
The winner will be recognized
at the Jaycees community
awards banquet Jan. .22. He will
be eligible for competition at
the state program at Faribault
Feb. 29. The winner in state
competition will be eligible for
national recognition at Madison , Wis., April 12-14.
All farm ers 21-35, not becom ing 36 before April 14, are eligible. They must be landowners
or renters and receive two- 55.
thirds of their income from
farming. The program is aimed
at honoring the community's
agriculturists who have made
progress
exceptional career
without neglecting good conservation practices or responsible
roles "in community life.
Nominations should be sent CALEDONIA, Minn . - The
Melvin F. Walters, Plain- Houston County 4-H holiday
to
' ARCADIA , "Wis. (Special)
party will be held at Caledonia
— view.
Auditorium Monday at 8 p.m.
Twenty - three new members
All new 4-H records and bullewere initiated into Arcadia
tins will be available for the
Chapter, Future Farmers of
leaders of each of the 32 4-H
America , at the annual parents
clubs in the county. Leaders
night.
guides to 4-H projects also will
They received the greenhand
be available.
degree, the first of four FFA
Mrs. Walter Haar , safety
members can earn . Higher deproject leader for the Eitzen Be
grees are chapter farmer , state
Minn . - Pro- Square 4-H Club, and Jackie
farmer and American farmer. CALEDONIA,
again Stemper , Houston County safety
were
reminded
ducers
Speeches on FFA were given
year winner , will report on the Namarketing
that
the
19*3
by Bernard Ziegeweid and Rodprogram tional Safety Club Congress in
wocl
national
the
under
ney Mlsestuen. Melvin Nelson,
Chicago.
agriculture instructor , spoke on ends Dec. 31.
the role of the agriculture de- William Leary, Houston Coun- Entertainment will be propartment and "What is a Good ty chairman, Agricultural Sta- vided by the Young Adult Citiand Conservation zens organization of Houston
Farming Program?" A movie bilization
on the FFA was shown and county committee, says this County. Lunch will be served
lunch was served. The meeting means payments for the current by the Union Clover Blossoms
1963 year will depend on com- 4-H Club.
was Dec. 19.
pleting all details of marketing County 4-H enrollment is
either wool or lambs by that ahead of last year at this time.
date. Marketings completed after Dec. 31, 1963, will be eligible for payments for the 1964
marketing year.
The chairman explains the
1963 marketing year under the
wool program has been shortened to nine months to shift the
wool marketing year to a cal- ALMA, Wis. - The Buffalo
endar year basis, beginning in and Pepin County junior 4-H
1964, Because this is a change leaders associations will have
from previous programs , some a Christmas party Friday at
producers may let the dead- Gilmanton Grade School at 8:30
line slip by, thinking they have p.m.
months before the Each member may invite a
IU PER FIRST SERVICE several more
current program 's end.
J
friend.
He urges producers to make
ft M«xf Mw!«rn and Complttt
sure that all details ef the 1963
s ttcmtt S»m«H Program
sales are completed not later Durand Businessman
i l<ngmtt Dally Selection of ,
than Dec. 35. This includes
v , Strat In » "i« Motion
. 'j
passing
title to the buyer , de- New State Imp lement
'
of
ll U»tg««t M att um
livering the wool to the buyer Dealers Director
!' S(H»» ond traait
either physically or through doji t lottut l«Tt»M «iitd Ub tqulpMMii? cuments transferring control to
DURAND , Wis. - A Durand
jjt A Cowp'W* QtwHIy Control
the buyer , and having available businessman , resident ot Eau
' jb»|*ai» from tha Bull to jrour Coir
all the info rmation needed to Galle , was elected a director
the buyer 's total pur- j of the Wisconsin Implement
determine
.
OWXCD-CON-TROUKD
? tMMBfc
Dealers Association at Milwauchase price.
for
196.1
marketkee
recently.
Applications
J
. *""L i l l \W i i i i i ¦
wk\
the Nati onal Wool , Dennis Schlosser , who opering
under
¦
• I LL»* J fll l_1
;
Act may be filed with ASCS ates the Durand Implement
' i.-JBBBH(|pi|HBBBB-_
county offices up until .!an, 31 , Co., was elected to a one-year
18$*. The chairman points out term at the annual convention
since the program year will| and trade show . He purchased
end earlier than usual the 1903 . the business here a few years
payments will likejy begin inj ago from Mrs . Adeline Will. He
April ol ne^t year instead of came, to Durand from M ondov i ,
late-summer , as under previous where he was in tho same line
of work.
programs.

Wool Program
Year Ending

Buffalo , Pepin
Junior Leaders
Set Joint Party
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Common Mart
Gives Erhard
Strong Hand

EAU CLAIRE, Wis. — About
450 turkey 'growers, -will hear
about everything from fertility
and insemination techniques to
a new infectious disease problem at the "Wisconsin Trukey
Federation Convention Jan. 24By JOHN WEYLAND
25.
-Associated Press "Writer
Topics of the Jan. 24 program BONN, Germany CAP '-Chanare winter broods , the future !
of the turkey industry and de- cellor Ludwig Erhard heads for
velopments in processing of his meeting with Presiden t
turkeys.
I Johnson bolstered by a stronger
On Jan. 25 the program will voice in world affairs , thanks to
begin with a discussion of ven- J a solution of the Common Martilation and d i s e a s e control I ket crisis. This was his first big
problems. Then the group will !
hear the latest on synovitis — . test as West Germany 's new
a new bacterial disease which I leader.
is difficult to treat because it Erhard is flying from Bonn
infects areas of poor blood cir- Friday for a weekend at the
culation. A consideration of new Johnson ranch in Texas and the
fertility and insemination techniques will complete the pro- first full-scale talks since the
chancellor and the President
gramEvening programs on Jan. 24- took office.
25 include a banquet , dances ,
and a visit by Alice in Dairy- j Long famous as the author of
West German's post-war econoland — Marilyn Draeger,
mic boom, Erhard , 66, succeeded former Chancellor Konrad
Adenauer Oct. 16 under a cloud
of doubt . Adenauer called his
former economic minister naive
politically.
But Erhard made a strong
start in foreign affairs by standing up to the formidable French
president , Charles de Gaulle, on
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special — the eve of the West German
Jean - Ethel Rajaoharisarna leader 's tri p to the United
and his "friend girl , " Lucile States.
Rasoaeninoro . both of Fianarantsoa, Mada gascar, are spend- De Gaulle 's stan<] Imperiled
ing the holidays at the home the Common Market experiment
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Run- for West Germany and the four
other member nations—Italy,
nestrand.
Both have been attending Belgium , Luxembourg and the
school at Michigan State Uni- Netherlands .
versity since September , study- Erhard stubbornly refused to
ing English. They will now be accept a unified agricultural poltransferred to other schools to icy De Gaulle wants until the
French president made conces¦
continue their education.
sions.
Erhard
pressured
De
Jean-Ethel is a civil engineer
and Lucile an agricultural en- Gaulle into supporting a Un gineer. Jean-Ethel plans to be- favored liberal approach on the
come a hi ghway construction coming international tariff negoengineer, and Lucile will have tiations in Geneva.
a position similar to the county Although De Gaulle warned
agent and home economics spe- that the Common Market might
cialist here . Her work when break up, Erhard remained unshe returns to her own coun- ruffled. Puffing slowly on a big,
try will be with both men and black cigar , his trademark , Erhard predicted a solution would
women. She is to be sen t to be
found.
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale. 111.
It was .Monday, after a proBoth complained of the cold longed foreign ministers ' conferclimate in this area . At this ence in Brussels. De Gaulle
time of year the rains are fall- agreed to the joint tariff stand .
ing in Madagascar , they said. Erhard made concessions in
Their education in the United farm policy.
States is being sponsored by The result . enthusiastically rethe Africa - American Institute. ceived in Bonn , boosted ErJean-Ethel spent September at hard's chances for re-election in
the Runnestrand home after his 1965 , and strengthened his hand
arrival in this country.
in dealing with Johnson.
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BUYIN G GUIDE •¦

Buying the right spreader is as important as
getting the right tractor. To help you make the
right choice, New Idea offers two distinctive
types — famous paddle-type or new flail design
— and sizes from 70 to 160 bushels. Stop in
today and see our fine selection — "from
THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE
LINE OF SPREADERS

160 bu. FLAIL

110 bu. FLAIL

145 bu. F*TO

125 bu. PTO

65 bu. PTO

AS bu. Ground Onvr

70 bu. Ground Orivt

71 bu. — 4-whtel

j
*

FRITZ HOFFMAN , Mgr.

Phon« 2262

For the rounds of holiday
guests, peanuts, filberts and
walnuts are widely featured.
For fruit bowls , there are plenty of apples, including colorful
red and golden delicious varieties. Citrus fruit prices are a
little lower than a year ago —
when freeze damage pushed
prices skyward!
Supplies of both beef and
pork are greater than a year
ago, and marketing pressure is
expected to continue strong for
several weeks. This has spurred
a rash of bargain "specials."
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There should be some posfholiday bargains at stores that
overbought hams or turkeys,
but even without close-out pressures these two features have
been attractively priced.
Vegetable offerings include
mushrooms, onions , parsley,
cucumbers, celery and lettuce.

Somali Students in
Moscow Protesting
MOSCOW ( AP) — The Soviet
news agency Tass reported today that Somali students in
Moscow had met to protest a
demonstration last week by
Ghanaian students and Western
news reports of the demonstration .
Tass said the Somalis, at a
meeting Wednesday, said the
Ghanaian demonstration was
carried out by "a small group
of African students who made
themselves obnoxiously notorious. "
The Somalis, Tass continued,
adopted a resolution saying that
reports of the demonstration by
Western newsmen were "designed to divert the attention of
the peoples from the brutalities
committed by the imperialists."

,(

1 CAM£ BY TO ^AV £ A PEW WOEPS
' WITH '• 'SANTA-BUT ISEE WE FL-^W
TWE COOP !"

RF.n STnr.Kivo Fiiisin
in 3949, and credit manager in
HOUSTON , Minn . (Special)- 1961. A graduate of Houston
DIVERSION HEARING
Mrs. L. A. Kulas , Houston High School , he is the son of
DURAND , Wis. — The Public chairman of the Little Red Mrs. M. B. Grasby .
Service Commission of Wiscon- Stocking appeal , reports $120.66
sin will conduct a hearing at the collected this year.
LEAVE HOSPITAL
Eau Claire County courthouse
HOUSTON , Minn . (Special)—
Jan. 23 at 9 a.m. on the appli- GETS PROMOTION
Eddie Peterson and Mrs. ElmHOUSTON , Minn. (Special)- ' er Birkeland have returned
cation of Elwyn C. Hubbard ,
Durand Rt. 1, for permission to Warren D. Grasby , comptroller from the Lutheran Hospital , La
divert up to 450 gallons of wa- of W. A. Roosevelt Co., La Crosse. Peterson had major surter per minute from April 20 to Crosse, has been appointed as- gery and Mrs. Birkeland was
Sept . 20 annually from the Chip- sistant secretary - treasurer of treated for pneumonia. Richard
pewa River to irrigate land in the firm. Grasby j oined the Hill is being treated at St. Franthe Town of Waubeek , Pepin company in 1946 as an account- ; cis Hospital , La Crosse, for a
ant , became chief accountant - lung ailment.
County .
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DISTRIBUTING

a.m.-9 p.m. Fridays

a.m-4
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414 So- 3rd $»•<¦ L« Crasst

107 Main Sh,Winerw
CDCir Parking
r llCC in Rear

ADDS NEEDED MOISTURE TO DRY, HEATED
AIR • Relieves annoying dryness in nose and
throat that often leads 1o colds. • Promotes
wintertime health and comfort — even house
plants stay healthier. • Prolongs furniture lite;
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COMFORT G U I D E

Riven away

with ea ch purchase of a Presto Mark IV
Humidifier , A $.1.M val ue! Show's humidity
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PLUS DUMP TRUCK SPREADE R

"Breezy Acre »" — E. of Winona on Hwy, 1 4-61
Phono 5155

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ingredients for
holiday
snacks and entertaining are
plentiful at the nation 's supermarkets this weekend.
For housewives looking for
something to space out Christmas dinner leftovers , there are
good supplies of peanut butter
and ground beef for sandwiches
and bacon and eggs.
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Eau Claire to Host
Wisconsin Turkey
Growers Jan. 24-25

Houston County Madagascar
4-H Party Set Students Visit
Btrick Family

23 Greenhands in
Arcadia FFA Unit

<Stf

ROCHESTER , Minn.—Dairy- tivities of ADA during the past
men from eight Southeastern year will be a "first look" at
Minnesota counties will hold results of a month-long pilot
their annual American Dairy promotion on Dairy Sour Cream
Association Region X business held in the Twin Cities market.
meeting here Jan . 9.
"We've met some startling
The session is open to all success in this just-completed
dairy farmers, dairy plant man- |promotion which are meaningagers and personnel, and others ful to every man and woman
interested in the dairy indus- • who earn a living, in the dairy
try of Wabasha , Dodge, Olm- [ industry — milking cows, opersted, Winona , Mower, Fillmore, ! ating a creamery or selling a
Houston, and Goodhue counties. product ," Conlon said.
It will begin at 8 p.m., in
the 4-H Building on the Olm- | HE ALSO noted that the Twin
sted county fairgrounds. Re- Cities market test on the "pro! motability" of D a i r y So u r
freshments will be served.
Cream , a cultured product conSPECIAL REPORTS will be taining 20 percent butterfat ,
made by Manager L. H. (Lew) has gained national attention
Conlon of the Minnesota Dairy ! and doubtless will be adapted
Industry Committee and Wayne 1 to other markets.
Churchill, Chicago, AJDA mer- Plans for the 1964 Southeast
chandising specialist.
Minnesota Dairy Day also will
Included in the reports on be discussed at the Region X
the dairy farmer-financed ac- business meeting.

DENNIS THE MENACE
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Cotter Invitational To urnament Gets Under Way Friday

By GARY EVANS
Dally News Sports Editor
With the Christmas holiday
past , action on the city sports
front hits fever pitch at Winon a
State 's Memorial Hall Friday
when Cotter High School plays
host to its First Annual Holiday Invitational Tournament.
In addition to the Ramblers,
who now rank 6-1, and Rochester Lourdes, which ranks 3-4
going into the tournament ,
teams from outside the immediate area are St. Paul Cretin
and Minneapolis Minnehaha
Academv .
Cretin stands a "good 2-6
according to Coach Bill Tierney
and Minnehah a Academy possesses a 5-1 mark.

First-round games send Minnehaha Academy against Lourdes at 7 p.m. with Cotter and
Cretin colliding at 9 p.m.
The losers will play for consolation honors at 7 p.m. Saturday night with the championship game going on stage at 9
o'clock.
Twin Cities teams competing
in the tournament will be quartered at St. Mary 's College.
The tournament shapes up to
be a fine one from the fans '
view point.
Lourdes employes a fast
break type offense. That, coupled with a pressing defense,
mak e (he Eagles fim to watch.
Minnehaha
Academy
has
three players averaging in double figures and could floor the

meet's outstanding player Mn
6-5 center Ed Nixon , who is!
averaging 25 points per game
for the Indians.
The onl^ loss Coach Wendell .
Carlson 's crew has sustained
thus far came at the hands of
perennial Twin Cities' cage power Minneapolis "Roosevelt.
In the first game of the season , the Indians knocked off
Minneapolis North . North was
the team ^which upset defending
state champion Marshall last
week .
Cretin 's Tierney has been
forced to sit through a disappointing first eight games with
his Raiders.
"It s been ternble ," said the
coach. "We play well , but we
can 't get in the win column,

Everyone plays well against os.
"I know the kids are looking
forward to the tournament , but
I'm not looking forward to the
first night." he finished.
The reason for Tierney 's obvious pessimism at this point
is the team John Nett has guided to a 6-1 record thus far.
Although not yet reaching the
heights it attained at midseason last year , Cotter has
been a sound basketball team
through the first seven games,
losing only a 52-51 decision to
Minneapolis De La Salle.
Does Nett feel the Christmas
layoff will hurt his team?
"I suppose it will have some
effect on us," he said. "We
worked out Monday, but we
didn 't scrimmage or anything

like that. "We ran a few drills
and worked on some of the
things we're weak on."
Nett will start with the same
lineup he has used all the way:
At forward s will be Bob Judge
and John Nett Jr., with Mike
Jeresek at center and Gene
Schultz and Rick Starzecki, a
sparkplug and the team 's playmaker , at guards.
In addition to the scoring of

will be 6-1 Jim Marshall and
6-2 Dexter Riesch with 5-10 Jim
Galuska and 5-8 Tom Mason at
guards. Fighting for the center
position are 6-3 Bob Curry , the
strater through early portions
of the season, 6-1 Jim Reardon
and 6-1 John Van Cuyk .
While Lourdes is not affiliated
with a conference, Minnehaha
spot.
Academy finished 9-1 in the MinAt forwards for the Eagles nesota Independent S c h o o l
Nixon, Minnehaha Academy also has 6-1 Dan Bowers hitting
at a 14-point per game clip and
Roy Kohler averaging 10 points
per game from his guard position.
Lourdes will counter with a
starting lineup that has players
set at four positions and a
three-man tossup at the center

League last year and owned a
17-4 overall mark.
Advance tickets to the tournament are on sale at all three
Winona banks, Ted Maier Drugs
and Graham and McGuire
Sporting Goods. These tickets
will insure the purchaser of a
seat in an adult reserved section. Tickets will also be on
sale at Memorial Hall Friday
night.

ST MARY'S MEETS LA CROSSE STATED SCORI NG DEMONS

Colleges Hit Tourney Trail

By BOB JUNGHAXS
Daily News Sports Writer
With the Christmas presents
Just out of the packages, \>oth
Winona colleges hit the tournament trail Friday night in hope

of regaining a-winning combination.
Winon a State takes the long
jaunt to Beloit , Wis. , where Beloit, Carleton , and Carroll Colleges wiir make up the. opposition. The Staters will take on
Beloit in the Friday nightcap.
St. Mary 's will also play a
Friday night final. The Redmen
travel downriver to La Crosse .
They take on the host Indians ,
while Ripon and Luther will battle it out in the tourney inaugural. Both La Crosse and Ripon
are unbeaten this season.

^^^^^^^^

w

A

most game experience of any
of the teams in the tourney . Beloit, which Winona State plays
in the second game of the opening night, holds a 2-3 season
mark , Carroll is 2-4, and Carleton 0-1.
"Judging by the team records
it should be a fairlv even tour-

nament ," commented Warrior
Coach Robert Campbell. The
Staters are scheduled to work
out at the Beloit Field House tonight at 8:30.
Winona State has not scouted
the other three tourney en(Continued on Page 21)
COI.I.Kf.ES

HOLIDAY BASKETBALL TOURN EYS

No Headlines Then ,
But Idea Caught On

ST. MARY'S
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Area Prep
Tourneys
In Brief

PLAI NVIEW
DOUBLEHEADER
Tonight
Plainview vs. St. Charles
Wabasha vs. Lewiston
Friday
Plainview ' vs. Wabasha
St. Charles vs. Lewiston
MABEL TOURNAMENT
Torighr
Houston vs. Harmony
Mabel vs. Rose Creek
Friday
Consolation , 7:15 p.m.
Championship, 8:45 p.m.
ELLSWORTH
TOURNAMENT
Friday
Durand vs. South St. Paul
Ellsworth vs. Minneapolis
Central
SATURDAY
Consolatio n , 7:15 p.m.
Championshi p, 8:45 p.m.
ALMA-C-FC
DOUBLEHEADER
Jan. 3 at Alma
Wabasha St. Felix vs.
Cochrane-Fountain City
Alma vs. Arcadia
Jan. 4 at
Cochrane-Fountain City
Alma vs. Wabasha St. Fe
lix
Cochrane-Fountain C i t y
vs Arcadia.

West's Barrage
Buries Knicks

St. Mary 's will head into what
promises to be one of the toughest small college tournaments in
the Midwest at La Crosse.
The Redmen ride in with a
respectable 6-2 mark , but Ripon
and host La Crosse State each
own perfect 4-0 ledgers. The
fourth team in the holiday affair , Luther , is 1-4 on the season. .
.
St. Mary 's plays the 9 p.m.
game Friday night against the
host Indians and ¦will face a
team that uses the fast break
to perfection, averaging 99.25
points-per-game in its four wins.
Redmen Coach Ken Wiltgen
has juggled his starting lineup
for the fray. Jim Rockers, 6-7,
and Roger Pytlewsbi , 6-5, will
be in the starting forward wall,
but 6-5 Denny Burgman will
take over Captain Tom Hall's
position at one forward. In the
backcourt , the team 's leading
scorer , 6-3 Mike Maloney will
be at guard , along with 6-1
freshman Jerry Sauser.
"We'll do a little experimenting," said Wiltgen. "We haven 't
been satisfied with what we've
been doing in the last couple
of games. " The Redmen have
dropped their last two to MIAC
opponents after roaring to six
straight nonconference wins.
La Crosse. State boasts no big
men. but the Indians have fair
overall height and lightning
speed. Doug Potter, 6-2, and
Ken Peterson. 6-2. will be at
forwards Friday night. The pair
have led the team in scoring
with 20.5 and 13.5 per-game
averages , respectively . They will
get able help from a pair of
speedy guards , 6-0 Larry Tranberg, and 5-9 John Coggins.
Tranberg has hit for a 13 point
average and Coggins 12.8. The
center will be 6-3 Vern Stark.
The La Crosse school also
boasts a strong bench , with
Gary Robarge, Terry Schmidt ,
and Ron Byers being the top
reserves. Schmidt , although never starting a game, has averaged 12 points per tilt.
The Indians hare trounced
Luther 118-100 ear lier in the
Gustavus Adolphus of the MIAC
season , and have turned back

By THE ASSOCIATFI) PRESS
The New York Knickerbock- 94-H4.
ST V .ARV'! , uonnq
ers might have thoug ht t hey
C FO FT PF TP Avg.
were on Ihe way to their 10th Mabnty
I 44 ?( JS 111 HI
Rockerj
I 35 JO U M 11)
National Basketb all Association
William*
I 11 I t U s: !M
triump h, but -Jerry West bad a Pyflcwikl
* 1J 1 I 13 41 10 J
Hall
I 30 1 I 3B 71
IS
different idea
I U 11 li si
H
Blanked in the first quarter in Valalki
Burgmnn
I 13
i It 31
l.»
New York Wednes day night , the Sauicr
7 1 )
3 l»
7 7
Hoder
1
1
i
7
VI
*
Los Angeles ace poure d in '20 Clarkln
7 7
1 u 10
1.4
points in the fin al period and Bullo
1 0 ) 1 3 1 0
Ludllen
4
1 1 4
3
I
helped cat apult the Lakers to a M u r p h y
J i l l ?
7
comefio m-beh iu d l 'M-ia* victory.
WINONA STATE
The triump h, coup led with St.
Wit h H 3-5 record up to date
Louis ' 113-107 loss to Cincinnati,
boosted the Laker*' Western and hopes of improving, W inonn
Division lend over the Hawks lo Stat e left for Beloit , Wis. , al
two eames,
'.30 p.m. for the Beloit Holiday
West scored - 17 points in all Tournament .
far above his 29 I nverage.
The Warriors have had the
""
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MINNEHAHA ACADEMY . . . This is the
Minneapolis Minnehaha Academy team which
will compete at Memorial Hall Friday. Front
row , from left , are: Del Anderson, Rick Halverson , Randy Anderson , Roy Kohler, Ed

¦¦Mmmmmmm, '

Holnv nk ami Saban , however ,
are making their plans on the
assumption that the field will
be frozen
Uolovak worked his Patriots
out on a snowy pract ice field in
Boston Wednesday and emphasized, "it will give us a preview
j( coming attractions. It might
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By BOB GREEN
ment schedule hits full stride. A
Associated Press Sports Writer handful was completed last
It didn 't make a real bi g ' week. At least 13 others open
splash back in the early 30s j Friday and another Saturday.
when the first holiday college ; Still others don 't begin play unbasketball tournament was or- ! til next week.
ganized , but the idea did catch '
Probably the biggest one of
on.
It caught on so well , in fact , j them air this season is the Los
that the grand-daddy of them j Angeles Classic, which includes
all , the All-College in Oklahoma ' three of the nation 's top-ranked
City, is now over-shadowed by j teams — Michigan, UCLA and
many of the nearly half a hun- j New York Unrversity — in its
dred tourneys that have sprung ; classy field of eight.
The other big ones include the
up across the country during
Far West Classic at Portland ,
the holiday season.
The 27th All-College is one of. Ore., where defending champ
eight major tourneys that open | and ninth-ranked Oregon State
play today as the vast touraa- l is the team to beat; the Big i

Eight at Kansas City, with
tough Oklahoma State possibly
the class ; and the Holiday Festival in New York's Madison
Square Garden , featuring Minnesota , Utah , Dayton and Villanova in a field of eight .
The others opening today include the WCAC at San Francisco, the Queen City at Buffalo ,
N.Y.. and the Gator Bowl at
Jacksonville, Fla.
Defending champion. UCLA
and Michigan , touted as the
class of the Big Ten. are the cofavorites in the Los Angeles
Classic. Each is 6-0; Michigan
No. 3 in the country and UCLA
No. 4.

Ralston Wins,
McKinley Falls
In Davis Cup
ADELAIDE , Australia (APIUnpredictable Dennis Ralston
of Bakers field. Calif., won but
American tennis ace Chuck McKinley of San Antonio, Tex.,
lost today as the United States
and Australia 's defenders tied
1-1 in the opening singles of the
Davis Cup Challenge Round.
Ralston , slender , 21-year-old
University of Southern California junior , pulled out of a tailspin to overcome 19-year-old
John Newcombe , a surprise
starter . 6-4 , 6-1 , -'1-6. 4-6 , 7-5 , in
the opening match of the bestof-five series for the storied
Cup, symbol of v- orld tennis supremacy.

Hon Kinerson. - ', the Australian champion, downed McKinley, 22. the W imbledon king
from Trinity University of Texas . 6-'i . :!-("> , 7-5. 7-.r> to even Ihe
competition before a capacity
crowd of 7 ,0<)fl in the Memorial
Drive Stadium.
The out come p robably will be
idecided by the doubles mat ch
Friday in which Kmerson nnd
,
Kraser will
!i '!0-ye.iIr-oWI Neale and
McKinley.
take
on
Ralston
1
On Saturday, Ralston , who has
' been playing superbly in AusIr.'j li.-t , will meet Kmerson and
McKinley will oppose Newcombe.
Before the opening singles ,
the Americans , m akinc th eir

first appearance in the Challenge Round since losing to
Australia 3-4 at Forest Hills ,
N.Y.. in 195!) . were fa-vored to
end the Aussies ' four-year hold
on the Cup. The Australians
followed their victory over the
U.S. with triumphs over Italy in
I960 and 1961 and over Mexico
in-196 2 ,
Ralston blew three match
points when he was leading 5-3
and 4-0 in the fifth set. Newcombe pulled up to 5-5 but his
inexperience p r o v e d costly
when , with Ralston leading 6-5,
he double-faulted to give Ralston match point . This time Denny didn 't fail.
Kmerson made a tremendous
comeback in the third set after
dividing the first two -with McKinley. The rangy Queensjan der
seemed to be on the way out
after losing the second set and
trailing 1-4 and :i-,r) in the third
set . But he steadied his nerves
and his service , and then broke
McKinley ' s service in the 10t h
and 12th games lo win.
ln the fourth set , Emerson ,
sensing victory , raced off to a
4-1 lend . He could do no wrong.
Then his game (altered and McKinley came storming hack to
tie the set at !*>- *">. But that was
the stock collegian ' s last gasp.
Kmerson once again settled
down , held service and made
the key service break for victor y.

Automation Fails to Impress Bills
promote melting. The straw
provides heal to melt snow . And
a tractor armed with high
brushes will give the turf its
massage

. I^HMI

Nixon and Ron Berg. Back row, same order :
Manager Dale Jurgensen, Mark Hanson , Fred
Gedelman , Ron Hagberg , Diek Stevens, Dan
Bowers, Greg Stattine , Dave Nixon and Cpach
Wendell Carlson.

TO PLAr ON FROZEN FIELD?

BUFFALO , N .Y. (AP ) -Wnr
Memorial Stadium , which todny
lies under n protect ive contin R
of chemical crystals and 50 tons
of straw , wi ll have its hack
massaged Sat u rday.
Still, you can 't convince Boston 's Mike Holovak or Buff»lo 's
Lou Saban lluit modern science
will prevent n frozen field f or
Saturday 's Eastern Division title p lay off in Ihe American
Football League
The chemical crystals ha ve
been sjircnd on the «round to

John Van Cuyk, Tom Krebsbach. Jim Reardon , Dexter
Reisch , Bob Curry, Jim Marsh all, Tom Christopherson , Larry Koshire, Rick Schmelzer, Jim Galuska ,, Tom Duerre and
Tom Mason .

ROCHESTER LOURDES . . . This is the Rochester
Lourdes team which will oppose Minneapolis Minnehaha Academy in the first game of the First Annual Cotter Invitational Tournament at Winona State 's Memorial Hall Friday night.
From left are : Steve Gentling, Larry Tarara , Joe Lindberg,

surprise us nnd I urn out that the
weather is less t han frozen , hut
we're going on the assumption
that we 'll be plnving on a frozen
field. "
Then he threw in some
psychological w arfare :
"A frov.cn field could put us
behind the eight -hall. No question about il , a frozen field will
hel p the Bills a lot more than
it will help us . In fact , it' s made
to older for them "
Uolov ak based Dial fact on Ihe
d ifferent
styles of Buffalo ' s
I ' ookie iJ ilchi'ist nnd Boston ' s

Larry (Jnrron , the
lending
ground gainers for each team.
"A hard , frozen field, " said
Holovak , "would lie better for
(iilchrist ' s style than (" arron ' s
since Larry is a cutler and is
best on a fast field . Gilchrist is
a power runner- effective in
any weather. And he should be
pnrticuhiry hard to st op on a
fro/en field "
Holovak snitl he also thought
a frozen field v-nuld give the
Bills an advantage to stress
their passing ,
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Cold weather driving 's all downhill when the gasoline in your tank contains the real
thing— D E -ICER . SO if you 're tired of the way winter weather can freeze your gas line and '
stop your car cold , start going steady with A MERICAN Brand Gasolines—the kind you buy '
*
at Standard or American Oil Dealers. They bot h contain DE -IOKR (no extra cost) and
t hey 're both Filtered , right at, the pump nozzle. This winter , find out wh y millions can '
say "not a speck of trouble! " You exji ect more from Stand ard and you get it!

DA D)
Av^wiai^
R

Get

|p!(|j^

$>^mi^^

S T A N D A R D OIL DIVISION AMERICAN OIL COMPANY

De-icer
at no
xtra
e

cost!

On j y at Standard Oil Dealers !

"Df-/Cfff" /s tm trademark tor Stand,r <i^ ga, Una ant,. tr , „ ,
,„irtltlv
O leas, THB A M E R I C AN OIL COMPANY
. CHICAQO. ILU ,

Finley May
Move A's
From Stadium

Will History
Help Gophers
In Tourney?

KANSAS CITY (AP' -Charles
NEW YORK (API-Utah and
0. Finley's man Friday says he
Dayton have the unbeaten recis going hunting today for a cow
ords but Minnesota has the hispasture to convert into a basetory going into today 's openers
ball field for the Kansas City
in the 12th Madison Square
Athletics.
Garden Holiday Basketball Festival.
And said Pat Friday, general
Utah at 8-0 and Dayton at 7-0
Manager for A's owner Finley,
each are gunning for national
movers ' vans will be moving
rankings and each must be conthe tangible assets of the basesidered a major factor. Mighty
ball club out of Municipal StaMinnesota , however , has a Big
dium and into a bank building.
Ten history of success behind it
These startling developments ,
that makes it the team to beat
if they occur , are an outgrowth
despite a 5-2 record.
of an impasse over rent beBig Ten teams have been in
tween the controversial but neveach of the last four tourneys
er dull Finley and the city adand have never finished -worse
ministration . The A's lease exthan second. Illinois and Ohio
p i res Dec. 31.
State won in 1962 and 1960 , WisMayor llus Davis and the city
FOUL PLAY ..7 Art Hey- consin and Iowa were second in
council have responded less
spectacularly than Finley but
man of the New York Knick- . [1961 and 1959.. . .
say it is only practical , if
erbockers fails to get- off I Further, Dayton and Utah are
¦ they lease is
same half of the bracket ,
a new
not negotiated ,
his shot as he is fouled in |in the
!
along
with Villanova, 6-1, the
that the club pay rent on this j . the first period - of ' the
i top Eastern squad in the eightcity property at the present
¦¦ Knicks-Los Angeles Lakers S team bracket. Minnesota , of the
rate.
NBA game at New York ; four top teams , is alone in its
The move out of the stadium ,
Wednesday
night. The hands 1 half of the draw.
I
¦aid Finley from his Chicago
of the fouling player belong I Others entered are St. John 's,
home, Is to keep the city from
;
to
the Lakers' Rudy LaRus- [ N.Y., 2-4, Cornell. 4-2; Provigetting him into a negotiating
I dence , 4-2, and St. Joseph' s,
corner.
so. (A.P Photofax )
4-3..
'Pa.,
"I have been advised ," said
| Afternoon openers pit St.
Finley, "that if we are in the
| John 's against Utah and Dayton
stadium on Jan. 1 we will have
[ against Villanova. Tonight , it
committed ourselves to maybe
i will be Cornell vs. Minnesota
another four-year lease or at
and Providence vs. St. Joleast a one-year lease. "
seph's.
The princi pal bone of contenFridav is a day off. The semition in the proposed lease is an
finals are scheduled Saturescape clause that Finley insists
day night and the finals, a
on—that the A' s could get the
NEW YORK (AP) — Light- triple header , are set for Monstadium for $1 a year—after the weight champion Carlos Ortiz day.
first four years—if the atten- has announced ambitious plans
dance doesn 't go over 9*0,000. for a title defense against Flash
He says the city gave the Kan- Elorde in Manila Feb. 1 and two
sas City Chiefs American Foot- other championship contests
ball League club a comparable within a year.
deal when they moved here
Of course, the other two defrom Dallas this season.
fenses , against Kenny Lane of
Muskegon , Mich., and Carlos
Hernandez of'Venezuela, depend
on the Puerto Rican-born Ortiz: By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Continued From Page 20)
retaining his crown.
The Chicago Black Hawks '
As part of the deal for the success formula this season has
trants , prompting Dr. Campbell to say, "We don't know Elorde fight , Ortiz and Elorde been to beat their closest purwhat the other teams will be both agreed that the winner suers and build up a lead in the
like. We Just hopeHhat we will would meet Lane , the No. 1 con- National Hockey League.
tender , in March.
! The pursuers , in this case,
be able to put into practice some
This -was announced Tuesday have been the Montreal Canaof the things we have not been
doing too well through the first by Bill Daly, Ortiz ' adviser and diens , and the Black Hawks
part of the season. If we can Dewey Fragetta. the N*ew York have done an efficient job in
accomplish this, I think these boxing agent who represents turning them back when the ocholiday tournaments will serve Lope Sarreal , the Manila pro- casion warranted.
Chicago whipped Montreal 3-1
moter who also is Elorde 's mantheir purpose. "
Wednesday night for the fifth
An away-from-home bugaboo ager and father-in-law.
If Ortiz wins, Dal y said the time this season and opened up
will follow the Warriors to Bechampion
would meet Lane in a six-point lead over the runnerloit. The Winona team has failSan
Juan
,
Puerto
Rico , for pro- up Canadiens. Montreal has deed to win on the road , posting
moter
Bob
Leith.
If
Elorde wins , '• feated the Hawks only once and
a ,'5-2 mark at Memorial Hall.
the
fight
with
Lane
undoubtedly two games have ended in ties.
In the Buccaneers of Beloit
I In other games Wednesday
will
be
held
in
Manila
.
State wi ll find sin opponent of
! night, the Toronto Maple Leafs
equal size and experience. Only
j trimmed the Boston Bruins 5-1
three seniors dot the roster , two Braves Sign Pivot
! and the Detroit Red Wings
of them lettermen. along with a
I edged the New York Rangers
]>air of numeral winning juniors. Combination for '64
4-3.
T"op scorer of the season, howMILWAUKEE
i/PShortstop
COACHES PICKED
ever , is a 6-3 sophomore forRoy McMillan and second baseHONOLULU (API-Oregon 's
ward , Bob Rudolph. Rudol ph
has averaged 18.4 points per . man Frank Boiling have signed Len Casanova and Jack Mollen1964 contracts, the Milwaukee kopf of Purdue will coach the
game in the first five tilts. Tho :
Braves
announced
Tuesday. North learn this year in Honolettermen are 5-10 senior Dave
Signing
of
the double play com- lulu 's Hula Bowl football game
Hendricks, 6-3 ' senior Tom Moran , 5-11 junior Bill Offill , and bination gave the Braves three at Honolulu St adium on Jan. 4 .
fi-5 junior Bob Jacobsen. The players under contract. Out- the game committee announced
biggest man on the team is 6-7 fielder Lee Maye agreed to toda y .
terms earlier.
sophomore Bill Prugh.
OUTSTANDING WOMAN STATE
scorina
OREGON OFF
G FG FT PF TP Avq.
TORONTO (AP i — Marlche
Peterson
. . . 7 54 SO 31 1SI 23.4
( ,\V ) -The Stewart Strcit. winner of three
,
EUGENE
Ore.
K lcisner
J 35 43 13 153 >».«
University of Oregon football major women 's golf tournaPKpenfus i . . . I 43 H 31 1O0 11.i
Schuster
7 14
« 11 51 i.o
team will fly today to El Paso ments in a !%:* comeback, was
5,7
•
K|ome
7 13 14 30 «0
to prepare for the Sun Bowl selected today as Canada ' s out Rosmau
« 14 10 U 3J
4 .1
4 37
4.1
C.oed«
i
7 13
• game against Southern Method - standing woman athlete for the
3.1
Kelly
t 10
S 1) 25
( year.
ist Dec . 31.
10
plfley
«
« -11 '11 24
¦
3.3
Paulson
5
1 I 4 11
Andenon
S
4
1
4
»
1. 1
's football team had , Harvard swimmers have won
Oklahoma
i
1.0
Luhy
i
0 t
I
won 16 Big F,i«ht Conference "if*, of their ?,9 meets the last
Enqer
3
«
1
1
1
1.0
1
,J
Milne
3
0
1
1
games in a ro'.v when beaten by ¦ three seasons under COHC II Wil0
I
G«idn»r
1 0
0
0
¦
.0
Nebraska.
29-20. this season.
liam Brooks.
0
.0
Mor«« n
...
1
0 0
1

Ortiz Harbors
Ambitious Plan

Hawks Up Lead
In NHL Chase

COLLEGES

BASKETBALL &%
on KWNO 1
||
FRI., DEC. 27

St. Mary 's in Holiday T ournament

SAT., DEC. 28

St. Mary ' s In Holiday Tournament
La Crffin

PRE- AND POST-GAME SHOWS BY :

|f
l

f|^

STRICTLY BUSINESS

. "You again!"

Vince Gets
New Contract
For Christmas

GREEN BAY. Wis. ifi-Vince
Lombard i , ¦ who took over the
Green Bay Packers five years
ago when they were in the National Football League cellar
and led them to three straight
western conference titles before
finishing second by a half-game
this year *, got a new contract
for a Christmas present.
President Dominic Olejniczak
of the community corporation
that owns the Packers announced today that Lombardi' s
new contract as head coach and
general manager will run until
Jan. 31, 1969.
For Lombardi , who left the
New York Giants to take command of a club that wallowed
to a 1-10-1 record under Ray
McLean in the 1958 season , the
new signing continued an old
tradition. His original two-year
contract was torn up in July
of 1961, to be replaced with a
five - year document running
through 19(55. That , in turn,
gave way to the new pact.
The Packers., as usual , declined to discuss salary figures,
but Lombardi probably was in
the 65 .000 class before the current signing.

Gator Bowl
Should Insure
Thrills A p lenty
JACKSONVILLE . Fla. < AP * Picture this possibility in the
Gator Bowl football game Saturday: North Carolina leading by
two points with two minutes left
to play.
None of the 50.000 spectators
better leave his seat and head
foi the parking lot. Nor is it a
good time for a television viewer to go to the kitchen for another beer.
Terry Isaacson is perfectly
capable of drivin g the Air Force
Falcons the length of Ihe field in
two minutes and chanpe the
whole perspective.
He did it this season against
Washington , Nebraska and Colorado.
Suppose the situation wore the
other way around and Air Force
leads by two points with two
minutes to play ,
Same conclusion.
Junior Edge quartcrhacked
the Tar Heels to a lnte -minuti* s
16-14 victory over Duke.
, Coach Jim llickcy of Nort h
Carolina teaches a special stopthe-cloc k offen.se for just such a
situation.
"We call ours the two-minut e
offense , for obvious reasons. "
Hickcy said. "We simulate (here
being but two minute s left lo
p iny, ;i I OII R way to go and only
one time out remainin g. "

MOBILE , Ala. (AP ) - Alabama 's footbal l players will
lose ;i ny extra poundage put
on by Christ mas turkey today
as they resume workouts for
mj|
their Jan. 1 Sugnr Bowl date
/ }
^
X— lf ^Am\ma\ with "M ississippi.
^
Coach Paul Bryant
has
warned the clash could he Ihe
)|V ' ^1 ojlfl
"greatest rnismntch in howl history " if team p lay doesn ' t improve .
M M^JLJII
Bryant said a lot of time will
be spent on "lenrning how to
block people , " and other lic-iv,
contract work. This will knock
out any kinks left in the Tidcrs
from their four day Christm.'is
holiday break.
The 'l' ama squad leav es Mobile Monday morning for N ew
Orleans for m afternoon workout nt the Sugar Howl.
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Body of . Missing
Hunte r Found

phyxiation , officials said.
Several searches had been
made for Cooper but failed be" SISSETON . S.D. (AP ) — The cause the car was buried under
snow. Recent warm period
body of Keith Cooper , 40 , Hur- brought the car to light.
on , missing since he was on a
¦
hurting tri p in a Dec. 7 blizzard ,
was found Christmas afternoon Jim Maloney of the Cincinin his car four miles north of nati Reds pitched a one-hitter ,
ST. PAUL (AP ) - A Highway Fort Sisseton.
a two-hitter and a three-hitter
Department spokesman said toThe body was in a sleeping last season in posting 23 victoday action on a court order bae and death was due to as- ries .
modifying Commissioner James
Marshall' s discharge of a highway patrolman would await the
commissioner 's return to his office after a holiday trip.
The order was issued in Virginia , Minn., -by District Judge
STORES , INC .I I I LTT ¦^'^^^^¦
H
Arthur O; Anselmo in the case
of Anthony P. Gais.

Pounds Will
j ^B* Wj liaifc Come OH in
Workou t Today

Matzke Concrete Block Company
Jo nes & Kroeger Stationers
Philip Bauman Agency

Court Order
Awaits Return
Of Marshal!

BACK TO WOltK
MisOXFORD , Miss. ( A I' »
sissipp i' s football team returns
to practice t oday after a fiv edny holiday break. Tho licbcls
meet Albani a in Ihe Siitfnr Howl
New Year 's Day,
¦
Dick Donovan and .hick Ki alick both turned in three shutouts (or the Cleveland Indians
last ficflfion.

Puck Olympians
Add Goalie
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. W—
Goalie Pat Rupp of Detroit was
added to the U.S. Olympic
Hockey team hy Coach Eddie
Jeremiah Wednesday night.
He had been playing with the
Philadel phia Ramblers of the
Eastern A m a t e u r Hockey
Leagiie after two years with
the junior "A '' amateur Flin
Flon. "Man.. Fliers.- The 21-yearold pi ayer has been with the
team on a tryout basis.
Addition of Rupp raises team
membership to 17. the number
that will travel to Europe.

52 W . 2nd MHH||HfllT d t | i^j 'M

It described - .Marshall's dismissal of Gais on Nov . 27 as
"arbitrary and capricious. " It
directed that instead of being
discharged Gais be suspended
for 60 days, retroactive to Oct.
1, that he be reinstated in his
position and that he receive
any pay which has been withheld.
The department spokesman
said no official word of Judge
Anselmo 's order has been received thus far.
Gais was dismissed after a
hearing on charges of conduct
unbecoming an officer.
In a memorandum. Judge Anselmo said evidence was that a
visit to an apartment house
while in uniform and driving a
marked patrol car was during
Gais ' lunch hour and on union
business , which he was reluctant to disclose to his superiors.
This visit figured in the charges
against Gais.

Reg. $5.95

DQUNUUMI //

/ / >2"
ffl

Judge Anselmo said there wan
BURKE *\I\'P
no evidence of neglect of duty
PALO ALTO . Calif. (API- ; by Gais.
More than 4O0 sports writers ,
"It is the opion of the court
sportscasters and coaches have that the action of the commischosen Oregon State end Vern sioner was arbitrary and capBurke the most valuable senior ricious , that the state of the recfootball players '¦ on the Pacific ord does not justify the punishCoast this season.
ment imposed" said the court.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospi tal
Vltttlng hourt : Mtdlcal and »urplc»l
|»»tienti: 5 to 4 nnd 7 to «:30 p.m. (No
children' ur»der 12.)
Milernity patients: 2 to 1:30 ant 7 to
t :30 p.m. (Adulti only.)

TUESDAY

Admissions
Heidi J. Hanson , 428 E. Howard St.
Jeanine M. Golish , Altura.
Minn.
Mrs. Allan E. Aldinger , Winona Rt. 3.
Molly M. Stoltman. 1093 Gale
St.
Miss Darlene Kabcck , Winon a
Et. 2. .
Clarence A. Mundt , St. Charles. Minn.
Henry "Richard Aune , 1656
Kraemer Dr.
Miss Margaret M. Haeuser.
Fountain City, Wis.
Mrs. Eleanor C. Brend«n , 318
Center St.
Mrs, Otto F. Zimmerman.
562 Hamilton St.
Arthur L. Jacob, 616 Terry
Lane.
Linda A. Morse, 417 W. Mill
St.
Births
Mr. and Mrs . Lavern Rothering. 129*4 E. 2nd St., a son.
Discharges
Adolph Hilgert , 626 Wilson
St:
Mrs. Ernest O. Buhler and
baby, 60 E, Wabasha St.
Mrs. Kermit Spieth , Cochrane , Wis.
Edwin R, Harders , 77 Chatfield St.
Mrs. Otis Tolstad , Lewiston,
Minn .
Jeffery H. Lu«ck, 366 Kansas St.
Wallace H. OLson , Goodview
Road.
Michael D. Kubis , Red Top
Trailer Court.

W inona Deaths
Willia m Harris

William Harris, a Winona native who had lived in Rochester for about the past 25 years,
died suddenly Wednesday afternoon at his Rochester home.
He was born to Mr. and Mrs .
Edward Harris in Pleasant Valley. He was married to the former Blanch Lloyd of Rochester.
Survivors are : His wife ; four
brothers/ Frank , S i m p s o n ,
Minn., and James, Harry and
Earl, all of Winon a, and one sister , Mrs . Louis Feiten , Winona.
Funeral services will be at
10 a.m. Friday at St. John 's
Catholic Church , Rochester the
Rev. J. Richard Feiten , director
of Catholic Charities for the
Diocese of Winona , officiating.
Burial wilt be in St. Mary 's
Cemetery , Winona.
Vine Funeral Home , Rochester , is ¦ in charge of arrangements. ' ¦'
Friends m ay call at' the funeral home this even ing and a
Rosary will be said there at 8
p.m.

Mrs. Minnie Lasch

Mrs. Minnie Lasch, 91, Moorhead, died Tuesday at 5 p.m. following a brief illness.
The former 'Minnie Kleist , she
was born in Winona June 8,
1872, to Frederick and Caroline
Gatz Kleist. She had lived most
of her life in Winona , except
for the past six years , when she
lived in Moorhead. She was
married to Gustave "Lasch , "Winona ' , who died in 1947 . She was
a member of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church , Winona.
Survivors are: One son, Carl ,
Moorhead; one daughter , Mrs.
Harry (Irene) Scharfenstein ,
Phoenix , Ariz.; two grandsons
and one great-grandson. A twin
sister , Mrs. Eda Wendt , died in
1948.
Funeral services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Breitlow Funeral Home, the Rev. A. U. Deye,
St. Martin 's Church , officiating.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kane , 123 E. Burial will be in Woodlawn
Cemetery.
Sanborn St.
Friends may call today from
Craig O'Dell , 374 E. W abasha
7 to 9 p.m.
St.
James P. Boysen , 209 E.
Mrs. Anna Vondrashek
Broadway.
Mrs. Anna Vondrashek. 86. La
Clifford E. Buege , H ouston , Crosse, native Winonan, died
Dec. 15 at a La Crosse rest
Minn.
Harold I. Flatl a, 403 W. Wa- home after a long illness.
The former Anna Moravec ,
basha St.
Howard E. Hoveland , 68 W. she was born here April 17, 1877,
to Mr. and Mrs. Matthew MoraWabasha St.
vec. She was married to John
WEDNESDAY
Vondrashek. who died 20 years
Admissions
ago. She had lived in La Crosse
Edward Smoluch , 871 E. San- for the past 54 years and prior
born St.
to that time lived, here. She
Mrs. Clarence A. ScJueler . was a member of St. Thomas
1723 W. 5th St.
More Catholic Church.
Survivors are: Four sons,
Frank Lelwica. 64 Laird St.
Mrs, Gary Spellz , Minneiska. John , Leo and Benjamin , La
Crosse , and Paul , Monroe , Wis. ;
Minn.
five grandchildren; eight greatMrs. John A. Doebbert . Foungrandchildren: one sister , Mrs.
tain City, Wis .
Frank (Alary ) Chuchel , Winona ,
Mrs. Rudolph Hornberg, 572 and many nieces and nephews,
"E. Sanborn St.
Funeral services were held
Mrs. Alfred Kaehler. 711 E. Dec. 18 at St. Thomas More
8th St.
Catholic Church , the Rev. ThoMatthew A, Roberts , 261 W. mas F. Mullen officiating. Bur"Belleview St.
ial was in La Crosse Catholic
Miss Cynthia L. Kiridschy . Cemetery .
"Fountain City, Wis.
Wayne E. Bradfield
Mrs. Raymond G. F awcett,
381 Druev Court.
Wayne K. Bradfield. 5:i . 522
Henry Pietsch. 515 W. 5th St. \V . Howard St., died suddenly
at 2:: ~0 p.m. Tuesday in the
Births
Mr. and Mrs . Ri chard A. Win ona Furniture Co. store afStark , Fountain City, Wis., a ter he suffered a heart attack.
daughter.
He was horn May 4 . 1f)10 at
Mr. and Mrs. "Delhert Hen- Bowbells , N , 1) , io Mr. and
dershot , Lanesboro , Minn., a M m . Ben Bradfi eld. He- IK'ed
daughter.
at Jackson. .Austin. Owatonna ,
Mr. and Mrs . 'N orven II. Pipestone a n d St. Charl es ,
Lorkwood . 9*fi \V. Howa rd St.. Minn., and Algona . Iowa , before
a daughter.
moving here 11 years ago. He
Disrha rges
was purchasing agent for United
David G, Drugan , j r> :>n \V. I' uilding Center and was a mem"Wabasha St.
her of St. Paul ' s Flpiscopal
Alvin .1. Decker . 255 E . Mark Church.
St.
Surviv ors include hi.s wife , "VeMrs, Richard Hrazkow ski and rona; two daughters, Mrs, Wilbaby, Minnesota City, Minn.
liam i Pat i Morse , Lake GeneHenry Pietsch. St s ' .W. 5th St. va , Wis , , and Alick i , at home;
Victor \V. Bohnen . :J-51 W . t hree grandchildren and four
Sarnia St.
sisters , Mrs , John Petersen ,
Miss Margaret M. H aeuser , Worilunglon : Mrs . B e v e r l y
"Fountain t'itv . Wis ,
j Oiecnfiel d and Mrs . Barb ;ira
Roper. San Diego , Calif., and
Mrs. Vera French , Crass ValBIRTHS KLSKW HKHK
ley , Cali f ,
ARCADIA. Wis. 'S pec ial ) Funeral services w ill be at 1
At St. J oseph' s Hospital .
p.m. Friday fit St , I' .-nil ' s EpisMr . and Mrs. Morris Deck . copal Church , the Rev. Geo rge
Cochrane , Wis ., a daughter Dec ( loodreid officiating. Ihiriai will
111.
he in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Mr. arid Mrs, Pau l Tlicisen ,
Friends m a y call ;il Fawrett
Arcadia , a daughter Dec. Ill
E- 'uneral Hom e (mm 7 to 9 toS SRI . and Mrs. W i l l i a m V. ni ght nnd Frida y
from noon u n t i l
l.Hiik . n .son l ive Ui at Sliaw Air t i m e of seivW ' e .
'
Force Bane. SuiTiler , S i ' . Sgt .
l.aak i.s the sou (»( Mr ;md Mrs
Winona Funerals
William W. l.aak , IIIM ( aliiioic
A \ e , a n d Mrs . l.aak is t he forMrs, Blanche Martin
mer l' at ricia Maiiszye ki , daughFuner al services for Mrs.
ley of Air. and Mrs . ,} nines I ' . Blanche
Marlin . i n:? Chatfield
M aiiszyeki , 2112 St. Charles St. St., were held at 9 a.m. today
DAKOTA , Minn,
M r and al SI Stanislaus Church . Ihe
Mrs Fredtly Frkison , a daugh ftcv . Paul I' i' e / a offici al ing.
ter Dor . IT al a I,a ' Yosse A preliminary service was held
hospital. Mrs. l- 'nekson is tlit- al II ;'.(i a.m. at Hie lior/.ysk owformer .Julieaiin e Hellsle , Wi sKi M ortuary . Hurial was in St.
in ma
Mary ' s (Tindery ,
LAKE CITY , Minn
Mr , and
Pallbearers were Frank MroMrs. La w rence Huhhanl , a son zek , Iloherl Ranter. Gene OlSunday at Lake City Munici pal son , Paul Michalowsk i. Bernard
Hospital
Stolpa and Raymond Thilmnny
Mr. and Mrs , Arthur Dyson ,
Los (Ij ilos , Calif , a daughter
Mrs. Mary L. Lauer
Funeral services for Mrs
Dec. 7. Mrs. Dyson is the former .luanita Jue rs , daughter o( Mary L. Lauer , T a m p a , " '"In.
Mr , and Mrs , ."Norman Juers , were held loday al Minneapolis ,
rural Lake City.
Burial will be in » Tampa
Air. and Mrs. John I,;mdr» , cemet ery . One son , Wilfred II.
"Mcnoinonie , Wis , a dau g h t e r , Lauer Jr., Winona, and four
Tuesday. Mrs. Lnndro i.s the grandchildren , s u r v i v e .
former Beverly Law,, Wyall•villc, (laughter of Mr. and Mrs.
TODAY 'S IHItTHDAVS
Arnold Lair/ , Paternal grand Linda Kay Norton , ."M I ' J l i u f f
parents are Mr . and Mrs , MarSt., 10.
tin Land ro, 307 Main St .

Weather
THURSDAY
DECEMBER 26, 1963

Two-State Deaths
Sister Mary Fidelia

ARCADIA, Wis . (Special ) —
Sister Mary Fidelia , 63, former
teacher at St. Aloysius Catholic School here, died Friday,
Dec. 20 at St. Joseph's Hospital , Milwaukee.
The former Clara Gartmann ,
she was born at Six Corners ,
Wis. in 1900. She entered the
School Sisters of Notre Dame
in 1920 and took her first vows I
in 1924 . She had been at St J
Aloysius 11 years until 1963
when she became a patient at
Notre Dame infirmary at Elm
Wood , Wis.
, Funeral services were held
Monday at St. Dominic 's Catholic Church at Brookfield , Wis.
Burial was in Notre Dame Convent Cemeterv , Elm Grove.

Henry Kaarup

FOUNTAIN CITY. Wis. ( Special)—Henry Kaarup, 71 , ' died
today at 2 p.m. at his home.
He was-born July 31. 1892, to
Mr. and Mrs . John Kaarup in
Indiana. He had lived in . Fountain City for the past 30 years
where he. worked as a blacksmith. Prior to moving here , he
also had lived in the Durand
area . He married the former
Mrs . Elsie Wetzel at Red Wing
and the couple had lived in
Fountain City since. He was a
member of St . John 's United
Church of Christ.
Survivors are : His wife : two
daughters, Mrs. Dan (Elaine *
Newbury, Milwaukee, and Mrs.
Burnetta Duke. Dallas , Tex , ;
eight grandchildren ; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Ervin (Ruby )
Ressie and Mrs. Theodore (Leona) Braatz . Fountain City: one
stepson , Roy Wetzel , Winona.
Funeral services -will , be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Colby Funeral Home, Fountain City, the
Rev. George H. Schowalter , St .
John 's United Church of Christ,
officiating.
Burial will be in
Fountain City Public Cemetery .
Friends may call from Friday afternon until time of service.

OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
T
..
7
. 33 25
Albany, snow .
Albuquerque, clear . 55 29
47 28 _
Atlanta, clear
Bismarck , snow ... 45 16 T
42 20
Boise, cloudy
38 27
Boston , cloudy
Chicago, cloudy . . . . 39 33
Cincinnati, clear . . . 36 29 ..
Cleveland, clear . . . 31 26 ...
62 29
Denver , clear
Des Moines, cloudy . 43 38
Detroit, cloudy ... .. 38 29 ..
Fairbanks, clear .. 5 -ll ..
Fort Worth , clear „ 70 39 ..
Helena , cloudy . . . . . 44 23 80 67 ..
Honolulu , clear
Indianapolis, clear . 37 27 ..
Jacksonville, clear , 56 32
36 29 .02
Juneau , snow
Kansas City, clear . 57 35 ..
Los Angeles, clear , 66 47
Memphis , clear — 45 37
Miami , clear . . . . . . 74 48 ..
Milwaukee, cloudy . 35 19 ..
Mpls. -St.P., cloudy . ,35 21 ..
New. Orleans , clear . 62 37 ..
New York , cloudy . 36 .IO ..
Okla. City, clear ' .. . 63 36 ..
Omaha, cloudy . . . 50 35
Philadelphia , clear . . 3 7 24 ..
64 32
Phoenix , clear
Ptlnd , Me. , clear .. 35 11 ..
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy . 52 37'
Rapid City, cl oudy . 60 38 ..
St, Louis, clear . . . 50 30
Salt Lk. City , clear .3 1 6 ..
San Fran., cloudy .. 57 51 ..
Seattle, cloudy . . . . . 50 39 ...
Washington , clear . 42 19
Winnipeg, snow — 15 -2 .11
( T—Trace)

..

WEATHER FORECAST . . . Scattered
snow flurries and snow showers are due tonight from Great Lakes area eastward, to
north Atlantic coast states. Light snow showers are likely over northern Rockies while
light rain is due along Oregon and Washingand Miss , Thora Magelssen.
Huntington Park , Calif. ; nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Rushford
Lutheran Church , the Rev. M.
Eugene Foehringer officiating.
Burial w ill be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at the
church Saturday afternoon. Jensen Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements.

Andrew Johnson

"MABEL, Minn . (Special )—Andrew Johnson . 98 , formerl y of
Mabel , died Wednesday at the
La Crosse County Infirmary.
He was born Dee. 9, 1865, at
Haugesund, Norway, son of Johannes and Anna Larson Johnson. In 1880, he came to the
Mabel area, settling in Newburg
Township . He worked as a laborer many years and homesteaded in North Dakota. Thirty
years ago he moved to La
Crosse. He never married.
Survivors are nieces and nephews . Two sisters and three
brothers have died.
j The funeral will be Saturday
Mrs. Elsie Stoos
j at 2 p.m. at Scheie Lutheran
ROLLINGSTONE. Minn. ( Spe- Church , rural Mabel , the Rev.
cial ) — Mrs . Elsie Stoos , 72; Bruce Boyce officiating. Burdied at 5 "a.m. Wednesday at ial will be in the church cemeWinona Community Memorial tery. Mengis Funeral Home
Hospital , Winona , after a short here is in charge of arrangeillness.
ments.
She was born July 31. 1891 ,
George Bloom
in Winona County, to Mr. and
"MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) Mrs. Carl Nuthak . She was
married to Arthur Stoos June George Bloom , 80, died Wednes3, 19*14 at Winona. She lived in day evening at Mondovi Lutherthe Rollingstone area all her an Home. He had been a resilife. She was a member of the dent there three months. He
Evangelical
United
Brethren was in failing health three
Church at Winona. He died June years.
15. 1963.
He was born June 23. 1883.
Survivors include three sons, 1n Town of Alma , to Mr . and
Harold, Rollingstone ; Richard . Mrs. George Bloom. He marRochester , and Merton, St. ried Kathie Hooper . They farmCharles; 13 grandchildren ; one ed in the Town of Modena until
brother. Alfred , International 1920 when they moved
here
Falls;, and two sisters, Mrs.
where he was a carpenter . She
Walter (Olga ) Hoppe . St. Chardied June 2, 1950.
les, and Mrs. Norman (Agues !
Survivors include four brothS t e p h a n .s, Minneiska. One
ers.
William, Robert , Romeo
daughter has died.
Funeral services will be at and Oscar( Mondovi , and two
1:30 p.m. Saturday at Evangeli- sisters , Mrs. Ferd (Minnie )
cal United Brethren Church, Mills . Red Wing. Minn., and
Winona, the Rev. Oscar Mon Mrs. William ( A l p ha ) Willis ,
son officiating. Burial will be Lake City.
Funeral services will be at
in the Oak Ridge Cemetery
1:30 p.m. Saturday at Zion Luthnear Altura.
Fr iends m a y call at the Rol- eran Church , ' Gilmanton , (he
lingstone Funeral Home Fri- Rev . Victor Rittner offici ating.
day afternoon and evening and Burial will be in the Gilmanton
at the church after 12:30 p.m. Cemeterv.
Satur day.
Friends may call at Colhy Fune ral Home Frid ay afternoon
Harry E. Aney
and evening and at the church
CHATFIELD, M i n n . - Harry a f t e r ll a m . Saturd ay.
E. Aney, (if) , died Tuesday evePallbearers wil l be Dona ld ,
ning at his home here . Death Marvin , Walter. Lyle and
Lester
was attributed to cancer.
Bloom and Irvin Tessendorf.
He was born April 18 , 189R .
Mrs. Helen Swain
in the rural Pine Island area
MONDOVI, Wis . ( Special ) and moved to Chatfield in l !i:W .
He drove a rural mail route be- Mrs. Helen Swain , RR , died at
tuec n Rochester and Chat field Buffalo Memorial Hos pi tal al
until enlisting in the Army in n:20 p.m. Tuesday. She had
\'M2. He served in the Medical been hosp italized three days.
Corps until MM 3. He lived in She had heen a re sident of Ihe
town but f a r m e d in the area Mondovi Lutheran Home three
ye a rs .
until his retirement in 19IS2.
-She was born Dec. 18 . 1875,
He married the former Lucy
Baker in 1940. She died in 11(42. in Town of Nap les , to Mr . and
Ile t hen mar ried Leah (i . Dunn Mrs. Ilalvor Swain. She lived
all her life in this area , She
Dec. 14 , I'Mii . in Chatfield.
Ile was a member of the Pio- was a member of Norden Luneer Presb yterian Church and t h e r a n Church.
Survivors incl ude one son ,
Ihe < 'hat fie Id post of the AmerClarence , Mondovi; two grandican Legion.
Su rvivors are : His wif e nnd children ; one brother , Ivor Montwo brothers , Frank , Chatfield . dovi.
F u n e r a l services will be nt 2
and Russell , Hastin gs.
p
in.
Saturday at Norden Luthr unernl services will be at 1
p.m. Friday al Ihe lUielr.er and e r a n Church , t h e Hew Paul
Ake.son Funeral Home , the Rev. M onson officiatin g . Burial will
Robert Xillwock of the Pioneer be in the church cemeterv.
Friends may
call at (he
Presbyterian Church offici ating
Huriai will he in the Pine Island K .l'-ntvot &' Son Funeral Home
a f t e r 3 p in. F r i d a y and at Ihe
Cemetery.
Friends m a y cull at the (une- church a f t e r 11 a.m. Saturday.
Pallbearers will be Elmer
rnl "home after 2 p.m. today until t h e lime of services Friday. S , Iray, l l j a l m e r , and Carl
Pallbearer's will be Knie st Solie , J a m e s W edlaml and AlNiemeyer , Francis and Charles l it ' d Johnson.
( l a r d n e r , Joseph l l u r w o o d , HarLouis M. Berger
old Baker and Kli Mel/.ger.
(SpeW A C M A N I ' I ' "' ' * , Wis.
c i a l ) Lours M. Merger , 713, rural
rMiss Gyda Mngelssen
W a u m n n d e r , died at 5 p. m.
RUSHFORD , M i n n i Special ) Tuesday at his farm home . He
M iss Cyda Magels.sen, 7,1, died bad been ill for two years .
Wednesday at 10:45 a in. at her
He was born May 22 , 1 1IH5, in
home , following a h e a r t a t t a c k . t h e Town of I ' ross to Michael
She bad been ill for several and Margaret Horger and lived
year's ,
in this a rea all oi his life , He
Shi' was bom Feb Z\ . Illi iO , at rn a l l i e d the former Rose Omen
Rus hford to Dr. .1. W and Thorn w a l d Jan. 15, 15) 14 . al Winona .
Ma^elssen. She had heen a lite- They farmed in t his area imlil
long, resident of t h i s area. She retiring three years ago.
was active in yout h work and
Survivors are: His wile; one
was a former Camp firo ( iirls daughter , Mrs . Clarence < Her
lead er.
ni ce ) Haines , Winona, and one
Survivors are : three sisters , grandson . Itohcrt , Winona , His
Mrs
M. C i Agnes i llopp in . parents , eight brothers and live
Anchorage, Alaska , Mrs . K i n n r sisters have died.
(Els ie ) Jensen , Newell , Iowa ,
Funeral services will he nt

ton coast line. It will be colder in northern
half of nation from Rockies eastward to north
Atlantic slates while some moderation in temperatures is expected in Ohio and Tennessee
valleys as well as in south Atlantic and Gulf
coast states. (AP Photofax: Map)

1:30 p.m. Saturday at Killian
Funeral Home, Arcadia , the
Rev. George Gould , formerly of
Montana Ridge EUB Church ,
officiating. Burial will be in
Waumandee Public Cemetery .
Friends may call at the funeral home after 7 p.m . today.
A devotional service will be
conducted by Rev. Gould at
8:30 p.m. Friday.

Johnson Trying
To Stampede
Congress: Barry

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Goldwater ,
Barry
R-Ariz.,
charged President Johnson today with trying to stampeda
Congress and with treating
some legislators as his "personal errand boys,"
"I deeply resent the President' s attempt to play politics
with Christmas by stampeding
votes on the highly questionable foreign-aid bill during the
holidays," Goldwater said in a
telegram to Senate Republican
officials here.
Goldwater, who may try foi
Republican
presidenti al
the
nomination next year , is recuperating in Phoenix , from, an
operation to remove a calcium
deposit or spur from his right
heel.
His criticism of Johnson was
reference to . maneuvers
in
which held senators and Housi
members in an all-night session
last week in a dispute over tha
$3-billion foreign-aid bill .and an
attached rider to ban government guarantees of any credit
sales of wheat to the Soviet Union.

est City , Iowa; Mrs. Ada Olson ,
Spokane, Wash., and Miss Johann a Wulff , Mondovi.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Friday at Evanger Lutheran Church, the Rev. Harold
Haugland , Central
Lutheran
The House finally approved,
Church , Mondovi , officiating.
289- '58, Tuesday a version oi
Burial will be in the church
the bill without the. ban. Many
cemetery .
members had been called back
Friends may call at the Colby
from Christmas holiday trips
Funeral Home, Mondovi , today
Sever Wulff
BROUGHT OVER CAT
j for the voting.
and after 11 a.m. Friday at the SUIT
MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) — church.
tf>
—
A
CheyCHEYENNE
Senators have been asked to
j
Sever Wulff , 80, died Tuesday
enne animal hospital has been return Monday to complete acafternoon at Buffalo Memorial
j sued for $3,225 as result of a tion on the measure and agree
IMPOUNDED DOGS
Hospital here, He had been hosi lost cat.
to final adjournment of the first
pitalized two weeks.
1982—Male, black, part cockChey- session of the 88th Congress.
,
:
Laura
and
Bill
Hopper
He was born April 29 . 1883, in er with leather collar but no
enne , claimed the animal hosTown of Dover , to Mr. and Mrs. license, second day.
p ital lost their cat which was FLEXOM USES KLAXON
Jacob Wulff. He farmed in Dov1984 — Male , black , license left there.
SUMMERLAND KEY , Fla.M
er and Town of Naples before 567 and fancy leather collar , .;¦
suits seeks $25 for the — Floyd Flexon uses his autoThe
.
he retired and moved here. He second day.
cat; $200 for advertising in an mobile horn to help him catch
m a r r i e d Katherine Kindschi
1985—Male , black and white effort to find it: and $3,000 for , sharks. He strings a bait line
Sept. 25, 1904, at Alma. She died
police dog puppy, second day. mental and physical anguish.
across a channel near his home
April 18, 1963.' He was a mem¦
¦
.
and
connects it to the horn.
Available
for
good
homes:
ber of the Evanger Lutheran
When the horn blows , it means a
Three.
WHOOPEE! •
Church.
shark is on the hook .
Survivors include three sons,
MIAMI BEACH , Fla. (AP) - Flexon sells the sharks to a
John , Norman and Kermit , Eau
You can make noise in this re- restaurant which features them
Municipal Court
Claire; three daughters ; Mrs.
sort city — even in the winter. as an exotic menu item. More
Joseph (Dorothy) Berg, and
Forfeits:
The city ' s old "antinoise " and more customers are acMrs. Clarence (Martha 1 RonAllyn R. Carney , 18, 676 Wi- law — enacted to protect tour- quiring a taste for shark and
nei , Mondovi , and Mrs. Ingvald nona St., $5 on a charge of mak- .' ists' ears in the peak of the the restaurant owner says h«
(Virginia ) Melgaard . S a n d ing a prohibited stop. He was winter vacation period — was pan use nil FMoYnn can rafr»h
Creek , Wis.; 14 grandchildren ; arrested by police on Main ; knocked out by the Third Dis18 great-grandchildren , and four Street between 2nd and 3rd ! trict Court of Appeals. The ap- ; had squelched the need thai
sisters, Mrs. Anna Lee . Gilman- streets at 11:43 p.m. Wednes- pellale judges said the transition ' may have once existed for
ton ; Mrs. Lena Johnson , For- dav.
I to year-around tourist business special laws for winter months.

..
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By Alex Kotzk y

By S aunde rs and Ernst

MARY WORTH

NANCY

"

~

'

REX MORGAN, M. D.

MARK TRAI L

'

"

By Ernie Bushmiller

By Da) ClJrtis

By g . Q . .

Stocks Rise
First Session
After Holiday

¦V P . . M. New York
Stock Prices

NEW YORK (AP) - The
stock market pushed to the upside today after four strai ght
declines.
The higher tendency in the
the
first session following
Christmas holiday was generally unexpected by Wall Stre«t.
Numerous key issues gained
as much as a point and some
of the wide movers jumped 2 to
7 or 8 points . Trading Was moderate.
At noon The Associated Press
average of 60 stocks was up .8
at 283.8 with industrials ahead
1.2, rails up .7 and utilities up
.2.
The Dow Jones industrial average was 2.96 higher at 759.82.
Among the airlines, Eastern
was ahead almost 1% while
United gained a major fraction.
Also higher were TWA and
Nationa l , by a point or close to
it.
Bond prices were mostly unchanged in quiet trading.

WINONA MARKETS
R eporteo t»

Swift & Company

msrket
quotation!
over
Listen to
KWNO it i:4S a.m. and 11:4S a.m.
Buying hours ara from 8 a.m. to .
p.m. Monday through Friday.
There will be no call market during
the winter months on Fridays .
These quotations apply as ot noon
today.
All livestock arriving after closing time
will be properly cared (or, weighed and
priced the following morning:
HOOS
The hog market Is 25 cents higher .
Strictly meat type additional 40 cents;
(nt hogs discounted 40 cents per hundredweight.
Good hogs, berrows and [ills—
13.00-13.75
160-180
I37S-M.50
180-2O0
14.50
,..
500-320
14.35-14 .50
320-240

240-270

13.75-14 .35

300-330

12.50-13.10

13.10-13.75

270-300

12.25-12.50

330-360
Good sows—

12.00-12.25

270-300

300-330
330-360

;

340-4M
400-450
450-500

12.00-12.25
11.75-12.00

11.50-11 .25
11.00-11 .50
10.50-11 .00

Hags—
450-down
8.75
450-up
7.75- 8.75
Thin and unfinished hogs .. discounted
CALVES
The veal market Is steady.
¦'
Top choice
. .. 21.00
Choice
25.00-37.00

Good

20.00-25.00

14.00-18.00
Commercial to o°°d
Utility .
12.00-13.00
Canners and culls
. 13.00-down
CATTLE
The cattle market: Steers and cows
strong to 25 cents higher; heifers steady.
•Dry-fed steers and yearlings—
Extreme top
. 21.50
Choice to prime
20.00-21.00
Good to choice
18.50-20.25
15.00-18.00
Comm. to good
Utility
U.OO-down
Dry-fed heifers—
Exlreme lop
... 20.75
19.00-20.00
Choice to prime
Good to choice
17.50-19.50
Comm. to good14.00-15.00
Utility ' .
14.00-down
CowsExtreme top
13.00

Commercial

Utility
Canners and
Bulls—
Bologna
Commercial
Light thin

12.00-12.50

cutters

11.25-12.25
11.75-down
14.50-15.50
13.00-15.00
13.50-down

Winona Egg Market

(These quotations apply is ot
10:30 a.m. today)
Grade A (iurnbo)
Grade A (large)
Grade A (medium)
Grade A (small)
Grade B
Grade C

41
34
24
15
26
18

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 p.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Saturdayi
Submit sample before loading
No. 1 barley
$1.01
1.04
No. 2 barley
No. 3 barley
14
No. 4 barley
8«

Bay State Milling Company
No.
No.
No .
No.
No.
No .
Ha.
No ,

Elevator "A" Grain Prices
Hours: 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
(Closed Saturdays)
1 northern spring wheat . . .
2 northern spring wheat . . . .
3 northern spring wheat .. . .
4 northern spring wheat . . . .
1 hard winter wheat
2 hard winter wheat
3 hard winter wheat
4 hard winter wheat

No. 1 rye .
No. 2 rye

2.21
2.21
2.17
2.13
2.10
2.08
2.04
2.00

1.36

1.34

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (APz I Chicago
Mercantil e Exchange — Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchange d; 93 score AA 57:!-i ;
92 A 57*1.,; 90.B 57; 89 C 56;
cars 90 B 57'" i; R9 C 57y4 .
Eggs firm; wholesale buying
prices unchanged to IVi higher;
70 per cent or better grade A
whiles 42Vi ; m ixed 41 'v mediums 34; standards 34(2; dirt ies
324; checks 31V,
NRW YORK (AP) - (USDA )
—Butter offerings light. Demand
good. Prices unchanged.
Cheese steady. Prices unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings short .
Demand active.
( Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
based on exchange and other
volume sales.) New York spot
quotations follow : mixed colors:
extras (47 lbs, min. ) 43-44; extra s medium (40 lbs. average)
34-35 ; standards 3I!1* - 40'^ ;
checks 32'--:*3 1v> .
Whites : extras (47 lbs. min.)
44-<Jfi ; extras medium (40 lbs.
average) 3S-36 ; top quality (47
lbs. min. ) 4&VHR; mediums (41
lbs . average ) 36-:)8; smalls (36
lbs. average) 30-31.
Browns : extras (47 lbs. min. )
43-14; top quality (47 lbs. min. )
43-44 'i.; mediums (41 lbs. avernge) 354-37 l/i; smalls Ctfl lbs.
nverage ) 30-31.
CHICAGO (AP ) — (USDA) Potatoes arrivals flS; on track
lfi5 ; total U.S. shi pments for
Tuesday 404; Wednesday 5; supplies moderate; demand moderate; market about .steady ; carlot (rack sales: Minnesota North
Dakota Red Ilivcr Valley round
reds 1..00-2.O0; Idaho russet bakers .3.75.
NEW YORK (AP> - (USDA)
— Dressed turkeys , grade A
nnd U.S, grade A , reHdy-tofook , frozen; trade advice indicate* still too curly to determine

Want Ads
Start Here

All'd Ch 55 Int'l Ppr 31%
Als Chal 15V4 Jns & L
66%
Amrda 70% Kn'ct
737/8
NOTICE
Am Cn
43% Lrld
44'/ *
Am M&F W/ A Mp Hon 142% Thlt newspaper will bt responsible
only one Incorrect Insertion ot
Am Mt
UVA Mn MM
63% (or
any classified advertisement
pubAT&T
l385/8 Mn & Ont 21% lished In tht Want Ad section. Check
your
ad
ant
call
3321
If
a
corrteAm Tb
28% Mn P&L tlon must bt made.
Ancda
45V4 Mn Chm
60Vi
Arch Dn <2VA Mon Dak 35%
Armc St
65% Mn Wd
34% BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORArmour
45% Nt Dy
65% B-17, J», 37.
Avco Cp 22"H N Am Av 49%
Beth Sti 31% Nr N Gs 50
Card of Thank*
Bug Air 36% Nor Pac 51%
Brswk
10% No St Pw 35%
BERNATZ—
47»4 N~W Air
Ctr Tr
67g4 Our sincere and tiratatul thanks art
extended to all our friends, neighCh MSPP 13% Nw Bk
and relatives for their variou s acts
C&NW
26% Penney
45V8 bors
of kindness and messages of sympathy
shown
us during our recent bereaveChrysler 88 Pepsi
49',i
the loss of our beloved wife and
Ct Svc
61% Phil Pet
48% ment,
mother. We especially thank the Msgr.
Cm Ed
48 Plsby
54% Haun for his services, those who sent
spiritual and floral offerings, the pallCn Cl
53Vi Plrd
171% bearers
and those who donated the use
Cn Can
42 Pr Oil
42% of their cars.
—The
family
of Mrs. John Bernatz
Cut Oil
57% RCA
95%
"
'
Cntl D
102% Rd Owl
22% HARDERS—
My sincere thanks to everyone who
Deere
71% Rp Sti
39% sent cards, flowers, gifts, for the phone
and visits while I was in the
Douglas 21% Rex Drug: 37% calls
Hospital, to those who so kindly gave
Dow Chm 68% Rey Tob . 42 '
my wife rides to and from ttite Hospital and' to Pr . Roemer, Dr. Fenske;
du Pont 239% Scars Roe 97% Jack
Taylor, to the nurses, student
East Kod 120% Shell Oil
46% nurses, and nurses aides on 2nd W..
for
the
care and service
Ford Mot 49% Sinclair
43% they gavewonderful
me during my stay at the
Gen Elec 84 Socony
70% Community Memorial Hospital .
Edwin R. Harden
Gen Fds 84% Sp Rand
21%
Gen Mills 40 St Brnds 72%
4
Gen Mot 78% St Oil Cal 59% Lost and Found
Gen Tel
30% St Oil Ind 64
lb. hunting bow and quiver.
Gillette
31% St Oil NJ 74% LOST—44
North of Nelson. Tel. 8-2812.
Goodrich 53% Swft & Co 44% FOUND—2 truck tires and whee ls. Owner
Goodyear 41% Texaco
68% may. have by identifying. Tel . Dakota
Gould Bat 36 Texas Ins 68% 643-2511.
~
"
ieT glas"ses. black wi1h, silver
Gt No Ry 56% Un Pac
40% LOST—Lad
bowj, Tues., vicinity of 3rd or Walnut.
Tel. 3574. 2l» Walnut.
Gryhnd
43% U S Rub 44%
Gulf Oil
47% U S Steel 52%
Homestk 42% Westg El 33%
(First Pub. Thursday/ Dec. IP. 1963)
IB Mach 486% Wlworth
74%
State of Minnesota ) ss.
Int Harv 58% Yg S & T 126 County
) In Probat e Court
of Winona

Panotitis

7

-

8-aow.

^__

____^
~
TWO NEW APTS.-upp»r and lowtr , W
ant 175. 717 E, <th. Ttl. 4W.
SIXTH, E. 47»—downstairs apt., living
room, bedroom, kitchenette, bath. Heat
end water turnlshed . Te l. 30M cr 6960.
EAST CENTRA LT 5(h St., Immediate
possession. 5 room apt., partially furnished, hot end cold water; 3 room
apt., partially furnished.
Reasonble
rent to reliable party, c. SHANK, 532
E. 3rd.

Luxury Apt.

Ground floor . Large carpeted living
room with beautiful fireplace. Attractive kitchen , with latest conveniences. Ceramic tile bath with shower. Two bedrooms. Draperies throughout.

LOSE WEIGHT safely with Dex-A-Diei
tablets . Full week' s supply only 98c
Ford Hopkins.

"oTJGi^EJrGUfTER^s'ln^irgauiir-

.

WE WISH YOU a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year . CURLEY'S CER
AMIC TILE CO., 420 W. eth, William
"Curley" Sievers.
TRUSSES -^~ABDOMTNAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY

274 E . 3rd

Auto Stj rvice, Repairing

10

~
"
"*
DON'T LET~The New Year: be a blue
year! Have your car 's service work
done by the expert mechanics at
GOODVIEW TEXACO, 1650 Service Dr .

Business Services

14

21

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Serv ice
Jerry's Plumbing

Frank O'LaughIin

^
^

"~

"Oh, Randy, how 's about a little 'father-to-son ' chat?"
Wanted—Livestock
'

ROUTE
SALES-SERVICE

with accuracy success of retail
Christmas sales . A few inquiries noted today for light fill-in
business , but no sales reported.

Loans — insurance —
Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY

LOANS *ETri;cf

COMPLFTE dairy herds , cows and hrlfers. Cash or milk assignment
Free
delivery Robert Cherrlcr, dl4 W. Willow St.. Chippewa r-' nlls, Wl -s Tel . Pork
3-4674. "Bulls to lonn" .
"
PUREBRED POLAND CHINA BOARS Roger Boynlon, Lewiston, Minn. T e l .
VY.' .
PUREDRED Chester White bonrs, wel rjh
up to 27.1 lbs , Elmer Pnprnfus. St .
Charles, Minn.

46 Coal, Woo d, Other Fusl

~
~"
"
'
LEWISTON SALES BARN
A real good auction ma rket for your
livestock , Dairy cattle on hand all
week , hogs bought every day. Tru ck s
available. Sale Thurs., I p.m. Tel. 2667 ,

~

8

~*
*
RTDER WANTED to share expenses,
destination Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
leave Jan . l o r 2. Tel. 29>12.

LIVESTOCK

Apartments, Furnished

Tel . 2547

Transportation

Farm Imp lements
"

48

CLAY BARN EQUIPMENT
O A K RIDGE SALES & S E R V t c e
Minneiska. Tel. Altura 7884

See the New
12-Lb. Homelile XL-12
Chain Saw*
Soon At

AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
2nd & Johnson
Tel. J4S5

GOOD USED

SPREADERS

New Idea No. 12.
"J
I • Excellent condition.
2•

Schult2 P.T.O. 3-yearold. Very good.

3•

2 Minnesota Tractor
Spreaders. Both very
good and ready to work.

Kelly Ryan P.T .O.
4 • Spreader.
Dealers for New Idea A-C
and New Idea Spreaders.
Conveyor chains on hand to
fit most every make of
spreader.
ALL AT FLEET PRICES —
get them from your
Implement Dealer.

South on New Highway 14-61
Closed Saturday AJternoons
52

WHITE OAK TIMBER
Also Others

Roman Kamrowski

WE HAVE something very fine tor vinyl
and olher floors called Seal Gloss
ecyrllc finish. PAINT DEPOT.
WE HAVE a large assortment of appliances . New and used at prices you
In and
look
want to pay, Come
around. FRANK LILLA. & SONS, 761
E. 6th.
CASH REGISTERS—electric or manually operated, ring up to W. Write
P. O. Box 204, Winona, Minn.
SNOW PLOWS—Meyers and Allls Chalmers, straight or V-body. Will fit e-very
make front end manuro loader. Will
also fit Jeep or oilier 2 or 4 wheel
drive Trucks. F. A. Krause Implement
Co. "Brewy Acres. "

OK USED FURNITURE STORE
5?3 E. 3rd St.
We Buy — We Soil
Furniture — Antiques — Tools
and other used ltem»

Tel. 8-3701

STEREO

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC by a Motorola stereo
hi-fi . We have tho finest selection and
Inrrj est supply of set s In the Winona
aroo. Come In or cell WINONA FIRE
8. POWER CO.. 54 E. Jnd. Tel . S04S .
(Across from the niw pnrklno lot .1
HAVE the convenience ol
hose fnucet this winter ,
now at

a Irost crool
Order yours

SANITARY

PLUMB ING ft, H E A T I N G
168 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2737

~
~
DA ILY N EWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
"~

~~

""

EXPERT
TELEVISION , RADIO
and (ippliance repair service. Save on picture tube
rep lacement.

WARDSl
Service De-|>t.
Tel. m:i
Bus iness Equipment

Now 79c
TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

DEKALB 20 week old pullets., folly vaccinated , llohl controlled , ra lird on slat
floors, Available yenr around . S P E L T Z
CHICK H A T C H E R Y , «olllng«toriB.
Minn. Tel. 3349.

¦fr Wunda Weve)

¦fr Cabin Craft
¦^ Aldon
Wool — 501 Nylon® — Acrilan®
For carpet counseling, samples and free estimates call
us, 2871.

H. Choate & Co
Good Things to Eat

65

~
UARGE SELECTION oTchrlstma! nuts,
candles and fruit baskets. WINONA
POTATO MARKET, IK Mkt.

67

PILE Is soft and lofty . . . colors retain
brilliance In carpets cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric stumpooer, il.
H. Choata A Co.

Radios, Television

71

Needles and Service
All Makes of Record Players

Coo l, Wood, Other Fuel

63

D R Y I I I R f l l WOOD t lri'p ifirn lous. EAST
FN CI COAL & RJEI OIL CO., 901 E,
Rttt
IN T R Y I N G to supply our customers with
the urenlrst variety of funis at the
lowest pos-ilhln cost, we hnvr nnntn put
In a supply ol "RP.D F M U R R " coal.
"Rr(f F.inber , " the m onomy fuesT so
popular durlnii Hie w,u rlnys , sell s for
only lit W per Inn oVHvoircl. Mmul II
yoi irai'll arid mve (2 ncr ton, T r y t
load todny! F AS1 FNI) COAL H F U E L
CO , vol i:. fs!l> . "Wlier e you «ut more
heal at lower colli"

Stirnernar.-Selover Co.

118 E. 3rd

W inona

Refrigerators

72
Domestic
Tel . 5532

Specials at the Store

74

For Reliable

TV or Radio Repair
Call us . . . We are your
Photofact Equipped
Electronic Technician
"We understand your set best."
We're fully equipped with a
SAM'S PHOTOFACT LIBRARY—the world's finest
TV-Radio service data. We
have the complete manual
covering the very set you
own—that' s why we understand your set best!

SE VENf*H~T7~*6tpn~rtioms

H. Choate & Co,
REPAIR COSTS.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

GAS OR O I L hiatersi ranucs, water
heaters, complete Installations, Service ,
p.lrti R A N G E OIL liURNER CO., 907
E, Jth. T»l. 7479, Adol ph Mlcrtalowikl

Typewriter!

77

WINONA T Y P E W R I T E R li the place to
On when you 'ro looking for a typewriter .
New or u ^'d, wo (nJ 'iriinteu nil our
machines » or one lull ytnr. <JV1N0NA
T Y P R W R I T E H S E R V I C E , 161 E, Md
adding mnchlnm
T Y I ' E W H I T E I(S and
for snlu or runt. Rrasonnhla rales,
free delivery, See us. tor all your ot .
flea supp l ies, deiks. (l ies or office
r.tinlrs. Umd Typewriter Co, Tel. i i l l .

Washing, Ironing Mach.

79

GENE'S APPLIANCE 4. TV SERVICE
1052 W . Ilroadway
Tel. 8170/
IKml' i Rental i«rvlce)
MAYTAG A M D F R I G I OAIRE-Fast. export s urv'ce. Complete sloc k and parts.
H Choata & Co. 7>|, 2871.

Wearing Apparel, Furs

80

DORGANA PUR COAT -JIM, worn luit
once, J50 , Tel. B 3380,

81

WW. MILLE R SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO , uays
hlurwM (ir Ire* lor »trap
Iron, niulnls, hides , v/ool and raw lur
723 W. 2nd
Te-I, 21)47
Closed Saturdayi
~
~
*
*
*""
'"
Vir ANTED SCRAP IRON & AAETAL
COW HIDES , WOO L S. RAW FURJ.
HIGHEST
P R I C E S PAID
M «. W IRON AND ME 1 AL CO
707 W '2nd, nereis S|iur Cn* Station
For your Ccnvnlnicu
VVa Ar» Now Again Oport On Soli.
'"
HIOHESf PRICES PAID
for icrnp Iron. ma!n!», lag* , rtld aa,
raw Curt anil wool!

Sam We ism an & Son

430 W

INCORPORATED
3rd
Tal, 3147

Rooms Without Meals

Tel. kkn.

4-door, V-a motor,
automatic transmiftv
sion , tu-tone finish.
Specially p r i c e d
V at — *

$595

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon., "Fri., Evenings

SANTA'S
SPECIAL
1961 DODGE 4-door , full
power and a very clean
car.
1957 RAMBLER 4 - door ,
straight shift with overdrive , radio , heater — a
great economy car.

WINONA
AUTO SALES

-

Farms, Land for Sale

98

99

E. GOOD WEST Mark Street location.
Big corner lot . 3-bedroom, 2-story home.
24x24' new garage. Oil heat. Close to
grocery store, laundromat, In Lincoln
School district. 1 block to bus. Low
price of $8,100. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
Realtors, 15? Walnut St. Tel. 4242 or
alter hours: E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill
Zlebell 4854 , E. A, Abts 3184.
THREE-BEDROOM and 4-bedroom homes
for sale or rent. Center o( town, on
bus line. Tel. 6059.
~
EYOTA, MiNN .—Older 3-bedroom " home,
new gas furnace, enclosed porch, oarage, 17,500. Buy on contract. J500
down. Stelnmetz Realty, Eyota, Minn.
FOUNTAIN CITY—large 11 room building on H. Short Drive. Suitable for
aptwarehouse or store. For sale or
rent. Also large modern mobile home,
sacrifice lor quick sale. C. SHANK,
Homamaker 's Exchang e, 552 E. 3rd.
IF YOU WANT to buy,, sell or trade
be sure to see Shank, HOMEWAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 553 E. 3rd.
D. A COUNTRY HOME . Ideal for couple.
2-bedroom, most modern. 1% baths, full
basement, with oil forced air heat. Located lust west of Goodview . Convenient to Warner Swasey plant. Full
price $12,800. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
Realtors, U9 Walnut St. Tel. 4242 or
after hours: E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill
Zlebell 4854, E A. Abts 3184.

FROEHLICHE
WETNACHTEN
The German invented the
Bretzel, a Christmas symbol, a circle vyith a cross
to represent the 4 seasons.
Bretzels proved so good with
beer that soon they came
in many shapes . The good
Germans have a saying
"Heute Abend ist der Weihnachtsmann mit dem Backen beshaeftigt" and ,for a
month before Christmas,
they b a k e Pfeffemuss,
springerle and other dishes.
Then they gather with good
friends and sip hot Gltj wein
and friendships reach their
warmest heights.
We also propose a toast to
you , our friends, for health
and happiness in the New
Year ahead.

iBoB
I^£
1

*-

v ,fR
Tel, 2349
120 Center St. J

FORMER CLINIC DUILDING, for sola
or lease. 45x140 , Elevator, stoker heat,
Immctllnto
occupnny.
Contact
BOB
SELOVER. Realtor, lor showlno.

Wanted—Real Estate

102

*"
BUY- central
location,
WANTED
TO
duplex or house wilh rontal possibilities, with
low down payment, wltri
balance on Contract for Deed. Tel.
B I6«5 .
" WILL PAr HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR

YOUR

CITY

PROPERTY

"HAN K JEZEWSKI

(Winona 's Only Real
Tel. MBS and 7093

SEE
The Fine Selection ot
USED CARS
On Display at Our

INSIDE HEATED SHOWROOM

NYSTROM'S

Chrysler - Plymouth
Ooen Mon. -Fri. Nlohts

STATION WAGONS
'60 Mercury wagon ... $1495
'57 Chev. 2-door wagon $595
'57 Chev. 4-door wagon $695
'57 Ford Wagon , 9 pas. $795
'58 Plymouth wagon .. $695
'56 Ford 4-door wagon $395
We
Advertise Our Prlw i
^.

CgEQIDg)
^
^

39 years in Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon
Comet—Fairlane
Open Mon. and Fri. Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

1956 BUICK
Super, 2-door hardtop, power steering, power brakes ,
tinted glass , white/ sidewall
tires, radio , heajrer , yellow
body ¦with red aijd black interior. Driven a mere 42 ,000
miles. One owner. They
don't come any cleaner than
this.

WALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday nights

1958 FORD
Country Sedan
4-door , radio , heat*
, automatic tra nsmission , V-8 motor ,
Ver
white sidewall tires,
tu-tone finish , power
steering ,
power
brakes. Extra clean!
Only

$695

Estate Buyer)
P.O. Box 343

Accessories , Tires , Parti 104

7,50x16
Now recap

VENABLES

75 W . 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. , Fri., Evenings

1958 PONTIAC
Chieftain 4-door , setlan , V-8
engine, automatic transmission , radio , heater and excellent tires. Tu-tone light
nnd dark green body . A lot
of car for the money,

$895

WALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday nights

Truck Tires

Wanted—Automobiles

$20 each

JUNK CARS
B-17 SO .

nnd

trucks

110

wonted . ' III.

Tax included.
A.1HO other sizes.

Mobila Homes, Trailers 111

KALMES TIRE

Auction Sal«»

Winona 's Used Tiro Center
l()«-llf) W. 2nd St ,

Boats, Motors , Etc.
W I N T C - R T I M I I, ri-pa lr
hnnl time , Do It
nOATS Tel , 0- .1U6A.

limn;
nowl

'

(Motorcycles, Bicycles

106
-iprlngtlme ,
WARRIOR

107

LT A R N THE ROI' ES on n uWmotor,
rydir f r o m ROIlll DROS. Motorcycl«
Shop. 576 L: , <lh. T e l . 4007.

2R" IHCTCLES

Girls ' and Boys '
Prlfw l from J34.P5
Also a lew Television salt loll—
priced at only
III9.95

FIRESTONE

J00 We».t 3id

Tel. 6MCI

86 Trucks , Tract 's, Trailers 108

K I N G fc". 127- Inrso (Hoping room. Tel ,
A)IS.

] 958 FORD

OTIS ST . — all modern 3-roorn house, Jsed Cars
109
automatic oil furnace, hot water hea(er.
"""""""T
lnder.
(oil basement and garage. Available PLYMOUTH — 195-5; 4-door , <
automatic transmission, reasonable . InJan. 15. Inquire at 151 E. 8th St,
~
quire 9t0 E. Broadway after 5 p.m.
"
r^URTH E. 8«—Fof sale o7 rentTIFORD—1960 Station Wagon, automalia
bedroom house. Tel. 57J1 or . 2290.
~~
transmission, good tires, excellent conCENTRALLY TTOCATED
'
dilion. SBSO . '-in Washingt on,'
i room house.
6 roorp apt.
Walter Neumann.
Tel. 8-3133

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101

USE OUR VAJtIOUS
PAYMENT PLANS FOR

CUSTOnA
TRUCK
BOOTES
t""j"it by
BERG'S .
Expert
work .
Reasonable!
rates. BERG'S, 3»3o W. 4th, Goodview.

RAMBLER-DODGE
3rd St. & Mankato Tel. 8-3649
95
»r"~r""b"ath"'. Open Monday & Friday NightJ

52Vi E. 3rd
Tel . 6046 °__ 234?

Hardt 's Music Store

Wanted fo Buy
62

~
"**
'
PR IME 0OVVMTOWN
0CAT7ONS^Ritall and office space. Available now.

Houses for Sale

~
FOR HEALTH SAYi~ gIr your famll7"»
Humldlller (or Christmas. Best deal In
PRE-INVENTORY SALE on all appiftown at Bambenek's, 9th t, Alankalo.
ances. Buy now and save. B & B
TOY CLOSE-OUT SALE!
ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
20% to 50% Savings
ICE SKATES—new 8< used. Trade -your
Shop and save now at SHUMSKI'S
old pair in. Skates sharpened. KOLTER
58 West 3rd,
Tel. B-3389
BICYCLE SHOP, 402 Mankato. Tel. 3665.
SEWI NG MACHINE—Newi home, m akej
buttonhole! and sows on buttons, mends
and darni, automatic. A real bu-y at
only 479. Tel. 8-4160 .

Business Places for Rent 92

hour to Winona. Consider city or village property. Cliff Scharlau, Arcadia,
Wis.

Famous Brand Names
•fc Mohawk
Lee's
¦•fr Gulistan
JV

Commercial and
535 E 4th

57

ACROSS FROM WSC—1, 2 or 3 men
to share furnished apt., 304 W . 8lh.
Tel . .43i8. .

~
FAR WT B UTTD 1N GS—1 to"erraare_rHall

Ed's Refrigeration & Supply

Lamoille, M inn .
(Pickwick)
Tel. Winona 8-2661

Dr. Nay lot ' s

Rofi. $1

~
~
CORNEFf SECTIONAf~ — 3-plece, red,,
loam rubbor cushions, very good condition. Herb Neldner , Lewislon , Minn,
USED FURN ITURE—j " pcT~ivalnui bedroom suite, 545; walnut chest and bed,
S30.
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302 Mankato Ave. Open evening).
—
~
WALNUT OR BLONDE cocktali tablei,
$5 .95; 3 table groupings, Including 1
step ' and "matching
cocktail
tables,
S19.95. BORZYSKOvVSKI FURNITURE,
302 Mankato. Open even ingt.

91

PIEASANT APT ., close 'o downtown,
drapes, carpeting, stove and relrlgerator furnished. Not suitable for children.
Tel, 6-301T,

64 Houses for Rent

Furrv, Rugs, Linoleum

Household Articles

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"

Articles for Sale

63

' "'
WOOD
Good oak ilabs sawed . In Wove t«nafrii.
Suitable for range and turnace. Price
reasonable. Haul It yourself or we will
deliver.
BRUNKOW SAW MILL
Trempealeau, Wis.
Tel. 534-6316

Carpets and
Area Rugs

Ready to go to work!

Logs, Posts, Lumber

"""OAK -

"
"

PUREBRED DUROC BOAR!) and nllls WHA T nn you N E E P V? Usvri ' rommvrAlso, Landnice bo<irs and nlltv Clifford
clnl fountain equipment tor snle . ComHoff, Lanesboro, Minn. (Pilot Mound )
p leTe setup or dlstie s , nilx nrs. utensils ,
appliances, you nnmn III Write P.O.
H OK 204, Wlnnna.

TEAT DILATORS

Tel.' 7U*

tOl Main St.

"K" gutter, prime coated . Machine
made on job — any length.
Julius Pellowskl Tel. Lewiston -2SM
CONTINUAL HOUSE GUTTER CO.
Stock ton, Minn,

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

PI EAST T A K E N O T I C F .
Hint nn application hai been made
hy Rober t V. Ghselheck nnd Samurl J
Schneider roquustlno « permit lor th«
construction of three- apartment buildings on trie following location , to wll .
The nrra enclosed hy Ewlng Street
on tin- Has), Lincoln Streir l on the
West. Wahnshn Street nn the North,
antt nn the South tiy n line npproxlinalely 775 fret •.outh of Wahnshn
Street
Al such hearing the llnard will consider the findin gs nnd recommendations
nl the Winonn Planning Comm ission with
rolerenr.e lo the above application ,
A hearing upon this application and
the findings nnd recommendation s ot the
Winonn Plnitn/nn Commission will he held
In tho couit room of Ihe City Hall .
Winona , Minnesota, it 4:30 o'clock P.M .
on the 2nd dny of January. 1964, at
whlrh time nny person may appear on
behalf nf or nnalnst such application.
Rps pitrtfu lly,
WINONA ZONING A P P E A L S
HOARD
Hy
6. J. JIEV BRS,
Chairman.

90

THIRD E. 2»—4-rooiin modem "apt.,
newly decorated ; 2-room apt., hast
furnlihed ; 5-room apt . Inquire 537 E.
<fh.
NEWLY RcTMODillinJ—UtJedfoorji apt "
large carpeted living room, 3 storage
and clothea closets. Tom Relne. Tal.

WHEEL CHAIRS—for every prlca range;
ad|usfable walkers. For rent or tale.
First two months rental credited towards purchase price. Crutctnes, wood
or ad|ustable aluminum. TED MAIER
DRUGS.
~
ARE YOU A PRbBLEM DRINKER?—
Man or woman, your drinking creates
numerous problems. It vou need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group, Sox o22 , Winona.
Minn.

ELEGrai^ROTO~^OTEE

Notice ef Hearing

without

Apartments, Flats

QUIT ANSWERING false alarms . . .
have your clocks and watches expertly
repaired at RAINBOW JEWELRY, 116
W. 4th.

Plumbing, Roofing

(Pub . Date Thursday, Dec. 26. 19*3)
r ,W of Winonn, Minnesota
Z O N I N G APPE ALS BOARD

ROOMS FOR MENT~
wltri or
kitchen privileges. Tel. 4859.

OESPISe altering clofhast Expert work
WARREN
BETSINGER,
done
by
Tellor, t&h W. 3rd, stop In today.

GRAIN

Stain of Minnesota > tt.
) In Probn la Court
County of Winona
No, 1.1,701
In Ra Estate ol
William Brandt, Decedent.
Order for llaarlno on Petition lor Administration, Limiting Time to FUt
Claims and lor Hairing Thereon
AAamle Anderson havlno Hl«d herein a
petition lor general ndmlnlstrntlon s 'atIntestate
lr»o that »old decndenl died
and iirayinu that /Vi/u nlo Anderson be
appointed administratrix ;
17 IS O R D E R H D , That tha hearlno
lh»rool br had on .InniMry }J , 1964, at
10:30 o'clock A.M , lie-lore this Courl In
the probate r our I room In the court
house In Wlnnna, Mlnnnv>1ai that the
lime within which cred itors nf said de
redi'iit mny tile their cl.ilmv t)r limited
to tour months Irom the daiir hi'ieot.
and that the claim3 so tiled he hi'ard
on April 22nd , I9fl,4, at 10:00 o 'clock
A.M., belor e this Court In the probate
court room In the court house in Winona,
Minnesota, and that notice hereof t>»
glvm by publication of thlt order In
lha Winona Dally Newt and by mailed
notice as provided hy law.
Dattd Dtcembe r Vlh. KM.
AflARGARfJ T W C R EA P Y ,
Probata Clerk.
(Prohnte Courl .Seal)
lawyer, Sawyer A Cnrliy,
Attorneys lor Petitioner.

Rooms for Housekeeping 87 Truck^JTract's, Trailtrs 10S

DON'T LEAVE the children al home!
Bring them with you when you dine at
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd.
We cater to the whole family with
budget prices and wholesome nourishing food .

No. 15,702
~
~
In Re Estate of MEN wi*TH A MISSION describes the
e;-parts at WINONA RUG CLEANING
Louis Kohner, also known is
Louis J. Kohner, Decedent.
SERVICE. 116 W. 3rd. If you are In a
Order for Hearing] on Petition
holldaze about spills and spots Tel. 3722.
to Determine Descent.
Kohner
(Brother Dressmaking, Sewing
16
Anthony
Edward
Louis Anthony) having fi led In tills Court
representing, among other BULK riPPERS, 10c and up 5, 6, and
a petition
things, that said decedent died intestate
7" size 10c; lengths to 14" slightly
more than five years prior to the filing
higher.
CINDERELLA SHOPPE, 214
thereof, leaving certain property in WiMankato.
nona County, Minnesota, and that no
Will of said decedent has been proved,
nor administration of his estate granted,
In this State and praying thai the descent
of said property be determined and that
For clogged sewers and drains
It be assigned to the persons entitled
¦
Tel . 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee
thereto ;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
1964,
January
22nd,
thereof be had on
at 10:30 o 'clock A.M., before tt ils Court
in the probate court room in the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, , and that
notice hereof be given by the rx/blicatlon
of this order in the Winona Dally News
Special truck. Sanitary aVOdorless
and by mailed notice as provided by law.
G. S. WOXLAND CO
5
Dated December 17, 1963.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-9245
MARGARET McCREADY,
Probates Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal)
VI! E. 4th
Tel. . 9394
Sawyer, Sawyer &, Darby,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
WE HOPE YOlThad a Merry Christmas
and will en|oy a Happy New Yea r.
(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 19, 1963)
O
Make your New Year 's Resolution to
A
stop In and Inquire about any plumbing
State of Minnesota ) ss.
or heating supplies. We made it our
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
resolution to give our customers expert
8
No. 15-700
service .
5
In Re Estate of
Lucile Walch, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition fo-r Probate
PLUMBING & HEATING
of Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
207 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703
and for Hearing Thereon.
Thomas Francis Walch having filed a
petition for the probate of the Will of Help Wanted—Female
26
said decedent and for the appointment of
,
PRACTICAL
NURSE^with
some
trainThomas Francis Walch as
Executor
Ing and some experience to take ca re
which Will Is oh file In this Court and
of elderly woman, not bedridden, days.
open to Inspection;
Mrs. AAllton Goldberg, 518 W. 6th. Tel
IT IS ORDERED, That the> hearing
'
thereof be had on January lOtri, 1964, at
532B.
__
71:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In GIRL OR WOMAN experienced In secrethe probate court room in the cou rt house
tarial work. Must know shorthand, typin Winona, Minnesota, and that ob|ections
ing and be able to operate dictaphone,
to the allowance of said Will , if any,
adding and calculating machines. VarSOUTH ST. PAUL
be filed belore said time ot hearing;
ied work. W. F. White. Tel. 8-2330 for
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn, Oft—(USDA) that the time within which creditors of
interview.
ilouBhter
1,000;
.4,500;
calves
— Cattle
said decedent may file their claims be
steers and heiferj steady to strong; cows limited to fou r months from the date WAITRESS WANTED-<iay workTApply
fully steady; bulls steady; load high hereof, and that the claims so filed bi
Frank Cunningham, Steak Shop or Tel.
choice 1,293 lb slaughter steers 22.50; heard on April 22, 1964, at 10:30 o 'clock
31J0.
other choice 950-1,250 lb 21.50-22 .25; flood A.M., before this Court In the probate
27
19.50-21.25; canner and cutter 11 ,00-15,00; court room In the court house In Winona, Help Wanted—Male
choice
1,088 lb Minnesota, ond that notice hereof be
load average high
slaughter heifers 21.50; other choice M0- given by publication of fhls order in the LARGE NATIONAL concern fias two established routes open In Winona Area
1,100 lb 20.75-2I.2J; good 18.50-2O.50; can- Winona Dally News and by mailed notice
for married men, 22 to 40, with car.
ner and cutter 11 .00-14.00 ; utility and as provided by law.
$91 weekly to start. No sales expericommercial cows 12.50-14.50; canner and
Dated December 17, 1963.
ence necessary as we train you. For
cutter 10.50-12.50; utility bulls 17.50-19.00;
MARGARET McCREADY,
17.00-18.50;
canner
good
personal Interview see Mr. W illiamson,
commercial and
Probata Clerk.
Winona Hotel, Friday, Dec. 27th, 7:30
ond cutter 14.50-17.00; vcalers and slaugh(Probate Court Seal)
ter calves steady ; good and choice veal- Sawyer, Sawyer & Darby,
to 9 p.m.
^___
ers 24.00-27.00; good and choice slaugh- Attorneys for Petitioner .
SCHOOL BOY , 14 or over, with farm
ter calves 19.00-25.00 .
to help on farm weekends.
experience,
Hogs 6,5C0; barrows and gilts strong
(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. TJ. 1963)
Write E-38 Dally News.
to 25 cents higher ; cows mostly 25
State of Minnesota ) ss.
EXPERIENCED married man wanted to
cents higher; 1-2 190-240 lb barrows and
)
In
County
of
Winona
Probate
Court
operate dairy farm. House end electrigilts 15.25-15.50; mi xed 1-3 1 90-240 lb
No. 15,o92
city furnished. Wicked Livestock Co.,
15.00-15.25; 2-4O-270 lb 14.00-15.00,- 2-3 270In Re Sste le of
Harmony , Minn . Tel. 886-2771 days;
300 lb 13;S0-14.25; 1-2 and medium 160Robert
J
.
Bauer,
Decedent.
'
886-2791 evenings.
190 lb 13.75-15.00; 1-2 270-400 lb sows 11 75
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate
O0;
feeder
lb
U.25-12.
00-500
to 12.50; 2-3 4
of
Will,
Limiting
Time
to
File
Claims
pigs strong to 50 cents higher; choice
and for Hearing Thereon.
120-ian lb 13.00-13.50.
Gwendoline Bauer having filed a petiSheep 1 ,100; ilauohter lambs strong
tion
for
the probate of the Will of said
to 50 cents higher; slaughter ewes and
decedent and for the appointment of AND DE L IVERY. 60 stops per day. J10O
feeder lambs, steady ; choice and prime
week while training. Married to age 39,
Gwendoline Bauer as Executrix, which
80-104 lb wooled s laughter, lambs 19.255V4-day week. Write 6-39 Dally News.
Will is on file In this Court and open
20.00; good 80-95 lb 17.50 19.00 ; cull to
5.50-6.50; to Inspection;
good wooled slaughter ewes
37
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing Business Opportunities
package fancy 66 lb wooled feeder lambs
_
thereof be had on January 9, 1964, at
*
18.00; other choice nnd fancy 60-80 lb
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court GROCERY STORE ln small town in
16.50-17.50; BOOd 50-60 lb 14.00-16.00.
Southern Minnesota. Excellent building
In the probate court room In the court
with modern apt-, nice clean stock,
house In Winona, Winona County, Minsame owner ov»( 10 years. Must sell
nesota, and that ob|ections to tho allowbecause of lllneis , Will take modern
ance of said Will, If any, be filed behouse In trade. Write E-36 Daily News.
fore said time of hearing; that the
time within which creditors 0* said de- FOR
stall service station
LEASE-3
cedent m;iy file their claims be limited
downtown Winona. Excellent opportunto lour months from the date hereof,
ity for mechanic. For details writ e
and that the claims so filed be heard
Bit Dally News.
(1st Pub . Date Thursday, Dec. 19, IJM) on April 16, 1964, at 10:30 o 'clock A.M..
before
this
Court
In
the
probate
court
) is.
Money to Loan
40
State ol Minnesota
room In the court
house In Winona,
)
In Probate Court
County ol Winona
Winonn County, Minnesota , and thai noNo. 1 5,697
tice hereol be given by publication of
In Ra Estate of
this order In tho Winonn Dally Mews ond
Thomu J, RoieK, Decedent
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Order for Hearing on Petition lor
Daled December 10, 1963
Administration, Limiting Time lo
E. D. LIBERA,
(or
Hearing
Thereon
Tel. 5240
175 Lafayette St.
Flit Claims and
Probata Judge.
(Ne<t to Telephone Offlcc-I
Paul Rou'k havlno tiled herein a pe(Prohnte
Court
Sees
l)
tition for general administration stating - Brrhmer nnd MrMnlion,
thai laid decedent died Intestate and Attorneys lor Petitioner.
National
Merchants
pray ing that The
flank ot Winona be appoinled admin(First Pub. Thursday. Dec. 11, 19631
PLAIN
NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURB
istrator ;
170 E . 3rd St .
Tol. 2915
IT IS O R D E R L D . T hai the hearing State of Minnesota ) ss
Hrs . 9 a m . to 5 p.m., Sat . ? a.m. to noon
) In Probnln Courl
thereol be hml on January 10. 1964 , at County ot Winona
In
Courl
10:45 o ' clock A.M ., before this
No, 15.594
Dogs, Pets, Supp lies
the probate court room In the court
42
In Re Estate of
house In Winona, Minnesota; that the
Edward White Skid more, Decedent.
s,ald
detime within which creditors ot
Order lor Hearing on Petition
HALF P E K I N G E S E puppies ""lorlale, 4
cedent moy fila their claims be limited
to Sell Real Estate.
weeks old, 113. 91» E. 4lh . Tel. 6-20O6.
to tour months- from the -date hureol,
The representative o< said estate having
*
'
sale .
Female,
t
and that the claims so . tiled be heard filed herein a petition to sell certain SIAMESE 'CAT-for
years
old,
spayed
.
Ideal pet for chil.,
A.M
1964,
at
10:00
o
'clock
22,
on April
r«nl estate doscrlhcd In inld potltlon;
dren. Tel. 8-4160.
before this Court In Ihe probate court
IT IS O R D E R R D ,
That the hearlno
house In Winona, thereof be hnd on January BTh, 1964. at
room In Ihe court
f
be
hereo
and
tha
f
notice
Cattle, Stock
Honest,
43
Minnesota,
10:30 o'clock A . M., before this Court
Ulven hy publication of this order In In the probate court room In the rourt
The Winona Dally News and by mailed house In Wlnnna, Minnesota, nnd flint RUSHFORD Small Pig Market, Sale Sat.,
notice as provided by law .
Doc , 28, 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. Sales held
notice hereof he given by pub llcntlon of
Dated December 16, 196.1.
every other Snt. For lurther InlormMlon
this order In the Winonn Dnlly Wewi nnd
Margaret McCready,
call Holocr Feed (Mill, Rus htord, Minn.
by mnllerl notice as provided by law.
Probata Cl«rk
Dated December 10th, 1961
NOTICE—Lnnesboro Snles Commission '!
(Prohate Court S«al>
E. D. I I B E R A ,
new selling order. Venl 1? lo 1; hofi i
Streater &. Murphy
Probnt* Judge.
and sheep, 1 to 1:30. Cattle sale starts
Attorneys tor Pttlllonmr
(Probfltc Court Senl)
promptly nt 1:30 . Vonl arriving Iflte
Sawyer , Sawyer A, Darby,
will
be sold later In sale. Sale Dny
(Pint Pub. Thursday, Dec, 19 , 19631
Attorneys for Petitioner.
evory
Friday.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)—Wheat
receipts Tuesday 254 ; year ago
holiday ; trading basis one cent
higher ; prices IVi higher ; cash
spring wheat basis, No 1
Spring wheat one cent premium
each lb over 58-61 lbs ; Spring
wheat one cent discbunt each
lb under 58 lbs ; Protein prems:
xl per cent 2.33%t ; 12, 2.34%; 13,
2.35%; 14, 2.35%-2.36%; 15,2.372.41-2.42^.
No 1 hard Montana winter
2.18%-2.38%.
Minn-S.D. No 1 hard winter
2.18%-2.33 /8.
No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 2.35-2.38; discounts, amber 5-7 cent; durum 7-10 cents.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.11%.
Oats No 2 white 59%-63 ' ;. N
3 white 54%-62Vs; No 2 heavy
white 62%-67V ; No 3 heavy
white 61 /s-64%.
Barley , cars 140, year ago,
(holiday ); bright color 94-1.24;
straw color 94-1.24; stained 941.24; feed 85-92.
Rye No 2 1.41-1.45.
Flax No 1 3.10.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.75.

BIG GEORGE

CHOIR DIRECTOR—© rae« Presbyterian
Church announces ttnot auditions will
be held for choir director . Persons
vvho (re qualified, who are excited
with
tho prospect
ol worshipping
throuoh music, and who would accept
a small salary are asked to Tel. 4608.
IT'S fFfv r~iTjf*
RRY^VMi . . . It's
Tom 1 Jerry time . . . Stop In and
eee usl Ray Meyer, Innkeeper,¦ WIL' .
.
LIAMS HOTEL.

FORD- -iv.il , pickup, 4-spaed transmission. rAay bo soun At 601 W. Sth.

'
P R I C E S SLASHED on all uvrt mobile
homes, SiiVB S lOO' s now. Rtid Top Mobile Homo Siiltrs ,

A L V I N KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, Cllv <inrt il<ile llcenied
and hondii'l. IS.' 1 ll>»Hy M. (Corner
E. 5th nnd Llborly). Tol. 4*80 .

Minnesota

Land & Auction Sales
l-VCI .'|f J, KlllllliT
ISO Wnlnult. T e l 1) 3/10, n i t" hmiri i«U

DEC. 21) Sot. I pin L . side! (it 0-.\eo,
Wis . on Hwy. II
l i t Mnichpy, ownwiuclln nrti'M
er;
/ urk
&
Mm In it,
Nnrlhi'iii Inv . C o , (Ink
DKC. JH Sol
1 II.III. n mllnj E . of
(illrnmiimt, W 'V AnIH! N' II MW . ow nen Kr.incn MV«*i liim, mirlxinneri Northtint Inc. CM , clc ik.
OKC. 3(1 Snt. 1 p m Punier nf Wll lCnrrii
t, Lincoln St., I I'wntim, Minn, F' umlMr« auction, Jnhn Um nlinrrl t E*t/it«.
ownrr;
Alvln
Kohner ,
nucllonnari
Lnnil R, Auction Vr u . , O t - r k .
DEC . 1« Snt.. 1? noon, 1 rtlO Mnln St ',
Ln O' IISMI I VVI-i, llni/M tiold Auc-tlon.
AArv Aithur
l. oullloi L iMIr , ow n<ir/
RuMftll SelironoVr. nurl Innouri
Community l.onn «, pin., clork.

By Roy Crmnm

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walkar

BEETLE BAILEY
By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

DAN FLAGG

By Don Sherwood

By Chic Young

BLONDI E

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Cantiiff

^^ STEVE CANYON

By Al Capp

ESPECIALLY WELCOME AFTER-CH RISTMAS
SAVINGS ON MENSWEAR FROM J AY BEE'S!
(

"'

~~_

(f

r^fWW^

ffl-WmWrnt'I'W\\\\---~~

DIAMONDS

TIMEPIEC ES

Solitaires , diamond mountings ,

ACCUTRONS FOR MEN

diamond pendant necklaces , dia-

Diamond-set or plain watches

mond earrings , or u diamond

for ladies by ROLEX

ring for

o man , (A f t e r - C h r i s t -

PERREGAUX

mas prices begin at $27.00 for

ing at

a diamond pendant , $29 50 lor

model).

;
;¦
«¦
¦
V

BULOVA (Start17-jewel

By

Worcester ,

Rosenthal ,

il'l 1

Sterling or Plated Wa re to add

Royal

beauty to vour home for a life-

Pickard and others. (From $5 .95

time by Gorharm , Ree d & Barton

per 5 piece place setting).

and $39 95

Pattern* lo Choose From

SAVE

%

*%% NOW $ 3495

Or $10

0ther Suits $59.95 to $69.95

MOW

,

TOPCOATS
$
- Now 3995

[•¦'I

I

.„.

,

..

^/

SINCE 1863
,

I

W

QQSJ|^9
.

——

fa ¦ #
\ niyf'C

k/iiii ij

I1

"ud*d

Regular $22.50ti| ff" QC

"

Regular $4.50

$298

|

*

W%

/7\ \^H!

Dress

Regularl y Priced at $9.95

Mil

_J^V ^-v

"

and Hallmark

j

All Weather Coats
JEWELERS

vVa HeUSen
H

Wash 'n Wear—Dacron — Rayon — Acetate

\W '\

and othe r leading silversm iths.

Hundred* of Styles ctnd

SLACKS . . . . *6

III'MY'V

Regular $29.95

88

-l|*7i

Haviland ,

Hi
l^

L_J_J^

|J\1\

Spode, Minton,

vkSgpij i*; .

\

jdJL

CHINA

MM

C IIIT C

95 ¦$1095 I
v\ \ Y' n| £10
IJ
Z#

jF

a diamond-set mounting).

SILVER

¦:

WW

GIRARD-

$ 17.95 for a

l&ii W< HaflA

ALL WOOL WORSTED

1

CPAQT
5nm
C0ATS

f A\

/

/ ' <•
itf

'

^W
\ X

fV>-i-M

ll/

/^

^

y/

fM

^$5/
JhtL—^
Tlsw

I JAV BEE s

rt

#
f

59 Wwt Third Street
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